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Title word cross-reference

1
[Ble98a, Kal98b, KS98a, RSA93f, RSA93a].
10
[Kal98c].
11
[Ano95j, Ano96k].
12
[RSA99a].
14
[BG98].
15
[Nys99].
3
[RSA93b].
5
[RSA99b].
6
[RSA93c].
7
[Kal98f, Kal98d, RSA93d].
8
[RSA93e].

((2^n)^m) [PSR97]. (2^n ± 1) [Zim99]. (k,n)
[KOO95b, KOO95a]. (t,n) [LWC96]. + [Zhe97b]. $1 [Gar97b]. 1 [JV98b].$

$1-Million [GC97]. 16 [BS93a, GC94]. 2 [JV98b, KG95, Koh91b, MVZ98, SBV99].$


[JS95b]. mod2^32 [Ber93]. c [WD99b]. $^2
[HG97b]. d [BD99b]. $ [BR91]. f [DJL93].
F_{2^n} [MVZ93]. F_{2n} [SS98a, Ler97]. F_p
[Miy93a]. G(D(2^n)) [Ara93]. GF(2) [She95c].
GF(208) [Ros98a]. GF(2) [FBT96]. GF(p)
[Gor93b, HNM98]. \geq [GQW+91]. k
[Car97c, DJL93, HKS97a, HKS97b, KR99b, KS97b, WD99b]. l [HL93a, KS97b]. L2
[Vau99a]. \lambda [RS99c]. L \geq 2 [SVxW91]. \leq [GQW+91]. m [Bla94a, FR94]. N
[BS91c, BS91d, HKS97a, HKS97b, KSW99b, KSW99c, KK98, Per93, QG90, Tak97].
N = p^l q [BDHG99a, BDHG99b]. N_{0,292}
[BD99b]. P [BS90b]. p^l q [Tak98a, Tak98b].
\ell [BDHG99a, BDHG99b, FJR96]. s
[YT95a, YT95b]. s2 [Knu93b]. Step_{k,m}
Acceleration [TT99]. Accelerator [T99].
acceptance [Gil97, Sta94a]. Access [ABL93, BDPS97, BGT96, FHBB97, GKK99, Iwa97, KS99a, KG99, MSNW99, NW98, She93a, She93b, SL99, VD999, Cha99b, CII99, DF91b, Gol99b, IS97, LL93b, PS98a, RD96a, S986, SSM94, Ver98b, W909, WWH95]. Accessibility [DFGH99].
accompany [UU97a]. account [Car97c]. Accounting [PUF99].
Accumulators [BP97a, BdM94].
Accuracy [BALS99].
Accurate [CH99b].
Achieve [Zhe97b, Sta94a].
Achieving [Cha92b, Cha92a].
ACISP'97 [VPM97].
ACM [ACM94c, ACM96b, ACM97a, AR97, ?98, D98, ES98, HF97, KS99b].
ACM-SIAM [ACM97b].
Acoustic [MFG95].
Acoustics [IEE97d].
Acquires [GC97].
Acquiring [COM99, Stu99].
Acquisition [Tod97].
ACSAC'97 [IEE97b].
Act [An97, An98a, AN98, UN98b, UN98c, UN98e, UN98f].
Action [FJRS96, YAM99].
Actions [Ros95b].
Active [BP95b, BQ95a, Cra98, HCD99, HHD99, HCY96a, LFCK99, MW97, W991, WHFG92, Wol98, B95a, Cra97, H98b, H98a, Hor98].
ActiveX [Par98b].
Activities [Rhe93, Don98, SW94b, WS96c].
Acyclic [BM94a].
Ada [Car96, SvA98].
Adapt [KM99a].
Adaptable [PM99b].
Adaptation [GM99a, NA99].
Adaptively [BE96, FMY99, LL94a, ZS93, CP94].
Adaptively-Secure [FMY99].
addendum [WL92a].
addiction [Hol91].
Adding [Boy98, Men91].
Addition [LYH93, SM91, Zin99, CK93, LY93, d95].
additional [UU97a].
Addable [Jac96].
Adds [Ack98].
Adelaide [KK99b].
Adequacy [Bra95a, Bra96].
Adequate [BDR96].
Adic [KG95, GK95a, Tak97].
ADL'98 [IEE98d].
Adleman [She92c].
Administration [CII97, USE96a, USE99b, U97b, Un95a, Un97d, U97b].
Administrative [Mea98].
Admiral [Fra93].
Adolescence [DI90], adopted [Ara93].
Adrift [DG95, DTG96].
ADSL [VDDR99].
Advances [Bra90c, Bri92, Bri93, Cop95b, Dam90a, Dam91a, Dav91, De 95, Fum97, Gol90b, IE98d, KM96a, K98, LOX99, LS98a, MV91, Ny98, ODP98, Pin98, PNFK95, QV90, Q95, Rue93, S93, Ste99b, St99b, Wie99, Gol98b, Lid90, Cop95d, Des94b, Fei91, GQ95, Hel94, IRM93, Kar97c, Kob96, Man96b, MZ98, PSN95b, SP90, St94].
adversarial [LHL95b, LHL95a].
Adversaries [CM97a, MW97, BH93].
Adversary [AGY95b, CDD99, AGY95a].
Advice [LTEH99].
advocate [An94d].
AES1 [BPS98].
affect [Win93].
Affine [KK95, Son99].
African [CFK91].
After [Dob96b].
Again [Gar97c, Gar96c].
Against [AGY95b, BQ95b, BQ95a, Ble98a, CM97a, CN97, CG99, CNS99b, CS98b, CDD99, Da99, De 93b, De 98c, FG98, HG98, KTM99, KSW99c, Mat96a, MW97, NK93, Riv98c, S96, W98, YY97a, ZS93, Ad92a, AGY95a, Ano97-30, BH93, CP94, Cop94a, Dam91b, Des90a, DY91f, Dre92, FY99, GQW91, HA94b, HY98b, HY98a, JG95, KSW99b, KR96b, KOT95a, KOT95b, LL94a, LyD98, NY90, OK96b, RS93, SG98, WK97]
Win93, YL97b]. **Age**
Bar94, SB97, Uni98i, Wal95, BS97b, Car97a, Joh98, Mar95b, Uni97c, Duh90l. **Agencies**
MK99, **Agency** [Gar97a, **Agent** BL99, CF99, Cha90, COZ99, FK99, Lee99b, MM99b, PW99, PM99a, SJS98, VC99, CM99b, HJTW99]. **Agent-Based** [FK99, MM99b, SJS98]. **Agent-Oriented** [BL99]. **Agents** [BGS98, FGS96, GB98, IN99, Jun99, PW99, PWU99, RS98c, RS98d, SCT99, SSP90, Vig98, YY97c]. **Agile** [KLZ99, THP+98]. **Agnes** [Luj98a, Luj98b]. **agnostic** [JY96]. **Agree** [Gar97a, Ano97c]. **Agreement** [BWM99a, Bor95, Bor96, Cae96b, Gar94, Gar97c, JV96, LM94b, LP99, Man93a, MW96a, Mau97a, RSA93b, Van95a, Wol98, vOW96, BY93c, BY93b, HY98a, HY98a, LM94a, VW96, Zhe95a, Zhe95b, Wei99]. **Agreements** [MB99a]. **Agricultural** [Far93]. **AH** [MG98a, MG98b]. **AI** [Mas97, PMP99]. **AI-STRATA** [PMP99]. **aid** [SBTV99]. **Aided** [BQ95b, BQ95a, HCY96a, LYH93, LL95a, MW98d, MD994, NS98b, NS98c, BM94c, Hor98, LY93, MW98c, PW93a]. **Aids** [Cra92]. **AIR** [Ano97r, DIF94, SVa+98]. **AIR-BAG** [Ano97r]. **Airborne** [CK99]. **AIN** [Con93, Ajai]. **AG** [GGH97a, NS98c, NS98c]. **Akalrre** [FS97a]. **AKL** [AP94]. **Akta** [Ano97-29]. **AL** [CM99d, CFK+91]. **al-Khwarizmi** [CFK+91]. **Alan** [Hod97]. **Alarm** [LKD98]. **Albuquerque** [IEE91]. **aléatoire** [Bou94]. **Ale** [Sac92]. **Alexandra** [LW96]. **Alexandria** [IEE94a, Man98]. **Alf** [Dob95b]. **Alfred** [Sha99a]. **Algebra** [BK94a, Pes97, VG99, CMM93]. **Algebraic** [Des98a, FL99a, Gog99, HR90, Kob98b, LW91, Mv93, Wat91, Ala97, BHHR99, CL98, CMM93, HN94, JM96a, Sch91a, SH94, ZPY96]. **Algebraic-Code** [HR90, Mv93, Ala97, CL98, SH94]. **algebraic-geometric** [JM96a]. **ALGOL** [RS99c]. **Algorithm** [ANS97, Ada97b, IBM93, Ano96c, Ano96e, ADEDS99, COP+95a, CD91, DCR97b, DNR97, Dra98, GX99, GK98, GTG94, GN95c, HG97a, HG97b, HW99, Kal91, KY95a, KR96a, KY98, KMM99, Kob98c, Kra93, Kwa97, MD98, MW94, Mas94, Mat97, Mis97, MS90b, Mon99, Nat97b, PBGV90, PRB98b, Riv92a, Riv92b, Riv95c, Riv95b, Riv98, RC94a, RC94b, RH99, Sch93d, Sch94f, Sch95a, Sch95b, SKW+98e, Sch98g, SKW+99d, SHK+99a, SKW+99e, SS99c, She94b, SB98, SW93, Sta99b, Swa94, TK99, THP+98, VKR98, Whe94, Yin97, ZYR91, BI94, BS95a, Bow93, CC98, CGV94, ISO97, IKNY98, JMLW94, KY95b, KY97, KYxx, Kir95, LRW93, LZ90, LZ91a, LL93b, Lon91, LC97b, MSS93, MPL99, Mol98, Pai96, Riv90a, Riv91b, Riv95d, Sch91a, Sch94i, Tay94, Vad95, WN95, YL93, YL95b, ZW99, ZPS93]. **Algorithm** [AA95, Acc97, LL98, Moc97, OA94, Sch93b, Sch94e, See97, Sim93, Sta94b, WSK97a, WSK97b]. **Algorithm-Agile** [THP+98]. **Algorithms** [ACM97b, ANS97, Ano95a, Ano95b, Ano96b, Ano97c, AMP99, Ata99, BS99a, BP98a, BR96a, Bas98, BGM97a, BGM97b, BL96b, BL96a, Buc91a, DGV92, FCD98, GLC98, Gl99a, HEQL98, KM98a, KAK96, KB92, LC99, Lei99b, LD99, MT99b, PSE97, PA98a, PS93b, Por98, Pre97a, PRB98b, PRB98a, QG90, RS99a, Sch94g, Sch94j, Sch94e, Sch96a, SW97a, SW97b, Sch94h, Sch97, Sot98, SB99, Sip95, Ste96, VCF+90, AA95, Ano90, CPPK98, CMM93, CJL+92, CadHSV96, DG96, DN95b, FR95a, GP97, HJ99, HP94, Imp92, KKL99, MS99e, O891, O892, PV96, QN98a, Sch91b, Sim93a, Tab94, TY92, Tay90, TV94]. **Alive** [BK90]. **All-Or-Nothing** [Riv97c, Ste98b, BMM99a, BMM99b, Boy99, SRY99]. **Alleged** [Go97d]. **Alley** [KR96a, PRB98b, Sch94f, Sch95a, Sch95b, Swa94]. **Alliance** [Gar97c]. **allied** [IPNdbbprm91, AK99]. **ALM** [CH99b].
Almost [AMP99, Bra95d, CCD99, Mau90].
along [BDC+95]. alpha [Zim96a, Zim96b].
alphabet [PS97]. alternating
[HSW94, Wer93a, Wer93b]. Alternative
[BdM94, Gar97a, Neu94, Smi93b, VlT97,
BR96b]. alternatives [FL93]. Alto
[ACM98a, IEE98a, IEE98b]. Always
[Bra95d, Cha99a]. am [LC95].
Amazing [GC97]. America
[HK99c]. American
[Acc97, Bur99, Gla99b, Joh95, Mor92,
Moy98, RK98b, Web93, Yar90]. Amiga
[DDJ98c]. Among
[BDPR98, Sch92b, Oka93a, SS95a, SZZ95a].
amounts [Ped95]. Amplification
[ABDV98, BBCM95, MW97, CM95, Di 99,
Di99]. Amsterdam [Cha91].
Analog
[GD59, NT99]. Analogue
[Dem94, Cao99, SS95b, SS95c]. Analogues
[LP94]. Analyses
[SMK98b, BJDH97]. Analysis
[AO96, AMP94, BKS99, BR97a, BP98c,
BS97a, BPRF99, Bro94, CM97b, CJRR99a,
CRYY99, CH99b, DD99, Dra98, FM98a,
FY95b, GS97, Gue98b, Gsu96, Kea99,
KSF99, Knu94b, KJ99, L197a, Lei99b,
Lv98d, MM99a, MT95, MDS99, MO99,
NA95, Pab99a, PB99a, Pre93a, PJ99, Sch99k,
Sha99a, She99a, SVB96, SW93, VN94,
WS96a, WS96b, WS97, WB92, YMWP99,
Y96, AA99, Abr97, Bar91, BCK98, BM95,
Cha94b, Dan97, Don98, LM96, LLG10, Nas94,
Pau99, PS98h, RS93, RS99b, Tha91, vT94].
Analyze [MOM91]. Analyzing
[Gi197, KAK96, NT93]. Anchoring
[CS99]. Ancient [Paa93, RRP97]. and/or
[Sim90b, Sim91]. ANFIS [ZHIJ98]. Angeles
[IEE98c]. Angiograms [BALS99]. Anglo
[Gl99b]. Anglo-American [Gl99b].
Anguilla [Fra99, Hiri97, Hiri98]. Animated
[HE98]. animation [HEG98]. Ann
[Dob95b]. Anniversary [CFK+91].
annotating [DSSZ99]. Announcement
[Ano99b, Nat92b]. Announcements
[Ano95f, Ano95d, Ano95e, Ano97e, Ano97f,
Ano97g, Ano98a, Ano94c]. Announces
[Got99, Ano97u]. Announcing
[Ano97h, Nat97b]. Annual
[ACM94a, ACM97b, Ano95, Bri92, Bri93,
CH96, Cop95b, Cop95d, IEE92h, IEE93c,
IEE94b, IEE94c, IEE94f, IEE96a, IEE97b,
IEE97f, IEE98a, IEE98f, IEE99a, Kra98,
Sp95, St93b, St94, USE99d, ACM90,
ACM91, ACM93b, ACM94c, ACM95,
ACM96b, ACM97c, ACM98b, ACM99b,
ACM99c, Com96, Des94b, IEE92d, IEE95c,
IEE971, Kal97c, Kof96, TM99, USE99e,
USE96f, USE98c, Wie99]. anomalous
[GLV99]. Anonymity
[BD99a, DFT97, FJ98, JMP+98, STS99b].
Anonymous
[DF98, DF99, FT99b, GGMM97, Jae96,
Jae96, MS99a, OKST97, PW97a, RSG98,
STS99a, SPH99, SGR97, Pf95].
Anonymously [Coh96]. ANSI
[Ano94b, Ano96c, Bak92, Bas98, BK98a,
BK98b, Jop99, SS97]. Answer
[WD99a, Ude98]. answers
[Di 97a, Fre94, Ano92a]. Ant [BP95a]. Anti
[Ano93a]. Anti-counterfeit [Ano93a].
Antique [Mer90b]. antitrust [Ano97q].
Antivirus [Nac97]. Anttonio
[ACM99a, IEE92b, USE98d]. Any
[BM92, BJY97, DDP90, FJM+96, ZMI90, Beu94,
DF93, DKKK98, DI99, HILL99, Pet98].
anyone [Ude98]. AOL [GC97]. Apache
[Bal99, Mee98]. aperiodic [Fri92b]. API
[Gar98b, Got99, Lin96b, McM96]. APIs
[Gol96c, Gou98]. App [AW99]. Apparatus
[SKB99, MM99]. Apple
[Gar97a, GO96c]. Applet [Ber97a]. applets
[GPO98, GPO98b]. Appliances [Got99].
Applicability
[KCCT94a, KCCT94b, HKM95]. Application
[IBM93, BS99a, BSN95, Bar99,
BGG95, BL96b, BL96a, Dam90a, Dam91a,
Dav91, De 95, ECM96, FJRS96, Fun97,
GPT91a, GPT91b, Gog99, QG95, HNSS99,
HHY93, Hat97, Heli94, Hof99, IRM93, IR99,
JDK+91, KMPS99, KP99a, KL96, KK95, LO99, LC99, Mar98a, Man96b, Mun91a, Mun91b, NC97, PSN95b, QV90, QG95, Rog95, Rue93, SSS98, Sch99i, SZ93, SK98c, SK98b, SKIT99, VDDR99, Ara93, BY93c, BY93b, CC98, DDB95a, DDB95b, DF97, GZ91, HL97b, MW94, Nyb98, Pet91, PKM97, Si93b, SRR98, Siu99, Ste99b, SW98, SW99a, TY92, Woo90.

Applications [Aga92, BGR98a, BFW99, CG98, CJR98a, CJR98b, CO93, Cre90, Dan96, DY91a, DFGH99, Duf98, DN94, Dwo97, Ebe93, FMM99, Far93, Fis98, IEE95a, EIE97a, EIE99b, EIE93c, EIE94c, EIE97b, JMS96, KSHW97, KSHW98, KSW99b, KSW99c, KM96a, Km94b, KT91b, Lan97, MS95f, OdP98, Oo90, PS96b, SY96a, DY91c, TN96a, TN96b, VV98, VP96, ZY91, vW94, vW99, ACM99c, Ada91, Ano98b, BM90, Ber93, BMF+97b, BV97, Boy98, BP97b, Com96, CFG96, DiPS96, Duf94, Dom96, Eng99, FO98, GvP98, Gre94, GS94b, HMP95, JY98a, Kat95, KW92, KQ93, LY93, LN94, Lub96, Me92, Mic97, MT98, NKC94, Ped91a, PC98, Rhe95, Sch90c, Sch97c, Sha95a, SSM94, Sin95, Sta97c, SGG99, T9+98, USE96e, Way98, YL93, ZY90].

Applied [BHJM99, HH98, MR95a, Sch94g, Sch96a, Sha99a, FFW99, FMR99, MV97, PR98, CMM93, Dav94]. apply [Cli97, UU97b]. Applying [CO98, HO96, Jan99, KMPS99, MW98a, War98, ARR99].


Architecture [IBM93, BCCD99, CJR98a, CJR98b, Con99a, Fei93, Fei96, Gut99, JDK+91, MM99b, Mu93, NH90, NK98b, Oh99, PF94, RBv94, Rus90, SSS90, She92a, She93c, Tre99, Tua99, VGG93, YSS99, Kar96, LSS98a, Con98, JD91, LM99, SV99, SY92].


Arithmetically [De 98d]. Arizona [IEE99b]. Army [Mea98, Mye98, Dar98a, DR99b, Ros99].

Arnoldi [HRVV99]. Array [MT95, DF92]. Arrays [BS94, BSG96, BKK98, MT95, TT99, JM93]. Arresting [Mad92]. arsenal [Me98]. Art [Eri99, Lan98, NM96a, Pre98c, She92e, BFS92a, BFS92b, Ben94, B+96b, PGV93d, PR98]. article [Bur98b]. Artificial [Ano96l, BTV99]. Arts [Tv92]. Asia [Uni98c]. ASIACRYPT [IRM93, KM96a, PSN95b, PSN95a].
Asimov [CFK +91]. asking [MILY93].
Aspect [LL99]. Aspects [Des98c, Sch98b, Ved93, ZTR99, Kob98b, Lid90, Pos98].
Aspray [CFK +91]. Assessing [MILY93].
Assessment [EN98, ENK99, FL93].
asset [Oko97].
assign [LL93b]. Assignment [Hwa97, RH99, GPSN97].
Assistance [IS91, HY93a, Wu92].
Assumption [Sak96, Sal98].
Assumptions [AB99a, AB99b, BD91, KRS99, NOVY99, Oka93a, Sim98c].
Assurance [IEE94b, IEE96d, KY92].
Assuring [Car95].
ASYNC [Dan97]. Async [Hwa97, RH99, GPSN97].
Asynchronous [AMP99, TY94].
Asymmetric [BWM98, FO99b, Jak99c, JM96b, Pat96, PG97a, PG97b, PS96a, PW97b, The95, BR94b, BR95a, MI90].
Asymptotic [SOB98].
AT&T [SSM94]. Athena [DS90b].
Athens [Kat97]. Atlanta [ACM99b]. Atlantic [Bra94b].
ATM [PS98c, PS98d, PS98e, PS98f, PS99a, PS99c, PS99b, PS99e, THP +98, VSH97]. atomic [BBS98b].
Attack [BF97a, Ber97c, DBB91, BDF98, CG99, CS91, CLE99, Cop94b, CS98b, DBR +99, Dob96b, EH96, G91, GC91, GC94, HK99c, JK97, KSW98a, KSW98b, LA98, Lvd98, Mae98, Mis97, MSK98, OM94, PBGV90, RS91, SMK98a, SK98c, SK98b, TOU94, Wag99a, BP98c, BB95b, BK95a, BJ979, HA94b, Hor98, JG95, Kuhl98, KOT95a, KOT95b, LZ90, Lou91, Low95, MRS99, MY99a, Men95b, Mi90, RS98f, SNT93, SG98, SGSD99, d91, vOW91].
Attacking [La98].
Auditing [ST99a]. Auditing [SK97c].
auditorialization [HW91]. Auditorium [IEE98b].
Aufenthaltsort [FT95].
Augmented [BT98, KT98]. August [B +96b, Bri92, Bri93, BS95e, Cop95b, Cop95d, Des94b, IEE98b, Kai97c, Kob96, KP99b, Kra98, MSD90, Nat98, RD99a, Sti93b, Sti94, TM99, USE90, USE98a, USE98b, USE99a, Wie99, Yau92].
AUSCRYPT [SP90, SZ93]. Austin [An94d, IEE98e].
Australasian [VPM97].
Australia [DG96, GN95b, KG93, KK99b, MSD90, PS95b, SP90, SZ93, VM97].
Austrian [CFK +91, GN95b, Cae96a, On96]. Austria [BS95e].
Authenticated [BF97a, BWM98, BWM99a, Bor95, CHH97, Dan95, HCY96b, JV96, LC97a, Mau97a, RH93, SKWH96, BSN96a, BSN96b, BF99b, BR97b, DvW92, HY98b, HY98a, Ye99].
Authentication [ADSW99, He98a, KS99a, MIT92a, SK96a, LC94]. Authentication
[ABKL91, ABKL93, AGS97, ATAY98, ADKN90, AB99a, AB99b, Ano94j, AS96, Atk95a, AR98, AC97, BA97, Bak99, Bal99, Bec99, BR97a, BG90, BR990, BCK96d, BCK96e, BM91a, BGS98, BR91, BBDF97, BGH+91, Bis91, BHK+99, BWM98, Ble98b, BV98b, Bor96, Bor93a, Bor93c, Boy92, Bru98, BAN90, CV93, CGM97b, COZ99, DL97, DVPL92, DVW90, DY91f, DvW92, DH90, Dra99, DMFB97, DS97d, Dwo95, ECM96, EPR99b, EPR99a, FGS96, FHBH+97, FL96, GHY90, GLZ99, GL96, Geh94, Geh95, GN94, GM90, Gol90a, GBL94, Gu98b, Gui97, HK97, HA94a, HS94, HL92, Hill97, HJP97, HP98b, Ins95, IH98, JS94, Joe98, Joli94, KR95b, Kau93, KA98a, Koh90, KN93, KCC94a, KCC94b, Kra94b, Kra95, KBC96, KBC97, Kur94, KK95, KY92, KY92, KS97c, LABW91, LABW92].

**Authentication** [Lee96, LW91, Lie93, Lin93c, Lin93a, LS92, MB94a, Mau96a, MAM95, McM96, Mee98, MS95c, MS95d, MWW94, MTV92, Mor97, Mye94a, Mye97, NP97, OOK91, OM94, Opp96, PKOT94, PS98c, PLWSN99, PSN91, PGV93c, Pre98a, Pre98c, MS95e, RS99b, RRSW97a, RRSW97b, Rog95, SNT93, SN93, ST94, SNT95, SN98a, SN98b, SSH93, SS96, SP99, SA95, SC96a, SCx, Sch94d, Sch99k, Sga90, Sga91b, She97, She95a, Sho96, Sim96b, SVW91, SW94c, SKAM99, Sti91b, SL99, TAP90, Tay95, TSN93, Tun99, Ude98, Van95b, Van93, Wal95, WKHG97, WK96, WABL93, WABL94, WL92b, WL92a, WL92c, Wu96, Yu94a, Yu94b, ZG96, AG95, ABC+98, Ano97d, Atk93, BSN97, BGR95, BCK98, BCKx, BCB97, BGH+95a, BO99, Car94, CW97, CGM96, DS90b, DS93, DH96b, Gu90, HS96b, Hor95].

**authentication** [HC95b, HLL+95, HW98c, JC98, JG90, KC95, KW92, KNT94, KO95b, LC96a, LL95b, Lin88a, Lin89a, Low95, MS97, MF97, Men91, MC96, Nac93, NT94, PS98e, PS98f, PS98h, RS98a, RS98f, Sch99j, Sga91a, Sga93, SY96b, Sta99b, Sti91a, Sun98b, Syv93, Tsu92b, Tsu92a, TH99, Ver98b, WL94, XA98, Xie98, YL97a, YL97b, You97, Zuk98b, ZH93, vT93, Mye94b, Ala93b, Bor93b, WL92a].

**Authentications** [OO90, KSL92].

**Authenticator** [Zuk98a].

**Authenticators** [DF91a, SN96].

**Authenticity** [BK90, Lud97, M90, Way91].

**Authentcode** [Fly97].

**author** [Lea90].

**authorisation** [COZ99].

**authorities** [Ame95, Ame96a].

**Authority** [CFSY96, CGS97, JMO95a].

**Authorization** [BDPSNG95, Cas95, FL96, WOO90].

**Auto** [YY98c, YY99b].

**auto-certifiable** [YY98c].

**Auto-Recoverable** [YY99b, YY98c].


**Automated** [Dan97, FIP93a, FS93, FK99, GSN94, GD91, She96a, SGF98, VDDR99, WGG99, CD98a].

**Automatic** [CWM+91, MM99a, Na97, SK97b, SK97a, Sch99k, WKHG97, DF98, OA99].

**Automating** [Bur99, Smi93a].

**Automation** [Des99a].

**Automaton** [DGV93, Gys96, DW96, MZI98, Tao94, TCC97, TC99b].

**automorphisms** [VP96].

**Autonomous** [CKN99, RZ99].

**autoscritcher** [Dea98a, CF92, Cra92].

**aux** [Bec90].

**Available** [DDJ98c].

**Avalanche** [Cas95, Gys96, DW96, MZI98, Tao94, TCC97, TC99b].

**average-case** [AD97, AD99].

**Avoided** [NMR95].

**avoiding** [ZM96].

**Award** [Pin98].

**Awarded** [DDJ98b].

**Awards** [Eri97a].

**Aware** [BCCD99].

**Away** [DDJ99].

**Axis** [AK99].

**AXYTRANS** [GBC93].

**azo** [SBTV99].

**b** [C197, UU97b, Ano99e, HS90, Lam99].

**B-Trees** [HS90].

**ba** [IPNdbbprm91].
Babbage [Fra93]. Back
[GC97, GO96c, WSFC99, IEE97e, WG97].
Backup [Mah96]. backwards
[BKR98a, BKR98b]. Bacon [Lea90]. Badge
[WHFG92]. BAG [Ano97]. Baker [PS96b].
Bal [IPNdbbprm91]. Balance [RG99].
balanced [MCD98b, YT95a, YT95b].
Balatonfured [Rue93]. Ballot
[CFSY96, BT94]. Ballots [Sal91].
Baltimore
[ACM90, Ano96a, NIS92, USE92b]. Ban
[Gar97a, BP98f, ZZZ97]. BAN-like
[XZZ97]. Bandwidth
[Bla96a, Bla96b, JMP98, MM92b, Sim98b].
Bandwidth-Efficient [JMP98]. Banking
[Ch92]. Barbara [Bri92, Bri93, Cop95b, Cop95d, Des94b, IEE97f, IEE97g].
Bargaining [Nur94].
Barriers [Des92, RCM99]. Based
[AW94, ADEDS99, BDPSNG95, BG90, BJY97, BS99b, BS99c, Ben99, BLM94, BBT94, BMT96, Bie98, BPR99, BMS94, BM96b, BM96c, Bie98a, BPR99, BMS94, BM96b, Bie98a, BPR99, BMS94, BM96b, Bra95b, Bie97c, CJS91, Cres97, DGV93, Dau95, DNM98, DSS99, DS96, DPP0, DMPW98, DDGM97, DQ94, Dem94, DF99, DK97, EKL99, EN98, ENK99, FCH99, FBS97, FK99, FKMY98, FJM96, FB98, FR95d, GKR97, GK97, GKR99, GRB99, GNC5, GNC96, GNC96, Hac97, HPS98, HJ97, HO97, JIA97, JIA99, JSS94, JSS94, KKS97, KAL98, KR98, KIM93, KG95, KP96a, KP97, KM99b, KAK99, KMOV91, KRA94b, KH98b, LM93a, LM93b, LLY93, LLY97a, LNN99a, LW91, Lin98, MNSV97, MD99, MR95a, MTA93a, MM96a, MM99b, MM99b, MG91, MG98a, Mue99, MM98b, Mui99, NM95, NM99, NOV93, NS98a, Nse96].
Based
[NS97b, NMV98, OMV98, OO93, OFF93, vO91a, Pau99d, Pen96, PL94, PRZ99, Poi99, PB99a, PV98, PK99, Pre97a, PMP99, RSA99b, Ros98a, SS98a, SCT99, SC96a, SPS97, SE96, SJS98, She92e, Sho96, SH96, SM91, ST91, SSN99, SKIT99, SZT98a, Var99b, WSC95, WD99b, WS99, YKB94, Y)L97b, ZL99, vO91b, Ala93a, AW95, ALe98, AAPS92, BSN96a, BSN96b, BSN97, BDD97, BDC98, BSB97, BCD98, Bea97a, BBI90, BCB97, BMP97a, BBL95, BFKL94, BCC99a, CPS95, Cha95a, CW97, CS97c, CCH98, CLL99, CD95, Cus95, DDr95, FSS94, FY96b, FY96a, GM91, GH99, GK95a, HZ93, HY93b, Has99, HSW96, He92, H97, HLM93, HWMW94, HMP95, HW98a, HJ97, Hwa92a, Hwa92b, Hwa92c, Hwa93, IS99, JJ95, JG95, JG90, JY98, KM99a, KSL92, KM99d, Koy95, Kuc92, KH97].
B {
[CK96, LWR93, LdLB96, LS98a, LWW99, L90, LCL95, MRS99, MS98a, MLA91, Mau91b, MCh92, M98, MM95, MTN97, Mu92, MVZ98, NS97c, NR95, OP95b, OU98b, O95, Pat91b, Pat91a, PSB97, PC98, PGCSN96, PBBC97, Por93, PG91, PG93b, PG94, RP95b, SV95a, Sha94, SRRL98, Sim98c, SM90, SS95b, SS95c, SMK98b, Son99, SK94, Ste95, SS98b, SZT98b, Tan90, TA97, TAP90, TC91, VN99, Ven92, Wan92, WK97, W95, X98, YWC97, YLM97, Zhe95b, ZPY96, vO92, vT94, CD96, KY99, Dhe98, Por93, TY98b, TY98a].
Bases
[BCE94, MDS90, Yua92]. Basic
[CF99, Des98a, vdL98, OK98, YHK99, Zie97, van98, BD97, Rac90, dVD98, Hel98b].
Basics
[Ba99, IEE97e]. Basis [FBS98, LL99, The95, Wal98, BK98s, Car98, FBT96].
Batch
[BGR98a, BY93c, BY93d, BFP99, Fia90, Fia97, BGR98b, YL95a]. Battle
[Ban93, Gar97a, Gar97b, Gar98b, SB97, Fro96]. battleships [Jar97]. Bayesian
[BBDF97, Jen99]. BCH [CC98, FC94]. Be
[BF99a, BV98c, Cha93, CD98b, DY91f, EvH91, GSV99, NM95, Way93c, Ano90, Ano95c, Ano98b, CP91, Cis95, Ev92, Ev93, LF97, NMV95a, NMV95b, NOY93, Ros98c, Sch91b, Sim98c, van97a]. Beach
YLCY98b, CFK+91. **Byte-Oriented** [Mas94, YLCY98a, YLCY98b]. **Bytes** [Yuv97]. **Byzantine** [Bea92, Bor95].

C [Sha99a, vdWS97, vS97, Bak92, Bas98, BMS99, DSB99, Gar98b, Hei98b, Kal92, MGL+98, Sch94g, Sch96a, Sch94h, Ste90a, Ste90b]. **C0YNTHIA** [WBB99]. **C2** [Ste92]. **CA** [RD99a, Cop95b, IEE93a, IEE98c, SJ97, USE93, USE96g, USE96b, W199]. **Caching** [STSW99]. **Cactus** [Ano97a, CADE [HB99]. **CADE-16** [HB99]. **cAESar** [Koe99]. **Calculating** [CFK+91]. **Calculation** [HRVV99]. **Calculators** [CWM+91]. **Caching** [STSW99]. **Cactus** [Ano97a, CADE [HB99]. **CADE-16** [HB99]. **cAESar** [Koe99]. **Calculating** [CFK+91]. **Calculation** [HRVV99]. **Calculators** [CWM+91]. **California** [ACM93b, ACM98a, Ano97a, Bri92, Bri93, Com96, Cop95d, Des94b, FJV97, IEE92c, IEE93b, IEE94d, IEE95b, IEE97b, IEE97h, IEE97l, IEE98a, IEE98b, IEE98d, Kal97c, Kob96, Kra98, Nat98, RP97b, Sti93b, Sti94, USE92a, USE96c, USE96d, USE96f, USE99d, Vie99, van96, Sch98b]. **Call** [VCF+90, Zav99, Miy90]. **Call-Coverage** [Zav99]. **called** [Way95]. **Cambridge** [And94a, And96c, CFK+91, Chr99b, Gol96d, Lom97, RBCE99, Sch94j]. **came** [Fro96]. **Camera** [Fro96]. **Camera** [Fro96]. **Campbell** [CFK+91]. **Campbell-Kelly** [CFK+91]. **Campus** [VNW94]. **Can** [Ano93c, BF99a, CF91, Cha93, CD98b, CMYY97, DY91f, EvH91, GS99, NMVR95a, NMVR95b, NMVR95c, Riv98b, Sim98c, Ste95, BG97a, CG05, Ev92, EvH93, LF97, NOV93, Sch91b, Ude98, Way95]. **Canada** [ACM94c, CFG96, GS94b, IEE94f, IEE96d, TM99, Yua92, Rob98b, Tah98]. **Canadian** [CFG96, GS94b]. **Candidate** [Bas98, BCA+98, Dra98, GLC98, Gla99a, Hub98, KMA+98, Nat97b, Nat98, Nat99b, Out98, RD99a, RD99b, Sot98, SB99, GGH+98]. **Candidates** [Bih99c, Cla99, HKQ99, Koe99, Roh99, Sha99b, Vau99d, CJRR99b, Kea99]. **Cannot** [BCE+94]. **Can’t** [WT99]. **Cap** [Lea99]. **capability** [BC96a]. **Capacity** [Bih99, FVEA99, Gar97a, Gar98b, MM92a, NNEK97, VN95, Uni96a]. **Capstone** [YY96]. **carcinogenic** [SBTV99]. **Card** [Bov98a, Bov98b, Chr99a, DQ96, EN98, ENK99, Gar97a, GPSV98, HP98a, Hru96, HH99, Hus99, Kra99, Mar98a, Omu90, SG9V98, Sut99, T+99, wQ91b, wQ91a, AHdJF97, Cha99b, CW97, Cha91, Di 97a, Di 97b, Kip97, Sha95a, Ta98, GPSV98, Bar99, Bro97, HNSS99, SM94, SKAM99]. **Cards** [Ano96j, Ano99d, BDB92, Cha99a, CM99c, Con98, Con99a, Cor98, CH99a, DD98d, DD98d, DDJ98d, DDJ98d, Deu97, Deu98, Fan96, FW91, FGPL96a, FGPL96b, FOM91, GL96, Gut98a, HKQ99, JT97a, Koe99, KCCT94a, KCCT94b, MSN99, Mye96, NM96b, PV98, Roh99, SKW+98c, SS99a, Sch90b, SR96, Smi98a, Ta99, VV98, ABKL91, ABKL93, Ale97, Ano98h, BG97a, Bro97, CJRR99b, D98a, Dhe98, DT98b, DF97, Gau97, T97, AG99, BK99, BFF9a, Gir99, GSY96, LW99, NF99c]. **cardT0AP** [SGPV98]. **Carmichael** [Pin97]. **carrier** [SVWMB95, SOB98, VSB95]. **Carry** [SM91, DF92]. **carry-save** [DF92]. **Cartesian** [DVW90]. **cascade** [BCK96b, BCK96c, YL93]. **Cascades** [GC90, Men95b]. **Case** [ABDV98, BY93a, BGG94, BR95b, BGM97a, BGM97b, BPR99, DSSB95, Du90, FL99b, FR95d, GR99b, GM99a, LBHM99, Mad92, MD99, MR95a, Mar98a, PK99, Riv98c, Var99b, AD97, AD99, BHH99, DL93, LMS97]. **Case-Based** [DSSB95, FR95d, GRB99, MD99, MR95a, PK99, Var99b]. **case/average** [AD97, AD99]. **Cases** [BMC95, Blo99]. **Cash** [BFP99, Bro95b, Cha93, DFTY97, DT98a, EN98, EN99, F097, Jak99b, LR98, NMV98, OO90, TGS99a, TSS99b, Tra99,
Checkers [Fis97, KA91]. Checking [BGR98a, Bol98a, Bol98b, BDL97, FL99b, FGY96a, GMV98, PV98, BCR98, FGY96b, MHPS96, MW94]. Checks [DT98a, PK95a, PK95b, Pen96]. Checksum [BGV90, LRW93].

Checking [BGR98a, Bol98a, Bol98b, BDL97, FL99b, FGY96a, GMV98, PV98, BCR98, FGY96b, MHPS96, MW94]. Checks [DT98a, PK95a, PK95b, Pen96]. Checksum [BGV90, LRW93].

Chen [Ala97, Bur94a, Bur94b]. CHES [KP99b].

chi [XtTmW94]. chi02 [HG97a].

Chi [Ala97, Bur94a, Bur94b]. CHES [KP99b].

China [HOQ97, OiDP98, XtTmW94]. Chinacrypt'94 [XtTmW94].

Chinese [DiDPS96, GO96c, QD91, WWH95, Yu99].

Chip [Ban94, Bro96, Ele98, Gar97c, GC97, Got99, HMvT94, Lan97, MPPS95, MHMW98, VVDJ90, Way93b, DVQ96, Kan96, Moc97, Pos98, RVD94, Sm94a, Un95a].

Chipkarte [Kip97, Kip99b].

Chips [Ano99c, GO96c, Omu90, Ano97-27, IEE98b].

Choice [Cha99a, Way98]. Choices [Hon98, Van95a, We95b].

Chosen [Ble98a, CG99, CS98b, Dam91b, GC94, KSW98a, KSW98b, LL94a, PVG90, RS91, ZS93, BJQ97, CP94, NY90, SNT95, Sah99, SG98, Tze99, vT93].

chosen-ciphertext [Sah99].

chosen-content [SNT95]. chosen-message [BJQ97, Tze99]. chosen-plaintext [vT93].

chronicle [UFC94]. chronology [Kah98a].

Chua [YWC97]. Chump [Wal99b].

Chung [XtTmW94]. Chung-kuo [XtTmW94].

Church [Ole95]. CINDI [DSS99]. Cipher [Alv98c, AM97, ABK98b, ABK98c, BKR94, BAK98, BD94, Boy90, BCA98, Car97b, Cla97, Cla98a, CJM95, DGV94a, Dae95, DKG97b, DKG97a, DW94, EM93, Gol97d, KR94a, KMA98, Knu98c, KR99a, Kuh98, Lim98, LS97, Lip99, Luc98a, Luc99a, Luc99b, MNSV97, MD98, Mat94b, MT99a, Mau91d, Mil96a, Miy91, MSK98, MSK99b, PA98a, QG90, RDPB96, RSY98, Ros98a, SZ96, Sch94b, SK96c, SK96d, SKW98c, SKW98f, Sch99d, Sch98i, She94b, SM98a, Van98d, WBDY98, Y996, YLF98, YLC98a, YLC98b, ZYWR91, Zhe97a, Lip98, Bar92a, Bar95, BK95a, BNP97a, BS95a, CS96b, CS97b, Cra92, Dav98a, Dav98d, Dav98c, Daw96, Fra93, Gad98, GGH98, Gol98b, Gol98b, ISO97, Kru98, Lew92, LCL95, Mac98, Mat93, MY93a, Mei94, RT93, Sel98b, YL97c, Zun98, SV98, Ers99, Van99b, Van99c].

Ciphering [DN97, CN95c, Mas94, Nor95a, Nor95b, NO96].

Ciphers [Ada97a, ABDV98, AAG97, AB96a, BR99a, BR99b, BDR96, CD90, Cha94a, CS91, Cle91, DR99a, De99, Din94, Fil95, Gau96, JF97, Jak98, J99b, KSW98a, KSW98b, KSW98c, Knu94a, Knu94b, Knu99b, Kob99, LMM91, LM93a, LM93b, Lnu99, Lnc93, Lnc96b, Mat96a, Mau91a, MS91, MT99c, PR99, Pat99, PK95a, PK95b, Pen96, Pra97a, Pre98, RP97a, Rob95a, Rob95b, Roe94, She94a, She94d, SM91, Van98b, Vau99a, YY98d, YY98b, ZM990, Zhe90, Abe98b, BKR98a, BKR98b, CD98a, Cot99, DGV94b, DXS91, FSN93, Gar96a, Gar97d, GSN94, Gol95b, Har96a, HLM93, HX94, J99a, JV98a, Lai92, LMM92, LRW93, Ny95, PVG93b, PV94, Rev91, RP95b, Roe95, SB95, SAM97, Tay94, Win93, Wri98].

Ciphertext [BK98d, Bl98a, CG99, CD97, CS98b, Dam91b, LL94a, MRR99, Miy93c, RS91, Riv93a, TOU94, ZS93, CP94, NY90, Sah99, SG98, V95].

CiphertextOnly [BK98d]. ciphertexts [Des95]. Circuits [KT91b, KT98, W989, JS93a, LMS97, YWC97]. circulating [Ano96].

Cirencester [Boy95a, Boy95b, Dar97, Far93, Wal99a].

CISST [AA97]. City [IEE99a, USE95b]. Claim [GO96c]. Claims [DS97a].

clandestine [Wri98]. Clara [USE93].

Class [vD97, Ou99, Un96c, FR94, HEB93, KSB96a, L929, LZ91a, ZUK98a, vT94].
Classes [Haw98b, Pai99d, Haw98a, Sze98].
Classical [Bra94a, MC92, Nic98a, Nic98b, CD98a, Mas99a].
Classification [BD90, LSVV95, PNFK95, Unic96c].
Classifier [CIBM99].
Claw [BHT98].
Claw-Free [BHT98].
clearly [Los98].
Click [WSFC99, Ken95].
Client [DL99, Kon95, Oh99, SL99, GGK+99, Sin95].
client-relationships [GGK+99].
Client-Server [DL99, Oh99, Sin95].
Client/Server [Kon95].
clients [AG95].
Climate [TGKI99].
Climbing [MCD99].
Clipper [Pri94, Fro96, Ban94, Bro96, Hof93, Kan96, MS95f, Smi94a, Uni95a].
Clipper-like [MS95f].
Clipping [Hof93].
clicks [JP96].
Cloak [Gre90].
Clock [DHSS95, GO96b, GM91, GO95, Men95b].
Clock-Controlled [GO96b, GM91, GO95].
Clocks [DG95, DGT96, Yah94, Gon92].
closer [Coh96].
closure [MOM91, PS93a].
Clueless [RS98c, RS98d].
Clustering [DDJ98a, HE98, Kuni97].
CM [CNST98, Kob91a].
CM-curves [Kob91a].
CMOS [BS95c, ECD+99, YSS99].
Co [Gla99b, LFCK99, Sut99, NM96a].
Co-dimensional [LFCK99].
Co-operation [Gla99b].
Co-Processor [Sut99].
co-processors [NM96a].
C. [CFK+91].
Coast [SZ93].
COBOL [Gar93].
Code [CJ99, HR90, JJ99a, Kip99a, Kur94, MV93, PV98, QD91, Sch94g, Sch96a, Sch94h, Str95, Tod97, WK97, WF94, Zim95b, Al97, Ano97i, BSNP97, CC98, CLW98, GA98, HM97b, LJWH97, Rey96, Rey97, Rey99, Sin99, SH94, WS96c, Zim96a, Zim96b, AAG+00, Mea98].
Code-Breaking [QD91].
code-cracking [WS96c].
Codebreakers [HS93, Smi98b, Yu99, Kahl96b].
Codebreaking [Car97c, Car98, Dre92, Sch98a].
coded [HG97e].
codemaker [Mar98b].
CODER [Sto90].
Codes [ACM94b, AW94, AR98, BGS96, BVFD99, CCZ98, CS96a, Cha99c, DLR97, DR99b, Far93, GN94, Gib91, Hof99, Joh94, JS95b, J99b, KKS97, KP96a, KP97, KK95, LC99, Mor98, OM94, PLWS99, Pen96, Pra96, Pre98a, RV99, Rus93a, SN93, SNW98a, SNW98b, SD99, Sga90, Sga91b, SB94, SVxW91, Sta96b, Sti91b, Ton96, Van95b, Wa98, Ada91, Al93a, AW95, BSB97, Bt93, Br91, CC98, Cha95a, CMM93, FC94, Gre90, J96a, Kah91a, KO95b, LYG94, LMS90, MSS93, MPL99, Mol92, SNT93, SNT95, SK94, Ste95, Sti91a, Su98, SS98b, TSN93, TY94, Wnn92a, Wn97, Wnn93, YL97a, vT94, JS95a].
codewords [PS97].
Coding [Ber96b, IEE97e, KRS99, KH98b, LW91, Lip94, Sch99b, She94c, SW95b, Van95b, Wa99a, Ada91, Boy95a, Boy95b, Dar97, DDP96, Far93, Gan93, KSB96b, KS97, Ku90, Mit92b, Sab94, Sch98b, Sqa91a, SVW95b, SOB98, Shp99a, SSS99, TA97, Ger97].
coefficient [GK95b].
Coffee [Den97].
Cognitive [CF99, Ger99b, MMM+98, PUF99].
Cohen [PBGV90].
Coin [BN96, Jue99, PW97c, Ueh95].
Coins [EO95b, WSFC99, EO95a].
COIRS [YKY99].
Cold [Joh95].
Collaborating [CF99].
Collaborative [BV98a, Neut91, LS98a].
Collaborators [Gla99b].
College [Far93, IEE97a, UFC94].
Collision [BP97a, Dob97, PGV91, Rus93b, Vau93, vW94, vW99, Dob95a].
Collision-Free [BP97a, Dob97, Rus93b, Vau93, Dob95a].
Collisionful [Gon95, BSNP96a, BSNP96b].
Collisions [Ano95a, C98, DBGV93, dB94, Gon95, Sim98c].
Colloquium [Ano97p, vWN99].
Collusion [BP95b, BS98, EKK99, PW97b, LM96].
Collusion-Resistant [EK99].
Collusion-Secure [BS95b, BS98].
Colony [BP95a].
Color [ADEDS99, NNEK97].
Colorado [Sch99b].
Colossus [Ano97-28, Car97b, Car97c, Car98, Pin98].
Column [Bra94a, Dwo95, Bra90b, Bra90d, Bra95d].
columnar [Bar92a]. COMANDOS [TCH+91]. Combatting [DN93].
combination [Rev91]. combinational [Hi9l9]. combinations [RT93].
Combinator [SAS99b]. Combinatorial [FK94, KO95b, KO95a, KO96, KO97, LS98b, 
Rus93a, Sti91a, Zie97, FSS94, Sta97a].
Combinatorics [MWW94]. Combiner [SG99a]. Combiners [MS91].
Combining [KMKH99, NA95, SA95]. command [Mye94b].
Comment [DKKK98, LC96c, YT96, BMP97a].
commentaries [Ano97t]. Commentary [BL99]. Comments [BMP+97b, COP+95a, 
Dum94, JW01, KSS+92, MC96, NC97, Ng99, Pre95b, SB93, WHL99, Ala97, Gib90].
Commerce [Avo99, Cli97, DDJ98d, DB99, 
Jakk9b, LHB96, Lut98, USE95c, USE96d, 
USE96b, USE98b, Uni97d, BH98, FB97, 
Gar97b, LM98a, Man95, Sin98, Tas98, 
VM96, UU97b, Uni96c]. Commercial 
[Bhi96, BDR+96, Cae96a, WLEB96, Cha94b, 
Dix94, Jol90, Sta94a, JML994].
Committed [DF99]. Committee [Uni98c].
Commodity [Bee99a]. Commodity-based [Bee97a].
Common [IBM93, Lin93c, 
Mau93a, Tzc99, JD91, JD91, LMJW93].
Communication [??97, AR99, BF97a, 
Bet95b, BFS96, CH9H9, CMN99, FJP96, 
FK99, FT99b, ICM99, Jam98, KFJP96, 
KRJ98, PW99, PM99a, SSN98a, Sim94d, 
WD99a, Wei99, BF99b, Bet95a, BMS96, 
Com97, CW98, CK93, Cli97, DFKN93, 
Hamxx, Rivxx, Sch90c, Sch97c, SD97, 
Sta97a, UU97b, Ven92, Wt98].
communication-privacy [CK93].
Communication-Storage [CMN99].
Communications [ACM93a, ACM94a, ACM97a, Ano93h, 
Aur96, IEE94f, IEE97k, KM93, Kat97, 
MB94b, Ved93, BY93c, BY93b, Car94, 
Cha94b, Cra96, HOQ97, Hwa93, IEE92d, 
IEE95c, JC93, Mil95, Oht96, PP96, Rhe94, 
SW94b, Sch93a, Sch92c, ZG96].
communicators [Ano97p]. Communities 
[MB99a]. Commutative 
[GPT91a, GPT91b]. compact 
[Ort95b, Ort95a]. companion [Ken95].
Company [GC97, Kar96]. Comparative 
[Dae99, Ste92, AA99, Don98, She92g].
Comparing 
[Bih99c, HSSI99, HKL94, KAK96, NM96b].
Comparison [BALS99, Cus97, KH98b, 
LM98b, Mas99a, May97, MG91, vO91a, 
QN98a, SKW+99a, SKW+99b, Wie98b, 
Wli93b, vO91b, GM91, Yeu99, ZH93, vO92].
Comparisons [Fo99, SKW+99c].
Compartmented [GPSN98]. COMPASS 
[IEE94b]. Compatible [SK94, Wat99].
Competence [WS99]. competing [Sta97c].
Compiler [NM99, SSCP99].
Complementarity [DD99, LM93c].
Complete [Tou91]. Completeness 
[Bro94, Sch94k]. Complex 
[NT99, MCD98a]. Complexity 
[Bus97, CH96, Cle91, DSV99, GM99b, 
HKL94, LMS99, MM90a, MS94, 
MM+98, Mun91a, Mun91b, NM95a, 
NMVR95b, NOVY93, Sch99, Smi98a, Bao94, 
CS97a, DDP94b, FK93b, GZ91, GN95a, 
Gol97c, Hi94, MM90a, SM98a, MK92, 
Shp99b, SMK98b, Sze98].
Compliance [Dav96]. Component [NK98b]. Composite 
[Fai99d, BBR99]. Composition 
[ABDV98, GK96]. Compositional 
[DHNP98, HJTW99, MM99a, Zwi98].
Comprehension [MT95].
Comprehensions [MT95]. Comprehensive [SPP90].
Compress [Dob97, Dob95a]. compressed 
[CPO+98, CHO+98, HG96, HG97c, HG98].
Compressing [G199]. Compression [C199, 
DLF97, KPR99, Sch99b, BCR98, CW94, 
Cra96, Kop97, Oht96, Sab94, Sch98b, dB94].
Compromise [Gar97c, Hed97].
CompuServe [GC97]. computability [BK98f]. Computable [DSV99].

Computation [BMM99a, BMM99b, CH98, Cra99, FHM98, FH94, GM93b, HHT93, HHT97, HCY96a, KR94c, LO91a, LYH93, LL95a, Mon93, Mor98, PK95a, PK95b, SSN98a, Wat91, ARRW99, Ata99, BK90, Ber96b, Bre99, CWM91, COL94, GM95b, Hor98, LY93, MILY93, PW93a, Shp99a, Xie92].

Computable [BMM99a, BMM99b, CH98, Cra99, FHM98, FH94, GM93b, HHT93, HHT97, HCY96a, KR94c, LO91a, LYH93, LL95a, Mon93, Mor98, PK95a, PK95b, SSN98a, Wat91, ARRW99, Ata99, BK90, Ber96b, Bre99, CWM91, COL94, GM95b, Hor98, LY93, MILY93, PW93a, Shp99a, Xie92].

Conceptual [Ch96, HHL94, Kos97, KR999, PG90, Saba94, TJK99, BC99a, Ger99b, McC90b, Pom90a, SS95a].

Computational [CH96, HKL94, Kos97, KR999, PG90, Saba94, TJK99, BC99a, Ger99b, McC90b, Pom90a, SS95a].

Computations [Cha90, CDD99, Mas91].

Computing [ACM90, ACM91, ACM93b, ACM94c, ACM95, ACM96b, ACM97c, ACM99a, ACM99b, Bak92, BDDG99, BV96, Bra94a, CFK91, DDJ98d, DDJ98b, DDJ99, Dwo95, FP99, GC98, GN95b, IE94e, IEE96b, J998b, Kon95, Law98, MMM98, Mao94, MW99, NS98a, Pen96, RS99d, Sch94a, TK99, Tes98, USE96c, VMS97b, BGT96, CWM91, DDPS96, FM91, FJV97, HK99b, HC95a, KG93, LS98a, Pf97, Sch90c, Sch97c, VMS97a, CFK91, PH91].

COMSEC [Mye98]. concatenated [LYG94]. concealed [Ano97i, CZ90, Lea90].

Concealing [CD97, Bent94, Jo97b].

Concept [Lin98, GM91, HLC99, YKY99].

COncept-Based [YKY99].

Conception [BFW99, Des99a, HL99, KG99, Lan98, SSM90].

Concerning [Cle91, Hub91, FR94, Fri96, GHS93, Gro94, Sim98].

Conciliation [BBDF97].

Concrete [CO98, BCK96c, BDJR97].

Concurrency [SG99b, IEE94b].

Concurrent [BMT98, DO99, DS98b, RS99c, Zwi98, AR99].

condition [Sta96b].

Conventionally [Des90b].

Conducts [Law98].

Conference [ACM93a, ACM94a, ACM97a, AR97, Ano95l, Ano96i, Ano96a, ??97, Ano97f, Ano97g, Ano97a, Ano98a, Ano99a, AA97, BCB97, Boy95a, Bri92, Bri93, BS95e, CH96, Cha91, Cop97d, DDJ98a, Dau96, ES98, Far93, Fra99, Fun97, GN95b, GQ95, Hir97, Hir98, IEE95a, IEE97a, IEE92b, IEE93c, IEE94b, IEE94c, IEE94e, IEE96b, IEE96e, IEE97b, IEE97a, IEE97b, IE97d, IE97f, IE97f, IE97k, IE98e, IE98f, IE98e. IRM93, KG96, Kat97, KM96a, Kra98, LOX99, LP99, Mau96b, MDS90, NIS92, Nat98, Nat99b, Ny998, OW95, OP95b, PS95b, QQ95, RD99a, RD99b, Sch94m, SJ97, SK93, Sti93b, Sti94, T+98, USE91, USE92a, USE94, USE95a, USE96a, USE99b, USE99d, Wa99a, Yua92, ACM99c, Ano93d, Boy95b, BD95b, Cop95b, Dar97, D96, Des94b, HQ97, HI97, IEE92d, IEE95c, IEE96f].

conference [IE98b, Kal97c, KG93, Kob96, LM98a, SP90, Ste99b, USE96f, USE98c, USE98d, VPM97, Wie99, Ano95f].

Conferences
Conferencing [BDHK93, MZ98, Sch95f]. Conflated [Ano99e, KBRS97, WW98a, Lam99].
Confidence [Chi99a, Chi99b, Graxx].
Confident [Jan95].
Confidential [Bet95b, Bet95a, vD97]. Confidentiality [Ano98j, Jac96, Riv98d, ZG96, FT95, MI90].
Configurable [VMS97b, VMS97a].
configuration [HI97].
Confirmer [Oka94, Cha95b, MS98b].
Conflict [All97].
Conflicts [ACM94b].
Confounder [BTD98].
Confliction [Zaj97].
Confusion [GC97].
Cong [Mye98].
Congressional [Smi97a, UU97a].
Congruence [Sch91a].
Congruential [Kra90].
Conic [Cao99, Mra95].
Conjecture [Jia99, GHS93, Ill94].
Conjectures [KP95].
Connect [Lic94].
Connection [Kas96, CV99].
Connections [RSG98, SGR97, Yu94a, Yu94b].
Connectivity [Pit96b].
Consequences [KP95, Sim94a].
Consideration [Cra96, Hub91, Mos98, Bas95, Bou94, SY92, YSS99, Bou94].
Considered [LT91].
Considers [Ano95].
Consistency [ZYR90].
Conspiracy [WK97, Scu92].
Constitutional [Bas95].
Constrained [Gol96b, Has99].
Constraint [SG95, WS99, GMLH94].
Constraint-Based [WS99].
Constraints [DS98b, Ou99, Kos96].
Construct [Lon92, Sun91a, Zl98].
Constructed [Rus93a].
Constructing [Ada97a, AB99a, AB99b, DT93, Gal99, KTM+99, Koh91b, XL98, Z996].
Construction [BCK96e, BR99a, BR99b, CNST98, vd95a, DS99, EM93, GPSNW98, Jof94, Kim93, KYDB98, NR98, SVxW91, ZMI90, BCK96a, BCK96b, BCK96c, BI93, MPL99, OS91, OS92, Pet91, vD95b].
Constructions [AHV98, ABDS96, KRS99, SNW98a, vHPP93, MS98b, SC97].
Consumer [IEE97g, IEE98c].
contactless [DS98a].
contain [Lea90].
Contemporary [Kmu99b, Sim92].
Content [Ack98, JPLI99, KR98, MW98b, MR95b, PMP99, Ros93, SC96a, Way93a, SNT95].
Content-Addressable [Way93a].
Content-Based [PMP99].
Content-MD5 [MR95b, Ros93].
Contents [vHH97].
Contest [DDJ98a, EMMN98, HD99].
Context [COZ99, MM96a, Des90b, Des90a, Ill94].
Context-Based [MM96a].
context-free [Ill94].
Continue [Ano96k].
Continued [KE97].
Continues [Ano97y, Ano97z, Ano98h, DDJ98d, Ano96l].
Continuous [BP95a, NHB98, She95a].
Contours [LFCK99].
Contract [GJM99a, GJM99b, KHB99].
Contractor [KHB99].
Contracts [Ped99].
Contracted [GJM99a, GJM99b, KHB99].
Contrast [HKS97a, HKS97b].
Contrast-Optimal [HKS97a, HKS97b].
Contribution [Lu97, Mus92, SS97, AK98, Blo98b].
contributions [HII94].
Control [ABLP93, Ban93, BDPSNG97, DFTY97, FY99, FL96, Hwa97, JPLI99, Kas96, KA99, KKW99, Lin98, Mey96, NW98, NA99, NS98a, PRAM98, Per99, STS99b, She93a, She93b, Sim90b, Sim91, WH98, ACC99, Ano93d, BGT96, CWM+91, CS96b, CS97b, CW94, LL93b, LM93c, Mat91, MLA91, RO96, RT93, SS96, Uni97d, WW95].
Controllable [CTT94].
Controlled [GPR98, GO96b, Gol94, Jak99c, SKBxx, GM91, GO95, Men95b].
Controller [CIBM99, FCH99].
Controls [Ame96b, Ban94, Cli97, UU97b].
Controversy [Law98].
Convention [Ano94d, Ano96a, Ano98f, IEE96f, NIS92].
Conventional [PRB98a].
Convergence [GC97, Mos98].
Conversation [Woe97].
Conversationally [LTEH99].
Conversion [Sah94].
Convertible [BCDP91, DP96].
Convolutional [Cha99c, JJ99b, TY94].
Cool [Ano99c].
Cooperative [Oh99].
Coordinating [Lee99b].
Coordination [COZ99, FL99a].
Vau98c, Vv97, Ver95, WSK97a, WSK97b, WFS98, WSD+98, Wag98b, Wag98a, WFS99, Wag99b, WSDK99, Wag99c, Wie90, Wie90b, Wie90a, WBDY98, YLD99, YLH98, ZYR91, Ada92, Alv98b, BSN95, BB94, Ber93, BS90a, BS91e, BS91f, Bh92, Bih95b, Bih98b, BK98e, Bir99, BD95a, Bowxx, Bur98a, CV95, CD98a, Cra92, DYL98, FSN93, Fri92a, Fri92b, Fri96, GSN94, GM91, Gol95b, Gol98b, Gol92, Gol99c, HKM95, Jak99a, Kah98b, KY95b, KR95a, KYxx, KSW97a, KSW97b, KR96c, Kos97, Kuk99, LMM92, Lan95, LS98a, Lew92, Mat93, Mil96, Mil92, Moh92, Mor92, NS97c].
cryptanalysis
[OC95, OG95, OSH91, RP95b, Rob98b, SV95a, Sha98, TN97, TSM95, Unixxa, Vau95, Way95, YT95a, YT95b, ZYR90, ZH90].
cryptanalyst
[Rey96, Rey97, Rey99].
cryptanalytic
[Gla99b, KSWH98d, MG91, vW99, Bih94a].
cryptic
[Wri98].
CRYPTO
[Fei91, ACM94b, Ame96b, An96a, Bar93a, Bar93b, BE90, HP98a, HMvT94, Koo97, LKB+94, Mah96, MPPS95, Neu97, Sch98c, Way95, Way96b, Neu95, Bra90c, Bri92, Bri93, Cop95d, Des94b, Gol98b, Kal97c, Kob96, Kra98, MZ98, MV91, Sti93b, Sti94, Wie99, BC98, Bra98, Bri98, CP91, CR98, Cha98, Cop98, Des98b, Fei98, Ger98, Gol98a, Kal98a, Kob98a, MV98, Ngu99a, Ngu99b, Odl98, Pom98, Sti98a, Wil98b].
Crypto-Chip
[HMvT94].
Cryptographic-Token
[Nys99].
cryptographic
[Sch93g, SZZ94a, SZZ95b, Ste99b, Way98, WN94, XZZ97, XZZ98, YS91, ZZZ97, ZLX99].
Cryptographically-Token
[Nys99].
cryptographical
[KP95, GyP98].
Cryptographically
[BD98, Cha90, CvHP91, Hil94, PGV92, ZZ96, DT93, IS97, KSB96a, MCD98b, SKB97, Bou94].
cryptographically-secure
[Bou94].
cryptographiquement
[Bou94].
Cryptography
[ANS97, ANS98b, Ano99h, AA93, ABDS96, Avo98, BCC+94, BGG94, BGG95, BGR98a, Bel98, BBB+91, BEE92, Bir98, Bia93, BK95d, BL96b, BL96a, BV993, Boy95a, Bra90a, Bra94a, Bus97, Cae96b, DDJ98a, DL96, DP98a, DP98b, Dav91, Dav96, DG96, De 93c, Des94a, DHQ98a, DHQ98b, Des98c, Dif90, DNN91a, Dro96, Dwo97, Ele99, Fer99b, Fin97, FBS97, FJM+96, FJRS96, FGLP96a, FGLP96b, Gan93, Gen97, Gol95a, Gol97a, Gol97b, Gon98, HK99a, HP98a, HSSI99, Hat96, Hed97, HL93b, Hir98, HAH94, HKS97a, HKS97b, Hru95a, Hru96, Hru98, HLMP96, HH98, HBKL99, JR96, JM97, Kal97a, Kal98c, KS98a, Kal99, KSS+92, Knu98a, Kob94, KA91, RSA93f, Lac93, LM94b, Lin96a, Los97, MY91, Mau99a, Mau99b, Mau97c, McC96, MP91, Mit92b, MKS99, NC97, Nic98a, Nic98b].

Cryptography
PKA+98, Pat96, Pf95, PT95, PGCSN96, Por91, PB99b, RSA99b, Rad97, Rhe94, Rit99, Riv90b, Riv93b, Riv97b, Ros96d, RK99, Sal99, DP91, Sas99a, SKBxx, SSS98, Sch94g, Sch96a, Sch96b, Sch97a, Sch97b, SSV+98, Sch98f, Sch94b, SV93, SG96a, She93a, She93b, She93d, Sni94b, Smi97b, Sta99a, SW95b, Ste91, Sti95, Sti98b, Sat99, Sw97, TN96a, TN96b, Tv92, Tow98, Tsu92e, Wad98, Way96a, Wol99, Wol93b, Wor96, WC97, YWC97, YST99a, YY97, YY97a, YST99b, ZYWR91, Zim98, dRHG+99, Uni96c, AA95, Ace97, Ada91, Alv98a, Ano97q, Ano97-30, ASM98, BH98, Ban94, Bea97a, BR96b, BFS92a, BFS92b, BBH99, BW97, BMP+97b, BSS99, BBS98b, BD98b, BC96b, Com96, Con99, Dam96, DDB95a, DDB95b, DVL96, DiF96, DNN91a, DN95b, Eng99, Far93, FM91, FK93b, Fra99, Fra93, Fri96].

cryptography
Gar96b, GZ91, Gol99a, Gol97c, Gre94, GTGW94, Hir97, Hru95b, Hwa91, Hwa93, IZ98, IZ99, Imp92, Joh97b, JY98, Kau96, KM98b, KK97, Kip97, Kob91c, Kob98b, Lag90, Lee99a, LM94a, LMS90, Lox90, vdl98, Luc95, MB94b, Mau93b, MY98, Mei96b, MvV97, Mic97, Mil92, Mur96, NM96a, NM96b, NKC94, NS95, Nec91, Nic99, Nyb94, Org98a, Od94b, PG97a, PG97b, PC98, PP92b, PGV93d, PR98, Riv98c, Rot95a, Sal90, Sal96, Sch92e, SS+97, SMD+99, Sch99c, Sch90c, Sch97c, Shp99a, Shp99b, Sin99, Siu99, Sh98, SMS99, Sta96d, Ste98a, Tas98, TM99, USE96e, Woe97, Wol93a, YL93, van98, Boy95b, Dar97, Dav94, Sch99b, vdWS97, Wai99a, vS97, Sha99a].
cryptography-dedicated [NM96b].

Cryptography-in-the-Large [Bla93].
Cryptoki [Ano96k].
CryptoLib [Lac93].
Cryptologia [Ers99, DKK+98, Joh98].
cryptologic [RK98b].
Cryptologie [Bra93b, Bec90, Sch98e].
Cryptologist [Pin98, Sel94].
Cryptology [Ano93g, Ber96b, Beu94, Bra90b, Bra90c, Bra90d, Bra94a, Bra95d, Bri92, Bri93, Buc91a, Buc91b, BK97, Cal92, Dam90a, DSB99, GPT91a, GPT91b, Kum97, MZ98, Pom90a, PG90, Pre98b, Rhe93, Rom90a, Sim92, Smi94a, Sti93b, Sti94, Tou92, Tro97, Van95b, We98, AK98, Ano97t, Bau97, Bec98, CW94, Cop95b, Cop96d, Dam91a, Dam99b, Dav91, De 95, Des94b, Du98, Fei91, Fum97, Gol90b, GQ95, Hef94, IRM93, Joh95, Kal97c, KM96a, Kob96, Kra98, LOX99, Lid90, Lip93, Mau96b, McC90b, Mei92, MV91, New97, Nyb98, OiDP98, PSN95b, QV90, QG95, Rat96, Rue93, Scu92, SP90, SZ93, Seg92, Ste99b, Un94c, Unixxb, Un95b, Web93, Wie99, Wil98a].
cryptography [Bec97].
CRYPTON [DPR+93, Lim98, Lim99].
Cryptonomicon [Ste99a].
Cryptoprocessor [Pai99b].
cryptos [Hag98].
cryptoscheme [MMI97].
Cryptosystem
[AMV90, BI95, BDGI98, Ber97c, Bih91, BMS94, Ble97, Bon99, BM97, CC99b, CG99, CJS91, CS98b, CW91b, Cus97, Gib91, Gib96, GC91, GC94, GGH97a, Gys96, HD96b,
cryptosystem

[Cryptosystems] [BDHJ98, BHSV98b, BHSV98a, BS91b, BLM94, BS91c, BS97a, BS90b, CGJ +99, DP98c, ESST99, FY98a, FY98b, FY99, GJKR99, GPCSN96, GGH97b, Gor93a, HGS98, HMOV3, HRR90, Iss90, Kal98g, KL95a, Kor93, KT93, KKT91, KKP93, LH93a, Len99a, Men93, Men95a, Mic93a, Mic93b, Miy93b, MOM91, MM98a, MM98b, vO91a, Pan99a, Pao99d, Pao99, PR97, Rud91, Sma99, Son99, dWQ91b, Wie98b, WZ99, Yam98b, Y197b, YY99b, dWQ91a, vO91b, AA99, Ale92, And94b, APDS93, BC90, BS91a, BS90a, Bfi92, BF96, BJQ97, BBL95, BK98g, CZ90, CA99, CC98, Cha95a, CL97a, CSN98, CLL99, Con90, Des90b, Des90a, DF90, Des93, ES97, FK94, FSS94, FGMY97a, FMR99, Go90c, GH99, GP97, Has99, HNM98, Hor99, JM96a, Jar96, JQ98a, KM99a, Kob90, Kob91b, Koc95, Kos97].

cryptosystems

[Kos99, LLH96, Lan96, LS98a, Ler97, LZ90, LZ91a, LZ91b, LDW94, LL97b, Lon92, MV90, Miy93a, Miy99, MS99c, Moo92, MVZ98, NM94, NY90, Od90, OS91, OS92, Pae90, SS98a, SS98b, SS95a, SH99, SG98, SMK98b, Sun91a, SH94, SS98b, Tab94, Taq97, Tao94, VZ97, Xie92, Xie93, XL98, XL99, Ym98a, YW99, YY98c, Zho94, ZPY96, vO92, vT94, Wa98].

CS

[Ano93e, Ano94a, Pin98, SV98, Vau99b, Vau99c].

CS-cipher

[Vau99b, Vau99c, SV98].

CSP

[DS97d].

CTS

[BR96a].

Cubic

[Per93].

Cultivate

[Ch99f].

Cultural

[UCF94].

Cultures

[Mat96].

Curvilinear

[SCG99].

Cusick

[YT96].

Custom

[Nor95b].

Customer

[Nor95c].

Customised

[GN95c, HHD99].

Customising

[NO96].

Cut

[BLM99].

Cuts

[Gar98a, Den95].

Cyanide

[Mar98b].

Cyber

[Gar98a, Den95].

Cyberbanking

[Mur96].

CyberMall

[Mar95a].

Cybernetics

[LS98a].

Cyberpunk

[HMM91, HM92, HM95].

Cyberpunk

[Zim96b].

Cyberspace

[Gar98a, Den95].

Cyberpunk

[Gar98a, Den95].

Cyberwar

[Kau96].

Cycle

[GAGCDFAFC99].

E-Cash [DFTY97, Yac99a, Yac99b].
e-commerce [VM96, DDJ98d, Jak99b, Lut98, Gar97b].
E-mail [LF97, Ri96, Bae95, Sta94a, Ano93j, Got99, RS98b, Sch95c, Sch95d, SH97, Ano95c, Gar97b, Str93a, Str93b]. E.I.S.S [BFS92a, BFS92b]. E.I.S.S. [Dan95].
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Electrochemical [DDJ99]. Electronic [Avo98, Bar93a, Bar93b, BFP99, Bra95b, BLMO94, Cha92b, DDJ98c, DB99, DT98a, EO95b, EN98, ENK99, HS97, Hir93, JTT97a, LHB96, Lin93a, Lvd98, LKD98, LR98, Max94, MZ98, OO90, Ped95, PW97c, Rtv97a, STS99a, STS99b, SB97, Sch99i, Sin98, TRS+93, Tra99, USE95c, USE96d, USE96b, USE98b, VJ98, AMS96, AC97, BH98, Com97, Cha92a, DMW94, DSSZ99, DF98, EO95a, FB97, Ken95, LM98a, Lin98a, Lin98a, Man95, Mit92a, RP97b, Sch93e, Sch95d, She96a, VNM99, Way93b]. Electronically [Ped99]. Electronics [IEE97g, IEE98c]. Elegance [Sch99c].

Electronicznej [Sch95e]. Elementary [Mil92, Tat98, Tat99]. Elements [FC99].

Eleventh [CH96, IEE92d]. ElGamal [AA99, Ble96, KSK96, LK96, NK98a, TY98b, TY98a, VvT97, Zho94]. ElGamal-based [TY98b, TY98a]. Eliminate [Riv98b]. Eliminating [GGH97a]. Elimination [BLM99]. Elizbeth [Uni92]. Elliptic [AMV90, Ano95n, BS91b, BSS99, CTT94, De 98d, DP98c, DMPW98, Dem94, Eng99, ESST99, Fer99b, HSS99, Hes97, JQ97, JM97, Kal97a, Kal98g, MKKH99, Kob98c, KMOV91, KT93, Len99a, LD99, MS93, Men93, Men95a, MM96b, Miy93a, Miy93b, Miy96, Miy99, OFF93, RY97, SOOS95, SW93, SNNP99, VZ97, WZ99, AMV93, AS98, BGR94, BC90, BS91a, CNST98, CPPK98, FMR99, Gal99, GKK99b, GP97, HNM98, IS99, IKNY98, JQ98b, KSK96, Kob91b, KK98, KOT95a, KOT95b, LL96, Ler97, Mau91b, MV90, MVZ93, SX90, XL98, ZI98].

Elliptic-Curve [Fer99b, Kal97a]. EMACS [McH92]. email [Kar96]. Embed
[Ano97o, MT94, Ano97-27, Zha96].
**Embedded** [BKS99, Bar99, DDJ98a, LT98, Lin98, BBCP98a, BP97b, CC95, KP99b].
**Embedding** [ACD94, DS97d, GO95, Gol96b, HK99h, ZK95, Sch91a].
**embeddings** [CT99b].
**Embraces** [Ts'97].
**EMEF** [Org98a].
**Emergent** [Jun99].
**Emerging** [Kal99, Org98a].
**Empirical** [WW98b].
**Employing** [BWM98].
**emulator** [Obe99].
**EMV** [Gui97].
**enable** [Sch93e].
**enabled** [Cha99b].
**Enabling** [DS97b].
**Encapsulating** [Atk95b, KA98b].
**enciphered** [Lea90, Per91].
**enciphering** [Beu94].
**Encipherment** [HS90, OA94, Lin88a, Lin89a].
**encoded** [DS97b, HG97d, QN98b].
**Encoding** [Til98, HG97d].
**encodings** [CGV94].
**Encrypt** [BR95a, Ber98, JSY99, Ril96, WT99, Rot97].
**Encrypted** [AW99, Bla98, GMCF95, GLZ99, Gil98, Jas96, YY99, BT98, DF97, STW95, Kip97].
**Encrypting** [Ano97r, Bla94b, Lom94, Luc98b, EW99, SS99c, Beu94, KAK96].
**Encryption** [SW97a, Uni97b, Uni97f, Uni98b, Uni97c, Uni98j, VB96, VR98, WS97a, WSK97b, War98, Way93b, Way93c, WSFC99, Wei91a, Wei91b, Whe94, Wir98, Yin97, YY97c, Yuv97, Zhe97, Zol93, Aus96, Abr97, Ata93a, All97, And94a, Ano90, Ano92b, Ano94e, Ano95c, Ano96d, Ano96m, Ano97u, Ata94, DR98, JR98, BR97b, BR97, BR97b, Bet95c, Bi97c, BF98a, BC96a, BMS96, BFS98, Bow93, Bro96, Bas96, Com97, CCN95, Cha94b, CLW98, Cle96, Cif97, Cif99, Cij96, Cra96, DH96a, DOR99, Dia91, DL98, Eek99, Ell97, FC94, FB97, Gil97, Gol99b, Gol96d, GBL94, Goo96, GKS97, Har90, HK90, Hat97, Hel93, Hel98b, HT95, HP94, HY95, HCY96b, HCC98, Int91b, Jac90a, Jac90b, Jak99c, JT96, JT97b, KY95b].
**encryption** [KY97, KYYx, Ken95, Kir95, Kn99c, COP95a, CH98, CMK98, CT99a, Cop94a, Cou93, DDJ98e, DDJ98f, DDJ98g, DDJ98h, DC98b, DK96, Den90, Den95, DB96, Des99b, DS97c, Ele98, FIP94, FN94, FY95b, FY97, FH94, FO99a, FO99b, GSY99, Ga90, Gar97a, Gar97b, Gar97c, GC97, Gar98a, Gar98b, GK98, Got99, HG97a, HG97b, Hat96, HK98, HK99d, Hub98, Jol98, JM96b, Kal93a, KY95a, KR96a, Kal98b, KY98, Kap98, Kas96, Koh90, KKL99, KM97, Kum98].
Ril96, Riv95d, RKD94, Rot95a, Sab94, Sch98b, Sch94i, Sch98c, Sch99j, She96a, Sm97, Sta97a, SW98, SW99a, Str93a, Str93b, Su98, Sun91b, TX92, Tay90, Tha91, Tho96, TY98b, TY98a, Ts90, Uni96a, Uni95a, Uni98k, Uni94a, Uni94b, Uni97d, UN94, UU97b, Vau98e, Ven90, Vu95, Wad98, We95, Wii93, Wil93a, Wi93b, Woo90, You97, You97, Zaj97, Zan90, Zer96a, vV98a, vV93, An98j, An93j, Hon98].

encryption/authentication [Sch99j].

cryptography/decryption [Hat97, Vu95].

Encryption/MAC [Yuv97].

crypts [Ano93k].

Encyclopedia [CFK+91, New97, UFC94].

End [Bra94a, DDJ98c, Gar98a, NH90, WSFC99].

End-to-End [NH90].

romosome [Wal98].

Endured [Che92].

Energy [DFL99].

Enforce [BDS98].

Enforcement [Cae96b, Cli99].

Enforcers [Way93c].

Enforcing [Ano97n].

Engine [BE90, CM98, She92d].

Engineering [Ano98f, DFGH99, EKLM99, IEE96d, LBHM99, SSSW98, Sm98a, AN94, IEE97k].

Engines [T+99, Way93a].

England [ES98, Cur98].

Enhance [FO99a].

Enhanced [Ano95c, AR98, Ken93, LK96, Zan90, Zeg93].

Enhancement [HWJ98, Lin93a, Lin98a, Lin98a].

Enhancements [JM96b].

enhancing [HY95].

Enigma [CM91, Har96b, Kip97, Kip99b, Obe99, Ano91c, Blo98a, Blo98b, Blo98c, Cra92, Kah91a, Kah98a, Kip97, Kru98, Mi96b, Mus92, Tu99, We97].

Enigmas [Gad91].

Enjoyable [CM99d].

Enough [CFK+91, Dea98b].

Enschede [Hei96a].

Ensuring [Com97, Rot95b, ZG96, Way91].

Enter [Wor96].

Enterprise [ECD99, FY99, Mar95b, Wad93, SY92].

enterprise-wide [Wad93].

enters [Joh98].

Entities [KM99c].

Entity [BR94a, BWM98].

Entrepreneur [Pin98].

Entropy [Bro94, EHMS99, KSHW97, KSHW98].

entwerfen [Hor99].

envelope [SOB98].


Environmental [RS98c, RS98d].

Environments [GSTY96, SKAM99, DNS99].

EPIC [Rot95a].

EPS [Ano96i].

equally [Ito91].

Equations [Cop95e, LG97].

Equations [Por98, RZ99, BMP97a, Cus95, GK95b, LCL95, Luni92, Sun91a].

Equilibria [Ett98].

equipment [Int91b].

Equitable [BDS98].

Equivalence [BS99b, BS99c, Fis98, KK98, Man94, AD97, AD99, LDW94].

Equivalent [Bv98c, De 98d, Gi91, GO93, HTY99, MM96b, Miy96, Oka94, Pia99c].

Era [DDJ98c].

Ergonomic [DDJ98c].

Erika [Mat99].

Errata [Con99a].

Erratum [Ano91a].

Error [AW94, AR98, BGS96, Cha99c, DLR97, KKS97, LC99, MG91, Pen96, Ada91, Ala93a, AW95, Cha95a, CMM93, DLP93, Jv98b, Ste95, Wan92a, YL97a, vV94, CW94].

Error-Correcting [AW94, BGS96, DLR97, KKS97, Pen96, Ada91, Ala93a, AW95, Cha95a, CMM93, Ste95, Wan92a, YL97a, vV94].

Error-Correction [MG91].

Errors [GGH97a, SHK99b].

ESA [Spi95, YS91].

ESA/390 [YS91].

ESAT [PGV93d].

Escrow [AAB97, Bla96c, BHS98, Cae96a, CM97a, DDJ98g, DDJ98h, DB96, FY95b, FY97, Fro96, FO97, Gan96a, HD96b, HM98, KP98, KP99b, KB92, LW95, M96b, Mar97, MS95f, KMS99, Nec96, SYM98, Sam98, SM95a, VvT97, VBD99, YY99b, Ano94e, BDHJ97, BR96b, DH96a, Des95, Fre94, KL94, Mao97, Uni95a].

Escrowed [Bas95, Com94b, FIP94, Nat94d].

ESIGN
[FOM91].  **ESORICS** [DEQ92, Q9+].  **ESP** [KA98b, Atk95b, KMS95a, KMS95b, MD98, MG98a, MG98b, PA98a].  **Espionage** [HK99c].  **Espoo** [Ny99b].  **Essential** [SSv98, SSM97, SMD99].  **Essentially** [BR99].  **Establishing** [Des96a].  **Esterel** [RB99].  **Estimate** [Miy93c, UU97a].  **Estimates** [DLP93].  **estimating** [Al96].  **Estimation** [VNW95, JV98b].  **Ethernet** [Bec99].  **Etruscan** [Nis91].  **Euclid** [LZ91a].  **Euclidean** [Blo99, FP99, KR99b, LZ90, OMV98, SCG99, TK99, ZW99].  **Eulerian** [MSN98].  **Eurocast** [MDP94].  **EUROCRYPT** [Bih91, Dan90a, Dam91a, Dav91, De95, Fum97, GQ95, Hel94, Man96b, MZ98, Nyb98, QV90, QG95, Rue93, Ste99b, Ano98c, Bet98, BCI98, CP98, Dam98, Dav98b, De98b, Fum98a, Gue98a, GQ98, Hel98c, Ing98, Mau98, Pat95, QV98, Rue98, Pic98].  **Eurographics** [Kui91, PH91].  **Europe** [And96a, DEQ92, Q9+].  **European** [Dan96, DEQ92, Q9+, Spi95, T98, Com97, Gar97c, VCF90].  **Eusipco** [T98].  **Eusipco-98** [T98].  **evaluated** [LMS97].  **Evaluating** [Pai99a].  **Evaluation** [AGS97, Ano97b, BGK99, BP95b, CJR98a, CJR98b, HW9, KBR97, PDG91, RIP95b, RIP95a, Roh93, Roh99, WT99, CJR99b, KM97, PSS9a, Sim95, VCF90].  **Evaluative** [MI99].  **Even** [BCE94, Bosxx, Ano95k].  **Evening** [Che92].  **Event** [Ruo94, SK97b, SK97a].  **Event-Stream** [SK97b, SK97a].  **Ever** [Hill97].  **every** [Ano91b, Mei98].  **Everything** [BOGG90].  **MAM95).  **Evidence** [DR99b].  **Evolution** [Cas95, JM96b, KNT94, NM96b, PGV93d, Sim99].  **Evolutionary** [Ger99a, GM99a, Hes97].  **Evolve** [GB98].  **EW** [IS97].  **exact** [BR96c, Luc95, ZW99].  **examination** [Joh90].  **examines** [vdW97, vS97].  **Examining** [RC95].  **example** [Kay95, Nee94].  **Excellence** [Eri97a].  **Exchange** [ASW98, ASZ96, BCG90, BM94b, Dam94b, Dan95, DH90, FW91, HHH93, Jas96, Luc98b, MSN98, RSA99a, SSN98a, SOOS95, Van93, BSNP96a, BSNP96b, BTD98, BCK98, BM95, Dam94a, LL95b, MS98a, SK97, STW95].  **changes** [DvW92].  **Executable** [JPL99].  **Executing** [AW99].  **Executive** [Zer96a].  **Exhausting** [CR97].  **Exhaustive** [CR97, QD91, KR96b].  **Existence** [FD93a, HT98, RV99, FD93b].  **Existentially** [DN94].  **Existing** [SS99d, BB95a, NM96b].  **Expansion** [BO96b, Tak97].  **Experience** [AABB99, Gla99a, Ros96b, SV99, M98, CWM+91].  **Experiences** [FC99, Lum90, GH96, MAM95].  **Experiment** [AB97, DL95].  **Experimental** [BBB95].  **Explained** [BMC95, Hat96, Lut98, Los98].  **Explanation** [Gre90].  **Explicit** [LF99, MD98].  **exploit** [Luc95].  **Exploiting** [BS91h].  **Exploration** [KV99, Kip99a].  **Explorer** [Lea99].  **Exploring** [JJ98b, JJ98a].  **explosive** [DL95].  **Exponent** [Ano95a, CFPR96b, CNS99b, CFPR96a, FR95b, KOT95a, KOT95b].  **Exponential** [Dan95, CFS97, CDG95].  **Exponentiation** [BP99b, BK95d, Dam90, HCY96a, LL94b, Pa99b, Ara93, BGR98b, CL97a, KAK96, Rev91, Sim94b, Von92a, Von92b, YL93, dR95].  **Exponents** [Wei90b, vOW96, Gro94, VW96, Vv97, Wei90a].  **Export** [Ame96b, DDJ98e, DDJ98f, Gar97b, GC97, Uni97d, Abr97, Ban94, Cli97, SU97b, UU97b].  **Exportability** [Wei91a, Wei91b].  **Exports** [Bar96a, Sta97c].  **Exposed** [MSK99a].  **Exposing** [Si99].  **Expressive** [MTES99].  **Extend** [Ts97].  **Extended** [ASW98, BFN98b, BV98c, BD90, BS91g, BD91, CvHP91, CK90, DDP90, DY91d, DDP99, DD99, DY91f, DF91a, Dob95a].
EvH91, FW91, Gil99, MS91, Mv93, MOM91, OOK91, RSA93c, Rud91, DP91, She93c, Tou91, ZMI90, vHPP93, Bea97a, BCK98, BT94, CV93, Des90b, Des90a, Has99, LLG10, Ole95, Pai96. 


Externalization [OA99]. Extraordinary [Jam98]. extremely [Ano90]. eyewitnesses [Ano97t]. 

FA [Bao94]. Fabrication [DDJ99]. Face [DDJ98d, DMFB97]. Faces [GB98].

Fachtagung [BGH95b]. Facial [LMP99, HEG98]. facilitation [Cli99]. 

Facility [AKF94, Bis90, She96a, YS91, JMLW94, SY92]. facing [KG96]. facto [Pri94]. factor [KM98b, SVWMB95, VSB95]. Factored [Ano96b]. Factoring [Ano97e, BV98c, BDHG99a, BDHG99b, Kal98e, MM96b, MS90b, OU98a, Pai99c, Pom90b, Riv93a, She92b, SW93, BBR99, CDEH+96, KK98, McK99, Mei96b, Riv95a]. Factoring-Based [Kal98e]. Factorisation [DH95a, Jon90, DH95b]. Factorization [Ale92, DDLM94, MM98a, MM98b, Odi95, vo91a, Sho97, vO91b, LLMP93, Mao98, Whi93, vO92]. Factorizations [BMS94, NS97b, NS97c]. Facts [Ano91b].

Faded [Alv98a]. fading [Tod97]. Fail [BP97a, PP97, SSNP99, vHPP93, And94b, Pf96c]. Fail-Stop [BP97a, PP97, SSNP99, vHPP93, Pf96c].

Failed [BCE+94]. fails [DH96b]. Failsafe [KL94]. Failure [Ano95a, Ber97c, Gar98a, TYD99, FR95b]. Failures [CH98, JQ97, Moo92, Sim94b]. Fair [ASW98, CFGS99, DT98a, KL95a, LK99, LH95, Mic93a, Mic93b, MKS99, SS99e, SS99f, Tra97]. Fairfax [ACM93a, ACM94a]. Fairly [HD96a]. fall [Od90, Rob98b]. False [LK98a, She92b]. 

Families [Kal98a, Per99]. Family [KT98, Miy91, RP97a, ABC+98, BGH+95a, FSS94, It91, Kob90, SRRL98]. FAPKC [DY1998]. FAPKC3 [TCC97]. FAPKC4 [TC99a]. Far [Str95]. Fast [AGS97, AMV90, ALO98, And94a, BP98a, BQ95b, BQ95a, BGR98b, Bi97b, Bi97c, BHK+99, BD94, BK95d, BGV96, C991, Cla97, Cla98a, DDJ98e, DDJ98f, DC98b, DRR95, DBV96, DNR97, EPR99b, EPR99a, Gar97b, Gol96a, HJP98b, HP94, HCY96a, J99a, J99b, KR94a, KTM+99, KP99a, KP97, KR99a, Kau99c, KMK99, KA91, Koy95, LM95, Mau90, Mer91, Mih94, MM95, NS99a, NK99, PS97, Pre95a, Rog95, SW97a, SW97b, SOOS95, SV93, SB98, Sho96, Si97b, Tak97, Tak98a, Tak98b, T+99, Van98d, Van98e, AMV93, AB96b, Ano98j, CV949, DMR97b, DV96, GCH+98, HJP98a, Jenxx, LRW93, LC98, LZ98, P995, RRR98, She92c, SN94, SH99, SAM97, SGS99, YL93, Gol96d, OA94]. Faster [Luc96a, Luc96b, WZ99, YY99b, Bosxx, Mih96, Sch98c]. Father [CFK+91, DDJ99]. Fault [BS97a, DHSS95, GX99, OKST97, Pai99a, RBV94, IEE94b, TCH+91]. 

Hir98, Iz98, RP97b, SJ97, Wo93a, Wo93b, van96, Ano94c. **Federal**
[Ano97h, Ano97x, Lee99a, RP94].
**Federated** [SS99b]. Feedback
[CJM95, GK95a, Ros98a], Feistel [Jut98, Knu94a, SN93, SK96c, SK96d, Van99a].
**Fermat** [LLMP93, McK99]. Few
[FJRS96, Mei98]. Feistel [Jut98, Knu94a, SN93, SK96c, SK96d, Van99a].
**FFT** [DBGV93, MS90b, Sch91c, Sch93f, SVB96, Van93].
**FFT-Hash** [DBGV93, Sch93f, Sch93g].
**FFT-Hash-II** [Vau93].
**FFT-Hashing** [Sch91c].
**FGPAs** [Nor95c].
**FHFC** [KKW99].
**FHFC-Tool** [KKW99].
**Fiat** [Nac93, OOK91, OO93].
**Fiber** [Tow98].
**Fibers** [HLMP96].
**Fibonacci** [SMS99].
**Fiduccia** [CKM99].
**Field** [CD98b, Kob98c, LL99, LMP90, LL93a, MR95b, Ros93, SY99, T999, CDEH96, Dav98a, Gh99, Gori93b, HWB93, Has99, Hor93a, HP94].
**Fields** [BP98a, BMT96, BL96b, BL96a, BP97c, De 98d, LO91a, LO91b, Mas91, MFG95, PSR97, Ano93k, Bao94, BI94, BGR95, DW99, DLY98, DF93, FSS94, Gal99, GH99, HWB93, Has99, Jun96, LN94, MK92, PS97, Pie93, Tao94, TCC97, TC99b, Von92a, Von92b, War98].
**Fifteen** [Den90].
**Fifteenth** [CFK91].
**Fifth** [SJ97, Uni97b, Uni97c, Uni98a, Uni98b, Uni98c, Uni98d, Uni98f, Uni98g, Uni98h, Uni98i, Uni98k, USE95c, RD99a].
**First-Order** [KW99].
**Fire** [Way93b].
**Firewalls** [GLZ99, Opp97].
**Firms** [GC97].
**Firmware** [MNSV97].
**Firmware-Oriented** [MNSV97].
**Finite-Impulse-Response** [She92e].
**Finite-Size-Particle** [BVFD99].
**Finland** [Nybl98].
**FIPS** [Nat93b, Ano93f, Nat93a, NIS93b, Nat94a, Nat95, Nat99a].
**Fins** [GC97].
**Firmware-Oriented** [MNSV97].
**First-Order** [KW99].
**Fish** [BD94].
**Fishermen** [Ano96l].
**Fissures** [DDJ98e, DDJ98f].
**five** [KAK96].
**fix** [Ano98j].
**Fixed** [FK93b, Ma98, HP94].
**Fixed-parameter** [FK93b].
**Fixing** [Low96].
**Flaw** [Gar97c, Lea99].
**Flexes** [Cor98].
**Flexibility** [Wed99].
**Flexible** [JPL99, LL94b, AG95, BP97b, Ts’90].
**Floating** [Gar97b].
**Floating-Point** [Gar97b].
**Floradora** [Fil95].
**Florence** [IEE92d].
**Florida** [IEE93c, IEE94c, IEE96f, IEE97f].
**Flow** [STS99b].
**Flowers** [Pin98].
**Focus** [GO96c].
**focusing** [Com96, USE96e].
**Foil** [MB94a].
**Folger** [Mor92].
**folglich** [MPS94].
**Football** [RBCE99].
**Footwear** [MD99].
**Force** [CD98c].
**foreign** [Cha94b].
**Forensics** [Gro98].
**Forensics** [SK99].
**Forgery**
[AW94, GM97, LHL95b, LHL95a]. Forget [DFIJ99]. Forgotten [Ano97t]. forimage [XA98]. Form [Cha93, STP93]. Formal [BR97a, BFN98b, BoI98a, Boy92, GFB93, Gue98b, Mea95, PM9b, Tou93, WK96, AHdJF97, AAPS92, Ata94, BFN98a, JW01, ZLX99]. Formality [ACD94]. Format [CDFT98, Nys99]. Formats [ASZ96]. Formed [Gar97c]. formed [Mok97]. Formulae [KV94, WD99b]. Forty [CWM+91]. Forum [IEE98d, MB99a, Org98a, Ano97c, GO96c, KSS+92]. Forward [BM99a, BM99b, CadHSV96]. Forward-Secure [BM99a, BM99b]. Foundation [Gol95a]. Foundations [Ada91, BDFM99, Gol97a, Gol97b, IEE92a, IEE96a, IEE96c, IEE97e, IEE98a, IEE99a, JR96]. Founder [Pin98]. Four [HKQ99, Koe99, Riv91a, DL95]. Fourier [MS94, NA95]. fourteenth [IEE95c]. Fourth [OW95, Uni96b, Far93, IEE93a]. FPGA [GTG94, Kap98]. FPGAs [KP99a]. FR [HSSI99]. Fractal [DS96, SD99]. Fraction [BDF98]. fractional [BR96b]. Fractions [Iss90, KE97]. Framework [Boy92, DGV93, Hed97, PS99f, PW99, SL99, VP99, Com97, HN94, LS98a, Pi96c, Tsh98, DT98b]. France [Chr98, DEQ92, FR95a, GQ95, Vau98c]. Francis [Lea90]. Francisco [Ano97a, Ano98f, USE92a]. Franconia [IEE92a]. Franklin [WD99a]. Fraud [Neu92, VGP93, VT97]. Fraud-Detectable [VvT97]. frauds [Sga93]. Fray [Gar97b, Law98]. Free [BP97a, BHT98, BDI96, CD98b, Dob97, Eri97b, GJM99a, GJM99b, HBKL99, Rus93b, SK95, All97, BT94, Des90b, Des96b, Dob95a, IlI94, Vau93]. Free-Space [HBKL99]. Freedom [Cae96b, Uni97a, Uni98c, Uni98b, Uni98e, Uni96b, UU97a, Uni97b, Uni98f, HM96]. FreeNIX [USE98c]. French [Blo98b, Bou94]. Frenkel [CFK+91]. Frequency [BP98c, MSHP99, Ano90, Tod97]. Freshness [KYG92]. FRG [Oht96]. Friedman [Uni92]. friendly [Bus96]. Friends [DDJ98e, DDJ98f, Sch92b]. Probenius [CPPK98, Graxx, KMKH99]. FROG [WFS99, Wag99b, GLC98, WFS98]. Front [Hed97]. Frontier [Bar93a, Bar93b, HM91, HM92, HM95]. FSE [Bih97c, Vau98e]. FSE99 [Km99c]. FTP [SSH93]. Fujiyoshida [IRM93]. fulfilled [Mar96]. Full [BS93a, DH90, SK98c, SK98b, Pos93]. Fuller [CFK+91]. Fully [BCD94, BCD96, HE98]. Function [BJY97, BDP97, BP97c, CP91, DBGV93, DGV93, Dae95, DC98a, DD90, Dob97, FGY96a, HILL99, HL99, MCD99, NSS99, PBD97, Sch91c, TOU94, AB96b, DK94, DDFY94, DI99, FGY96b, KSB96b, KSB97, LTT95, MZ98, NV98, PK97, Sch91a, SRRL98, SS95b, SS95c, YL97c, ZPY96, dB94]. Functional [Yam99]. Functions [AHV98, Ano95a, BDP99b, BCK96d, BCK96e, BHS98b, BHS98a, BG99, BGS94, BGS96, BM94a, BL95, BHT98, CDD99, Car93, DGV93, DY90, DY91d, DY91b, DFL99, ECM96, EPR99b, EPR99a, FBS98, GJKR96b, JO97, KTM99, Kim93, KP96a, Kra95, LM93a, LM93b, LM95, MS99b, MS90a, Mer90a, Mer91, MS95f, Mili96a, Mon93, NR98, OS98, PW93b, PGV92, Pre93a, PGV93a, PGV93c, Pre97a, Pre99, Pre94b, QC90, Roe94, Sch91b, SZZ95c, SY99, ZZ95, Zhe90, vW94, BSNP96a, BNSP96b, BD92, BGR95, BCK96b, BCK96c, BHH99, BK98f, CCZ98, CDG95, Cus96, CS96c, Dam90b, Gol96a, Gon95, GHS93, HSK97, HLMW93, HXMW94, HYLT99, ISO97, JG95, KL95b, Lai95, MCD98b, O’C94, PGV91, PGV93b, Pre94a, PGV94, PVO95, RP95b, Roe95, Rom90b, SZZ94a, SZZ95b, Sim98c, Tsu92b]. functions


Gbit [HK97]. Gbit/second [HK97].

generate [Wer93a, Wer93b]. Generated [SVBJ96]. Generating [Ble96, De98d, FMM99, Len96, Len98, MS95f, YWY99, CH97b, SH97]. Generation [ARV99a, ARV99b, BG98, BGM97a, BGM97b, BIR98, BF97b, BD93, Coc97, CD96, DF91a, GJKR99, Gil99, Gut98b, HL99, Kal97b, KS98c, MWB99, Mat96b, Man90, Mih94, PS98g, ROT94, RS98c, RS98d, SN96, SIl97b, WI99, Bou94, FMY98, GTS90, LLH96, MS99c, PS97, PS98b, SH94, Bou94].

Generator [FIP93a, HILL99, JK99, KSF99, KW99, MS95b, PS98b, Daw93, Jen96, MS95a, Mih96, PC98, Rev91, Sin99, TSY98, Wal90].

Generators [HL99, KSWH98d, Kra90, ZYWR91, CS96b, C97b, Imp92, Kos99, Lag90, Pat91b, Por93, SGD99]. Generic [Bel92, CM99a, MS98b, Taa99, ZK98].


Geodesic [Blo99, LFCK99]. Geometric [OMA98, Sim91, JM93, JM96a, Mra95].


Geometry-Based [Ben99]. George [Pin98, WG97]. Georgia [ACM99b]. Gerdes [CFK+91]. German [Wei99, Cra92, Dav98a, FT95, Ger97, Hor99, Jar97, Kah91a, KK97, Kip97, Kru98, Kru98, Wal98].

Germany [BFS92a, BFS92b, Fum97, IEE97d, LM98a, Wat91, Rat96].

Geschichten [CWM+91]. Get [Ano96j, Cae96b, DDJ98a, Sch98c, Ude98].

Gething [WG97].

Gar98b, GO96c, Los97, Sch98c. Getting [Kwa93, Way95]. GF} [PSR97, DBVD96, LD99]. GI [BGH95b, LM98a]. GI-Fachtagung [BGH95b]. Gibbs [DP99]. Gilles [Buc91b].


Giving [Int91a, GQW+91, JLM+94]. Global [JV98b, Or96, SS99b, TGK99, TL999, ZZ95]. GMD [SBGK99]. Go [DDJ98d].

Goal [AMP94]. Goals [BP98e]. Goats [SV95b].

[Ngu99a, Ngu99b]. **Good** [Ano94h, AWV99, Elk96, Gar95, GM95a, Gar98c, Ros97a, SSI97a, SSI97b, Sta94a, Sta95a, Koh91a, Ler97, Mei96a, SX90, Zim96a, Zim96b, Pin98]. **Goppa** [Gib91]. **GOST** [KSW96, Sch95b]. **Goucher** [Mus92]. **Government** [RKD94, SG96a, Ano94h, Riv98c, Way93b, Wel95, Lee99a, Ros97a, goverments [BH98]. **Grace** [GC97]. **Gradient** [Jen99]. **Grail** [Sal99]. **gran** [lPNdbbbprm91]. **Grand** [FBS97]. **Graph** [BMRW98, BDSV93, BW98, BALS99, EMMN98, M199, LS98a, PD99a]. **Graphic** [COM99, GO96c, lPNdbbbprm91]. **Graphics** [Kui91, SHG98, Wor96]. **Graphs** [BM94a, HE98, LE99, WD99b, Ku92]. **Gray** [Rus93a]. **Greatest** [Mad92]. **Greece** [IEE97c, KG96, Kat97, Pit95, Spi95, T+98]. **Greg** [Ers99]. **Grid** [LE99]. **Gridless** [BVFD99]. **Grosch** [CWM+91]. **Ground** [Law98]. **Group** [AT99, CS97a, CM99a, CW93, DDJ99, DKKK98, Got99, GN95b, HY93a, LR98, NS97b, NM99, Pet98, Rei92, SG99a, Tra99, Wu92, Yam98b, Yam99, CP95, DF93, Fra90, FR94, Hwa91, Hwa92d, LWC96, NS97c, WHL99, Wer93a, Wer93b, Yam98a, Dra99]. **Group-Oriented** [SG99a, HY93a, LWC96]. **Groups** [BMS94, CS97a, CH98, GPSN98, Got99, Mei96b, Pat99, SP9H99, CMP97, Dam96, GZ91, GPCS96, HSW94, HCC98]. **Grow** [DDJ98d]. **Grown** [Gar97c]. **Grows** [Lea99, Fra92]. **Growth** [GC97]. **GSM** [ATAY98, MB99a, She94b, Ved98a]. **GSS** [Lin96b, McM96]. **GSS-API** [Lin96b, McM96]. **Guaranteed** [Mao98]. **Guarding** [GS98, Mar95a]. **Guest** [BKK98]. **Guessing** [KS97c]. **Guest** [AKP96, BNP99]. **Guide** [Bac95, End97, WSFC99, Zim95a, Bis90, Jac90a, Jac90b, Nie99, Pre97b, Sta95b]. **Guided** [Mos99]. **Guideline** [Lee99a]. **Guidelines** [Bar97, CPOR97, Mer97, Ame95, Ame96a, Org98b]. **GUMP** [FBS97]. **guru** [Di 97a]. **gyi** [lPNdbbbprm91]. **H** [Scu92, Lea99]. **H-1B** [Lea99]. **H.** [WG97]. **H.R** [Un198c, Un196b, Un197b]. **H.R.** [Un197a, Un198b, Un198c, UU97a, Un198f]. **hacker** [Mei98]. **Hackers** [GC97, HM91, HM92, HM95, Mei98]. **Hacking** [MSK99a]. **Hades** [Bie98]. **Hagelin** [Hag98]. **Haifa** [Bil97c]. **Halevi** [Ngu99a, Ngu99b]. **Halkidiki** [Pit95]. **Halske** [Dav98c, Sel98b]. **Hamburg** [LM98a]. **Hamming** [She95c]. **Hampshire** [IEE92a]. **Hand** [BF99a]. **Hand-Held** [BF99a]. **Handbook** [Bac95, MVV97, Sha99a, At99, Rey96, Rey97, Rey99]. **Handles** [Bar99]. **Handling** [BMS99, Dae98, HC95a, Mat91]. **hands** [Riv98c]. **Handshake** [Sim96b]. **Harari** [Ver95]. **Harbor** [Kah98b, Par98b]. **Hard** [MGL+98, Mar99, SS99a, BFKL94, Jon90]. **Harder** [Sch97b]. **Hardness** [BV96, NS99b, Di99, Kha93]. **hardness-amplification** [D199]. **Hardware** [ACD94, Bir98, BF99b, Bri90b, BS91h, Cla98a, DGV92, GN95c, Kocz96a, OSA91, Wil93a, Wot99, YK98, BB95a, DN95b, Gai90, KP99b, LMS97, MZI98, Nor95a, Nor95b, Nor95c, NO96, See97, SN94, TY92, Way95, Zhe95b, Kui91]. **Harmonic** [RG99]. **Hash** [ANS97, AHV98, An93f, An95a, An95i, BDPNS97, BCK96d, BCK96e, BS91e, BS91d, BDP97, BHT98, CP91, DBGV93, DGV93, Dae95, DY90, DY91d, DY91b, EPR99b, EPR99a, FIP93b, GHR99, GS94a, ISO97, KP96a, Kra95, LM93a, LM93b, LM95, Mer90a, Nat92h, NIS93b, Nat95, PRZ99, PW93b, PGV92, Pre93a, PGV93a, PGV93c, PGV94, PBD97, Pre97a, Pre99, Pre94b, QG90, Roe94, Sch91b, Sch91c, Sch93f, SV94, SRY99, Sta94b, Vau93.
Zhe90, vW94, AB96b, BSNP96a, BSNP96b, BD92, Dam90b, DK94, Gon95, HLMW93, HXMW94, HYL79, JG95, KL95b, MZ98, PG91, Pre9a, PrO95, RP95b, Roe95, SV95a, SRRL98, Sim98c, Tsu92b, Tsu92a, YL97c, DBGV93, Sch93g, EPR99b.

Hash-and-Sign [GHR99]. Hash-Based [PRZ99]. Hash-FUNCTIONS [QG90, ISO97]. Hash-VALUES [GS94a]. Hashing [AS96, BGG94, DC98b, FNSS92, KP97, Kra94b, KBC97, PS93b, Rog95, Rus93b, Sch91c, Sch93f, Sho96, Sti91b, TZ94, BGV96, Bos90, PJB90, Sab94, Sch93g, Sta99b, PS99a, SN98b, She92d, She95b, Sut99, VNW94, Du98, Graxx, Lam99, Nor95a, Nor95b, NO96, She92c, She95c, Un96a, Yeu97].

High-Assurance [IEE96d]. High-Bandwidth [Bla96a, Bla96b]. High-Capacity [Gar97a, Gar98b]. High-confidence [Chi99a, Chi99b]. High-Frequency [MS99a]. High-level [Rus90]. High-Performance [ACM98a, BMS99, GN95c, IEE94e, Sut99, NO96]. high-quality [Yeu97]. High-Radix [Kor93].

High-Speed [ARV99a, ARV99b, Ano99c, BCR98, Bla96a, Bla96b, BMS99, Ch99a, Ch99b, DP98a, DP98b, Ebe93, FVE99, FP99, Gar97a, Gar98b, GRN95c, HR90, IEE94e, IEE96d, IM93a, IM93b, Kap98, Ko94, Ko93, KB92, LS97, MPPS95, MS99a, Ru90, SKNO98a, SKNO98b, She92d, She95b, Sut99, VNW94, Du98, Graxx, Lam99, Nor95a, Nor95b, NO96, She92c, She95c, Un96a, Yeu97].

High-Assurance [IEE96d]. High-Bandwidth [Bla96a, Bla96b]. High-Capacity [Gar97a, Gar98b]. High-confidence [Chi99a, Chi99b]. High-Frequency [MS99a]. High-level [Rus90]. High-Performance [ACM98a, BMS99, GN95c, IEE94e, Sut99, NO96]. high-quality [Yeu97]. High-Radix [Kor93].

High-Speed [ARV99a, ARV99b, Ano99c, BCR98, Bla96a, Bla96b, BMS99, Ch99a, Ch99b, DP98a, DP98b, Ebe93, IM93b, Ko94, MPPS95, SKNO98a, SKNO98b, IM93a, Nor95a]. Higher [Jak99a, KM99, Lea99, MSK98, SM98a]. Higher-order [Jak99a]. Highly [MS99b, PV97, ARK99]. Highway [An94c].

High-Assurance [IEE96d]. High-Bandwidth [Bla96a, Bla96b]. High-Capacity [Gar97a, Gar98b]. High-confidence [Chi99a, Chi99b]. High-Frequency [MS99a]. High-level [Rus90]. High-Performance [ACM98a, BMS99, GN95c, IEE94e, Sut99, NO96]. high-quality [Yeu97]. High-Radix [Kor93].

High-Speed [ARV99a, ARV99b, Ano99c, BCR98, Bla96a, Bla96b, BMS99, Ch99a, Ch99b, DP98a, DP98b, Ebe93, IM93b, Ko94, MPPS95, SKNO98a, SKNO98b, IM93a, Nor95a]. Higher [Jak99a, KM99, Lea99, MSK98, SM98a]. Higher-order [Jak99a]. Highly [MS99b, PV97, ARK99]. Highway [An94c].

High-Assurance [IEE96d]. High-Bandwidth [Bla96a, Bla96b]. High-Capacity [Gar97a, Gar98b]. High-confidence [Chi99a, Chi99b]. High-Frequency [MS99a]. High-level [Rus90]. High-Performance [ACM98a, BMS99, GN95c, IEE94e, Sut99, NO96]. high-quality [Yeu97]. High-Radix [Kor93].
Holiday [IEE94a]. Holy [Sal99]. Home [Hus99, Ano97t, Hod97]. Homomorphic [FDB93a, Bet95c, FDB93b].

Homomorphism [Dom96]. Homomorphisms [Bur96, SK94], homophonic [HYHW98]. Honest [Rab94].

Hood [Sch93e]. Hook [Ros96c]. Hope [BCE+94]. Hopes [GO96c]. hopping [MHMW98, Tod97]. Hor [IPNdbbbprm91].

horse [Sch99f]. Host [Kol95, BGT96]. host-centric [BGT96]. Hostile [GSTY96, SKAM99, LC95]. Hot [IEE98b, IEE99b, Bra90b, CB96].

Hotel [LW96, Nat98]. HotOS [IEE99b]. HotOS-VII [IEE99b]. Hundred [Uni97a, Uni98c, Uni98d, Uni98e, Uni96b, Uni97b, Uni98f, Uni98h, Uni97c, Uni99a, Uni98k]. Hungary [Rue93]. hunger [WSFC99]. Hurt [Gar97a]. Hut [We97f].


Hyperelliptic [Sma99, BKZ98, OS91, OS92, SS94a, KM99b, KI96, LMBO95, LML98, NP97, OO98, OKa93, SK90a]. Identities [MS99a, Sar99]. Identities-Based [Dan95, DQ94, SS98a, OKa93b, Sak96, Sch90b, Ver95, BBC98, BM95, BM91b, DF91b, DF98, LHC99, IS99, Kunn97, Mu92, SN98b, Sch90a].

Hypermix [K99]. HyperText [RS96a]. Hypotheses [ZMI90, Uni98d]. Hypothesis [MU98].

I/O [Got99]. IBM [Com90, Gar98b, Zun98]. IC [DDJ98g, DDJ98h, JT97a, PC98].

ICALP'99 [vWN99]. ICARUS [Var99b]. ICE [Kwa97, VK98]. ICICS [HO97].

ICIP [Ano94d, IEE96c]. ICIP-94 [Ano94d]. ICL [CFK+91]. ICISA [Nie99]. ID [CS97c, Hwa92a, Hwa92b, Hwa92c, JY98, LHW99, MS98a, Mu92, TC91]. ID-based [CS97c, Hwa92a, Hwa92b, Hwa92c, JY98, LHW99, MS98a, Mu92, TC91]. idea [OA99, BBS99b, BKR97, DGV94c, HO96, Haw98b, Haw98a, KSW96, Lip99, Me94, Sch93d].

Ideal [ABD97, BCR93a, BD90, BCR97, BP97c, Pai98a, Pai98b]. Idealised [RS99c].

Idealized [MTES99, MM92b]. Ideals [GPT91a, GPT91b]. Ideals [FGH99, RS99d, TCH+91]. Identical [BCCG99].

Identifiable [KOO95b, KOO95a]. Identification [BCCG93, BLM94, BDB92, Cha94b, GS94a, KM99b, KI96, LMBO95, LML98, NP97, OO98, OKa93, Sak96, Sch90b, Ste94a, Ver95, BBC98, BM95, BM91b, DF91b, DF98, LHC99, IS99, Kunn97, Mu92, SN98b, Sch90a]. Identities [MS99a, Sar99].

Identity [Al90, Dan95, DQ94, FMY98, HJP97, JG90, KP98, L999a, SS98a, Gua99, OU98b, Tan90]. Identity-Based [Dan95, DQ94, SS98a, OU98b, Tan90].

IEC [Int91a, GQW+91]. IEEE [Ano95n, CH96, Ano96k, Ano97-28, Ano98i, IEE95c, IEE95b, IEE96d, Kal97a, KK99b, LW96, Pit95]. IEEE-IMS [IEE94a]. IETF [Ano97c]. If [GPR98]. IFIP [Kat97, LM98a].

IFIP/GI [LM98a]. II [Sch99b, AK99, Ano97w, Ano98c, Ano99c, BS91f, CFG96, CK95, CW91b, Dav98a, Don98, Eri97b, Mit92b, Mon96, Mus92, Pin98, Rat96, Rey97, RP97b, Ros99, Sch93f, Sch93g, USE90, Van93, Wil98a]. III [Fir92b, Gan93, GN95c, Nor95a, Ree98, Rey99, USE92b]. iKP [HS96]. ilicit [SG96b]. Illinois [USE99c]. IMA [Boy95b, Dar97, Fur93, Wal99a]. Image [BKZ98, BNP99, DS96, DP99, Fri93, HPA99, HPG98, HWW98, IEE95a, IEE97a, IEE96e, IEE97h, IEE97j, KZ95, KM92, LMP99, Mac98, Man98, Pit95, PZ97, PNF95, Sch99b, SC95a, SCx9a, SJ97, SD97, SZ96b, TOH97, VP99, Wal95, YKY99, BCP99b, BCD98, CCH98, JT96, JT97b, KS98c, KG93, KH97, NP98b, OP97, OP98, Oko96].
PBBC97, Sch98b, Sea95, SHG98, TKS98, VP96, VP98, Xie98, YM98, CFK+91.

Image-Adaptive [PZ98]. Imagery [WD97].

Images [BLMO95, BO96b, BI99, Car95, JI98c, KR98, KPR99, LvdLL97, Lvd98, LSV95, MFG95, NNEK97, Per97, SC96b, SZT96a, WD96, ZK95, BP98b, BP98c, BBCP97, BBCP98a, BCC97, BOD95, CKLS96c, HW98b, lbb97, Irw98, Nas94, Nat97a, ODB96, ÔPH+99, Pit96a, RRP97, RKB96, TA97, XBA97, ZL97]. Imaginary [HJPT98b, HJPT98a, ZPY96]. Imagination [Sha99a, Ros97c]. Imaging [AA97, RP97b, Yeu97].


Impact [Mar96, Ven90]. Impeding [Bra95c]. imperfectible [CKLS96b]. imperfect [MY98]. Imperfectly [BMC95]. impersonation [SNT93]. Implementation [Au96, Bi97b, Bra96, BS91b, Dae99, DGT96, DRR95, DBVD96, Ebe93, Fe'93, Fei96, FOM91, Gla99a, HKQ99, HRV99, IMI93b, KP99a, Kob98c, Koc94, Koc96a, Lan97, LCN99, NM99, OSA91, PL94, PP90, Ros96b, SJS98, She95b, Tou92, Var99a, YKY99, You97, Zim99, BR96b, BC90, CKM99, Dia91, HNM98, IMI93a, LSA98a, Men91, MV90, MZ98, MPL99, Nor95a, Pai96, Per91, SSS98a, See97, SAM97, VAD95, XL98, Koe99].

Implementations [Bas98, Bri90b, Gon98, HK98, HK99d, Koc96b, Mos98, SV93, Wai99c, Web98, WS98, Gai99, KSK96, Zho94].

Implementing [SAS99b, Van95a, Lee99a]. Implications [Bas93, CMYY98, NS99b, PN92, Van95a, We95]. Implicit [Jam98, MLY93]. Implicitly [HRVV99]. implies [LHL95b, LHL95a]. Importance [BDL97, Sch99b, CM97d]. important [Sta94a, Woe97]. Impossibility [MP91]. Impossible [BBS99a, Fer99a, BBS98a, OK96a].

Imprimitive [Pat99]. Improve [Far92]. Improved [Ano96e, BK98e, Boy90, BS91g, CRRY99, CJB+92, JMI99, JJ99b, KM96b, LD99, RP95b, SH97, SAM97, WS98, YL95b, YL95a, ZYR91, Cao99, He92, NMVR95a, NMVR95b, SH95a, SH95b]. improvement [BB95b, Bir95]. Improvements [HJL99, Kle90, IKNY98]. Improving [BHS93, BKP93, GLV99, SF97, SZZ94a, SMK98a, Sun98a, HM97b]. Impulse [She92c]. IMS [IEE94a]. In-memory [Ven90]. in/for [SH98]. Inaccuracies [OD99]. inadequacy [Kah98b]. Including [DGV93, DW94, JS95b, JS95a, KL95b, UU97a]. incorporation [Ano95c]. increased [HS96b]. Increasing [AP93, Bao94, BKR98a, BKR98b, Bla94a, KFJP96, Mar97]. Incremental [BGG94, BGG95, BD93, Fis97].


industrial [CWM+91, PGV93d, PR98]. industries [CWM+91]. Industry [ANS98b, Kan96, Lea99, Uni98b, AA95, Acc97, CWM+91, Uni98k, Wel95, Zaj97]. ineffective [Min97, MBY97]. inequalities [van97a]. Inequality [MS99b]. Inference [ZHI98, Jan95]. Infinite [CK90, HKL94]. infinitely [It91]. infinitesimal [Mra95]. Influence [MM92b, NH98]. Infocom [IEE92d, IEE94f, IEE95c]. Inform [YT96]. Information [And96c, Int91a, Ano93g, Ano95j, Ano95l, ...]
Ano96a, Ano97h, Auc98, AR99, Bar94, Bas93, BDGV93, BLMO95, BS91g, Cae98, CFGS99, CW94, CFG96, Den99, DMFB97, GRS96, HGHD98, HOQ97, Hei96a, HH94, HR90, IEE94a, IEE97k, ISO97, KG96, KRJ98, KM96a, LOX99, LBHM99, Lin96a, Mau93a, MW96a, Mau97a, Mau99a, Mau99b, MO99, Nys99, ODP98, Orl96, Ped91d, PL94, Phi96a, Phi98, Pit96b, P99a, PGV93c, Pre98c, RAS93e, RSA99a, RIP95a, Sch97d, Sga93, STP93, SC96b, Sti93a, Stu99, Uni98i, Uni98k, VPM97, Wol98, Ada91, BDGV96, BP95b, BDC95, Bra90d, CM95, CC95, CKGS98, DL96, Dav98c, DF98, FM98b, Gru98, Gua90, HW91, IEE95c, Jac90a, Jac90b, Ken95, KS98c, KW92, Mar95b, Mau93b, NIS92, Ped91b, Ped91e, Rot95a, Sch90c, Sch97c, SG96b, Sim92, Tas98.

MSN98, MSN99, MTVZ92, MAO96, MM98a, MM98b, NMR95, NS97a, Nec96, Neu97, NS99a, Oka94, OU98a, Oka98a, Oka98b, Omm90, vO91a, PSSR97, Pa99d, PKOT94, Pat95, Pio97, PB99a, RSA93b, RSA93e, RSA94, ROT94, RS98c, RS98d, Ros96a, Ros96c, Ros96f, Ros97b, Ros98b, Ros98c, RCM99, SS98a, SYM98, Sam98, DP91, Sas99a, Sch94b, SKW+98a]. Key
[SKW99, SOOS95, SM95a, SE96, Sha99b, Sh94d, SiK93, SR96, Sta99b, ST91, SW99b, SH4, Sun98a, Sut99, TAP90, Uni98i, Van95a, Van93, VSH97, VvT97, VBD99, VM93, dWQ91b, WLEB96, WW98b, WKS+99, Wie96, Wie97, Wie98a, Wie98b, Wob98, Yam98b, YST99a, YST99b, dWQ91a, vO91b, vW96, AA95, Acc97, Lip98, AD97, AD99, AI96, Ano90, Ano96m, BSNP96a, BSNP96b, Bao94, BI94, BDHJ97, BD98a, BT998, BSB97, BR96b, BCK98, BY93c, BY93b, BS91a, BFS92a, BGF+95a, BMP97a, BF96, Bc96, BMS96, BFS98, BM95, Boy97, Bur94a, BD95b, CC99a, CW97, Cle96, Craf97, Cus95, Dkr97b, DWZ96, DS90a, DH96a, Des95, DvQ96, Dhe98, Dy92, DN95b, ES97, FDB93b, FMY97a, Fre94, Fro96, FGL96a, FGL96b, FL93, Gar96b, GH96, Gib95, GBL94]. key
[GH99, GTS90, HNSM91, HP99a, HP99b, HY93b, Haw98a, He92, Hvf96, HJJ+97, HI97, HY98b, HY98a, Hwa92a, Hwa92b, Hwa92c, Hwa93, IZ98, IZ99, JM96a, Jar96, JLM+94, Jon90, YJ98, KASH90, KM99a, KS97a, KSW97b, KL94, KR96b, Kir95, Koo97, KM99d, Kos99, Kum97, LC97, Las92, LMJ93, Lee95, LC96a, LM94a, LZ90, LZ91a, LDW94, LL95b, LCL95, Lon91, Lon92, Low95, MS98a, Mao97, MLA91, Man91b, MY93b, MkkW99, Mu92, MLL95, NM96a, NY90, Nat97a, Nee91, Odd94b, Oli95, PS98c, PS98f, Pet91, PP92b, RT93, Roe99, Sal90, Sal96, SW95a, Sch92c, Sha95a, She96a, She92c, SKB97, SY96b, SM90, Smi93b, SS95b, SS95c, STW95, Sun91a, SS98b, Syv93, SM95b, Tab94, Tao94, TCC97, TC99b, TC99a, Ts90, TC91, Tze99, TH99, Uni97c, Uni95a, VW96, Ven92, Wan92b, Wie94]. key
[Wil93b, Xie92, Xie93, XLP99, XW97, Yam98a, YL97a, Yu92, Zha91, Zhe95a, Zhe95b, vW91, vO92, vT90, MC96, BFS92b]. Key-Agreement [RSA93b].
Key-dependency [MAO96].
Key-Dependent [FBS98]. Key-Escrow [VvT97]. Key-Exchange [Dan95].
key-management [MLA91].
Key-Extraction [Oka98a, Oka98b].
Key-Schedule [KSW96]. Key-Search [SP99a]. Key-Share [BWM99b].
Key-signing [Ros96a, Ros96c, Ros96f].
Key-specific [LMS97]. Key-vowel [LP98].
Keyboards [CFK+91]. Keyed [Ano95a, BFN98b, KBC97, Luc97, Luc99c, LW99, MS95c, MS95d, Pre95b, MS95e, BFN98a, Gon95, KBC96]. Keyed-Hashing [KBC97].
Keyed-MD5 [KBC96]. Keying [BCK96d, BCKxx].
KeyNote [BFK99]. Keys [ACM94b, ADF98, BV96, BF97b, Bur94c, Da9e98, EHMS99, Gir91, KSHW97, KSHW98, KM99c, Luc98b, MP91, PS98g, SV99a, SV99b, Ste94a, Van96, Way96b, Bi94a, CH97b, Cli99, DGV94c, JP96, KC95, Lw95, LL93b, MW99, MF97, Mok97, SSI97a, SSI97b, Sv98, SH99, Sta95a].
Keyspace [CD98c]. keystream [CS96b, CS97b]. keystroke [JG90]. KG
[Uni94a, Uni94b]. KG-194 [Uni94a, Uni94b]. KG-94 [Uni94a, Uni94b].
KHF [Wag98a]. Khufu [BBS99b, GC94].
Khwarizmi [CFK+91]. Kid [FK93a]. kids [WS96c].
Kimba [KW99].
King [AM97, Gad91, SX90].
Kingdoms [D98, Lom97].
Kingston [TM99].
Kiosk [BO96a, Gar96b]. kit [An97u, Sm91b].
Kleptographic [YY97b]. Kleptography [YY97a]. KMOV [Ble97].
KNS [SMK98a].
Knapsack
knapsack-based [He92]. Knapsacks [CJS91, Ort95b, Ort95a]. Know [DDJ98b, Fly97, Hil97, Kir95, Mil95].


Lee/Alek [Scu92]. legacy [Uni92]. Legal [CYY98, HA96, Mos98, Rad97, Ros95b, Wri94, Ame95, Ame96a, Sch93e]. Legislation [RDK98, May97]. legislative [Cll99]. legitimate [Cll99]. Leighton [Zhe95a]. lemma [HKM95]. Lempel [Mun91a, Mun91b]. lend [Ril96]. Length [BR99a, BR99b, GS94a, Sch94b, YY98a, CC98, Han94, KL95b, MPL99, Su98, ZPS93]. Length-3 [YY98a]. length-restricted
Lengths [BDR+96, HMV93].
Less [FCD98], less [ZTR99].
Lessons [McC96], let [DDJ98c, DDJ98f],
lets [Way93b], let [YT96], letter [BCE+94, Joh99].
Letters [Bur98b, MGL^+98, PKA^+98, SVA^+98, BY92].
Leuven [PCE93d, Pre95a, PR98].
Levels [Bor96, GTGW94, dVdVI98].
LFSR [Kra94b].
LFSR-Based [Kra94b].
Li [JW01, vT93].
Li-Wang [vT93], li.vi.5 [CFK+91].
liberty [Ele99, Wad98].
Libraries [AR97, BPBV99, DL99, IEE98d, SHG98, DSSZ99].
Library [ANO97v, CFK+91, DK91, KHB99, Dhe98, RRP97, Man98].
License [AG99].
Licenses [ANO97v, TJ97].
Life [CJ99, DDJ98e, DDJ98f, DQ94, GAGCDAFC99, Ros95a, CWM+91].
Life-Span [DQ94].
Lift [Gar97a].
liftings [CNST98].
Light [Gar97b, HP98, YHY98, BGH^+95].
light-weight [BGH^+95].
Like [JQ97, BS90a, BS91c, CCZ98, Kob99, MS95f, MT99c, Nac93, WSCF99, XZZ97, Kim93, KP93, Way93a].
Likely [Bar96a].
Limit [Lea99, Way93c].
Limitations [BM91a, CM99, Fis98, KV94].
Limited [AR99, BDS98, DQ96, VB99].
Limiting [KI96].
Limits [And96b, AP98, EKK99, Swi97, BH98, SOB98].
Line [EKM90, EG96].
Linear [ANO95a, AMP99, BGS96, BK94a, BL95, BP99, CFSY96, Dae95, DD99, Des98a, vD95a, DLR97, Gol95b, HO96, Haw98b, KR94b, KR95a, KTM^+99, KR99b, LO91b, LH94, MS94a, Mat93, Mat94b, Mat96a, Nyb95, OA94, Ros98a, SZ96, SF97, Sch96c, Sch99l, Sel98a, SK98c, SK98b, TN97, TSM95, YMP99, ZYR91, Ala93a, AW95, BSN95, Bao94, BI93, Bh95b, BD95a, CC98, CV95, FCD98, FR95b, GN95a, KM95, Haw98a, Jak98, KY95b, KYx, KR96c, Kuk99, Lai95, LL98, Lan95, MM90a, MO96, MK92, OG95, SK94, Tze99, YT95a, YT95b, ZYR90, ZH90, vD95b, vT94, Duh90].
Linear-Time [KR99b].
linearity [SB95].
Linguistic [CH99b].
linkage [HCY96b, LC97a].
Linked [BRS99].
Linking [BLLV98, CM95, RP94, SM99].
Links [Blo99, CV95, DNM98, JC93].
L'inuktitut [ANO99g].
Linux [Cor98, DDJ98a, Eri97b, Mori97].
Lion [AB96a].
Lippman [vDWS97, vS97].
LISA [USE99b].
LISA'96 [USE96a].
list [LC97b, Uni97d].
literate [Sab94].
little [ANO91b].
lives [DDJ98d].
LL [FY95a].
LLL [Mis97].
Local [Fum93, IEE97l, IEE98f, MM95].
Localization [PJ99].
Locating [KP93].
Location [FJP96, Jac96, KFJP96, KR98, WHFG92, FT95].
locking [CS96b, C97b].
Locks [Way95, CC95].
Locomotive [Var99b].
Loen [LW96].
Loftus [Hel94].
Log [Bal99, GJKR99, Gor93a, PS98b, WD98, YYY7b, Kob90, SS95a, SK97d].
logarithm [CPS95, CS97d, FR94, FMR99, HY93b, HI97, HMP95, Mc99a, MVZ98, NR95].
Logarithms [BBT94, CH98, GM93b, LO91a, Mau94, MW99, vO91a, She97, Tes98, vO91b, vW94, Gor93b, HZ93, Odl94a, SS95b, SS95c, vO92].
LOGCFL [LSMV99].
Logging [Zol93].
Logic [AHMS99, BRS99, BAN90, CIBM99, CO98, DRR95, Gue98b, SG95, SM95a, SHK99b, CS99, Pos98].
Logical [PS99f, Wad93].
Logics [ADD99, GAGCDAFC99, KW99, Len99b, WK96, Bad99, XZZ97].
Login [ARH95, DQ93, Hil97].
Logout [Poo95].
Logs [SK98a, SK99]. LOKI [BS91f, BKPS93, Knu92, Knu93c, Knu95, TSM95].
LOKI91 [Knu93d, Knu93a, SF97]. LOKI97 [BP598, RK98a, Ri91j]. London
[Ano93d, Ano97p]. Lone [Ano97r].
LONE-TAR [Ano97t]. Long
[CHN97, Len96, RH93, SSS98, Pos93].
Long-term [CHN97]. Longevity [Rot95b].
Look [Coh96, Has99, Pfl95, Zha97, GTGW94, Way91]. Look-up [Has99].
Looks [Sch97b, vdWS97, vS97]. Loops [SvA98, SHK99b]. Lorenz
[Car97b, Dav98d]. Lose [GPR98, Way96b].
Loss [Law98]. Lossy [CI96]. Lo-Lo [BKR98a, BKR98b, Luc96a, Luc96b, PRS99].
Lucas-based [BBL95]. Lucent [MB99a].
Lucifer [BB94, BS91f]. lun [XtMn94].
Lunch [DDJ98e, DDJ98f]. Lured [Che92].
Lurking [Joh96]. lustre [Alv98a]. LVQ
[LSVV95]. Lyndon [SM90, SSM92]. Lyon
[FR95a].

M [IEE97c, WG97, Mau91b]. M.A.P.
[BBC98]. M6 [KSW99b, KSW99c]. ma
[XtMn94, KP99b]. MAC
[Mit92a, PVo95, PVo96, Pre97a, SRRL98, SRY99, Yuv97, Ano93k]. MacArthur
[De92]. MacGuffin [BS95a]. Machine
[KP99a, NM99, PF94, QD91, Riv93b, Wic90, Cra92, Dav98a, Daw96, Kru98]. Machines
[Bur99, CFK+91, FM999, SK98a, Dav98c, Jan95, Se99b]. Macintosh
[Sch94l]. Macquarie
[KG93]. MACs [AP99a, AP99b, BGR95, Jv98a, NR98, PVo95].
Made [GSV99, Kra94a, Gol97c, KKL99].
Maestro [CFK+91]. MAGENTA
[Bi99a, Hub98, BBF+98]. Magic
[BD99a, JM99, AGLL95, Kah98c, RK98b].
MagiCol [GLSM99]. magnetic
[Ano90, Gut96]. Mail
[Ano93j, DN93, Got99, Ken93, Lin93a, RS98b, Sch95c, Sch95d, SH97, VJ98, Ano95c, Gar97b, LF97, Lin88a, Lin89a, Mit92a, Ri96, She96a, Str93a, Str93b, Bac95, Zeg93, Sta94a].
MailSafe [RSA94]. Mainframes
[Deu97, Deu98]. Mainstream [Gar97b].
Maintain [Wed99]. Maintaining
[CH94a, CHH97, Gar94]. maintenance
[Uni94b]. MAINZ [PU99]. Majesty
[Ber96a]. Major [Law98]. Majorities
[Cha90]. Majority [Mv93]. Make
[Ano93c, GGMM97, CM99d]. Makes
[Ame96b]. Making
[ASW99, CKN99, DDJ98e, DDJ98f, Des90b, Hir93, Lut98, PRS99, Sar97, Tra97, VM96, Way98, BKR98a, BKR98b, Wri98, Zaj97].
Malaysia [GO96c, WSFC99]. Malicious
[PM98]. Malleable
[DDN91a, BS99b, BS99c, DDN91b, Sah99].
Malo [GQ95, QG95]. Man [CFK+91, Mon96, IPNddbbprm91].
Management [Ano99f, AWV99, AG99, Bla94b, BPK99, Col96, Dae98, FJP96, FY98b, Fun98e, Fun93, GM93a, GH96, KMP99, KFJP96, Neu97, Rob98a, SS99b, Yac99a, Yac99b, CWM+91, Hat97, L98a, MLA91, MKKW99, PS98f, Pos92]. Manager [VDDR99].
Masking [CJM95, JMLW94, SZTB98, Til98]. Masonic [Mor92]. Mass [USE98b, ZTR99]. Massachusetts [ACM96a, IEE95c, IEE98f, USE94].
Measurements [VNW94]. Mechanical [SY99]. Mechanics [PT95, Ros97a]. Mechanising [BP98]. Mechanism
Mechanisms
[HL99, Mye94a, CGM96, HC95a, ZH93].
mechanization [BoI97]. Mechanized
[SM95a]. Medals [DDJ98b]. Media
[DDJ98d, GB98, Hat96, MW98b, Ros94].
median [KR99b]. Mediated [FJ98].
Mediator [Kem99]. medical [SMA95].
Meet [FY99, Van95b]. meeting
[Shp99a, Zim96b]. Mellen
[Ers99]. Members [Par98c]. Membership
[FGR92, Fis98, OOK91, SPH99, AK95,
MW94, Sak97]. Memoir [Bar05]. memoirs
[RK98b, Sel94]. Memorial [IEE98b].
Memory [ARV99a, ARV99b, CM97a,
DHMR96, Fis97, Got99, KS99a, Lei99b,
MS91, Sha95a, Gut96, Has99, Ven90].
Memory-Bounded [CM97a]. Menezes
[Sha99a, Kie98]. Mental
[CF99, Jun99, KOT91]. Merced [GC97].
Merging [DVQ96]. Merkle [NS97c, NS97b].
Meta-Object [EKLM99]. Meta-Protocols
[FB95]. MetaML [MTE99]. Metaphor
[BP95a, Fue99]. Metaphors [BHM99].
Metaproof [DY91a, DY91c]. Meteor
[Sch93a, UNU94]. Metering
[SK96b, SK96e, Ros94]. Method
[AG98a, AG98b, ADD99, BP98f, ESST99,
GDD+97, HRVV99, KI97, KT93, LL94a,
Mat94b, McM96, MS95f, Mi93c, SF97,
SKBxx, Tes98, VNW94, CP94, CM97c,
GTS90, JT96, JT97b, Joh98, KM98b, KAK96,
KH97, LC98, Mat93, MY93a, McK99, Pit66a,
RT93, SH99, Su98, Vu95, YEA+98, ZH90].
méthodes [Bec90]. Methodology [CH99b,
DD95, FM98a, NMR95, PNFK95, SSSW98].
Methods [Bas93, Bir99, CL98, DS999,
GSY99, IM93b, KRBS97, LvdLL97, LM98b,
MCD99, Per99, SW94a, AhdJF97, ALE92,
At94, Bau97, BGR95, Car97c, HLC99,
IM93a, vdL98, QN98b, RT93, Rho95,
Shp99b, TG94, Whi93, XL98, van98].
Metric [Jose98, RS99b]. Metrics [LA98].
Metropolis [DP99]. Mexico [IEE91].
Meyer [Lu98a, Lu98b, JQ98b].
Meyer-Müller [JQ98b]. Mi [XiTmW94].
Miami [IEE97f]. Micali [Zhe95a]. Micro
[An97q, HSW96, Pri94]. Micro-payments
[HSW96]. microcomputer [HNM98].
microcontroller [Kuh98].
Microcontrollers [KKW99]. MicroMint
[RS96b, RS96c]. Micropayment
[JO97, RS96c, RS96b]. Micropayments
[Riv97a]. Microprocessor
[DDJ98d, Mar96]. microprocessors
[NM96b]. Microsoft
[Boy98, Fly97, Gar98a, SM98a, Ts97].
Middle [BBS99b]. Middleware [BCCD99].
Might [DDJ98c, DDJ98d, Military
[An96n, Fri92a, Fri92b, LU95]. Millicent
[Man95]. Million [Ran01, Riv91a]. Millions
[Wal99b]. MIMD [DHW95a, DHW95b].
MIMD-factorisation [DHW95a, DHW95b].
MIME
[An95c, An95n, An96k, Elk96, GMCF95].
HEG98, LT98, QN98a, QN98b, SB98].
MPEG-2 [DS97c, HG97e, HG97d].
MPEG-4 [HEG98].
MPEG-encoded [DS97b].
MPEG2 [CPO +98, CHO +98, DDNM98].
MRA [BAL98, LFCK99]. Ms [CFK +91, Gar98a].
MS-DOS [Gar98a].
MSC [WSFC99].
M¨uller [JQ98b].
Multi [CM99b]. Multi-agent [CM99b].
Multi-BBBF97, BDD +94, BM99c, CC99c, CFY96, DFGH99, DF97, FHM98, HS94, HWT99, H1V98, JV96, KSB97, Lee99b, Mar98a, PM99a, SNW98b, SJS98, Sut99, TN96a, TN96b, VCN99, CL97a, CGS97, HW98c, KSB96b, SVWMB95, SOB98, VSB95].
Multi-Agent [Lee99b, VCN99, HWT99, PM99a].
Multi-Application [Mar98a, DF97].
Multi-authority [CFSY96, CGS97].
multi-carrier [SVWMB95, SOB98, VSB95].
multi-exponentiation [CL97a].
multi-function [KSB97, KSB96b].
Multi-Level [H1V98]. Multi-Party [JV96, FHM98]. Multi-Purpose [Sut99].
Multi-Service [HS94]. Multi-tiered [CC99c]. Multi-user [SJS98].
Multi-variable [TN96a, TN96b].
Multiapplication [Gir99, Tua99].
Multicast [CMN99, PB99a, Mit92a].
Multifeature [Bet95c]. Multifunction [She94c]. Multigroups [OK91].
Multiplelevel [CGB +93, GPSN98, KT96, DN95a, ZH93].
Multimedia [ACM96a, ADF98, CLKL96a, CKLS97, Dan96, D +98, ES98, FJV97, GO96c, HF97, IEE96b, IEE98c, IR99, KBR98, LdvlLB96, Lip99, NAA99, ZK96, CKLS96b, IEE97k, Kat97, LS98a, Oko97, PSB97].
Multipart [GMCF95]. Multipart/Encrypted [GMCF95].
Multipart/Signed [GMCF95].
Multipart [GMCF95]. Multi-party [Cha90, CDD +99, FW91, MH96].
Multipermutations [SV94, SV95a, Vau95].
Multiple [AS96, Bih98a, Boy90, DK96, GO96b, Han94, Kall92, KR94b, KR96a, SS99c, SHK99b, Wag98b, Bih95a, GGK +99, GPSN97, KR95a, KSL92, Ort95b, Ort95a, SS99].
multiple-iterated [Ort95b, Ort95a].
Multiple-length [Han94].
Multiple-precision [Kal92]. multiplexer [SGSD99].
Multiplication [Abe99, KAK96, Kor93, MS93, Zim99, FB96, Has99, LC98, TY92].
Multiplications [MNSV97].
Multiplicative [BBDW96, DDB95a, DDB95b, Mis97].
Multiplier [HMvT94, HWB93].
Multiprocessor [MHPS96].
Multiprocessors [Lei99b, HJ99].
Multireceiver [SNW98a]. Multiresolution [BCV97, HW98b, SZT98a, SZT98b, XBA97, Kh98a].
Multiround [Geh94, Geh95].
Multisecret [DLR97, JMO94, WAMO94].
Multisecret-Sharing [DLR97].
Multisender [MSN97]. Multisignature [OO93, CLHL98, FD92, HZ93, HCC98, LHW99, LHL95b, LHL95a, PPKW97].
Multitude [Fuc99]. multiuser [LS98a].
multivalued [CGV94].
multiple [ISO97, TN97]. n-bit [ISO97].
Naccache [Cus97].
Naccache-Stern [Cus97]. nag [LPNdbbprm91].
Name [CLW98].
[Gar97a, Gar97b, Ano97q, Lea90]. 
Non-Abelian [DDB95b, DDB95a].
Non-biased [TSY98].
Non-carcinogenic [SBTV99].
Non-classical [Mas99a].
Non-Commutative [GPT91a, GPT91b].
Non-Encrypting [LW99].
Non-Euclidean [SCG99].
Non-Existence [FDB93a, FDB93b].
Non-Interactive [DY91a, GO93, MY91, BM90, BG90, DDP99, Ped91d, Ped91b, RS91, DY91c, SCG99, TSY98, Yah94, Ano95k, BKR98a, BKR98b, DDB95b, Ell97, HJPT98a, LL99, MY93b, SB95, Sin95, SBTV99, DDB95a].
Non-Abelian [DDB95b, DDB95a].
Non-Oracle [Ano95k].
Non-perfect [Pai98a, Pai98b].
Non-Reachability [DR94c].
Non-repudiation [GP99].
Non-secret [Ell97].
Non-secure [Sin95].
Non-Synchronized [Yah94].
Non-uniform [AWV99].
Nonadditive [RV99].
nonce [KSL92].
nonce-based [KSL92].
Noncryptographic [Fei99].
Nondeterministic [Mol98].
nonequivalence [Mol98].
nongroup [SBVG99].
Noninteractive [GSV99, Ped91c].
Noninterference [MC92].
Nonlinear [Gys96, KT91b, MS99b, Pit95, Gol99c, RD96b].
Nonlinearity [MS90a, SZZ95c, SZZ95a].
Nonlinearly [MS94].
Nonmonotonic [COM93].
Nonoblivious [FNS92].
Nonperfect [KOS+94, OKT93, OK98, OK95].
Nonrecursive [Ruo94].
Nonrepudiable [LHW98].

Perfectly \[BDHK93\]. Perfectly-Secure \[BDHK93\]. Performance \[ACM98a, Ano95b, BMS99, DMPW98, FC94, GN95c, HJL99, HWJ98, IEE94e, KR96a, Kea99, LL95a, LM98b, PRB98b, Roe94, Roe95, SKW+99c, SKW+99a, SKW+99b, She92e, Sm99, Sut99, Tou95, VNW94, Wie98b, Nor95b, NO96, SS98\]. Performer \[KS98b\]. Period \[RH99\]. Periodic \[Mun91a, Mun91b, Abe98b\]. Periods \[GvP98\]. Perl \[DDJ98a\]. Permit \[Joh94\]. Permits \[Gar97b\]. Permutation \[BM92, BS90b, CT99a, EM93, HMvT94, Pai99c, Pat99a, Sha94, SMK98b\]. Permutations \[BY93a, DW94, FJRS96, SPS97, CCZ98, Pat91a, Pie93, Sha94, SMK98b\]. Permuted \[BCCG93, KM99b\]. perpetual \[HJKY95\]. Persistence \[DL99\]. Person \[BBDF97, Ble98b, DLF97, DMFB97, WKHG97, BCB97\]. Personal \[Ano97s, BE90, Bar05, Cae96b, EHMS99, Gar97b, Hamxx, Los97, Los98, RSA99a, Rivxx, Cra96, Mil99, Wi99a\]. Personalized \[GGMM97\]. Perspective \[Bre99, Cae96a, CM99b, Ori96, Swi97, UFC94\]. Perspectives \[GO96c, Riv97b, Bro96, LKB+94\]. pertaining \[Ch94b, Perugia \[De 95\]. pessimistic \[Kru98\]. Petard \[WG97\]. Peter \[vdWS97, vS97\]. Petro \[La92\]. Petre \[CFK+91\]. Petri \[DR98b, KA99, LL97a, NT93, YK98\]. PGM \[HMvT94, MMT90, MM90a, MM90b\]. PGP \[Ano97s, ASZ96, Elk96, End97, Gar95, GM95a, Gar98c, Joh96, Kar96, Ken95, MR98, MLLG95, Ros95a, Ros95b, Ros96a, Ros96b, Ros96e, Ros96f, Ros97b, Ros98b, Ros98c, SA95, Sta94a, Sta95a, Sta95b, WCSS95, WTZ99, Zim95a, Zim95b\]. PGPMail \[Pre97b, Pre97c\]. Phantomic \[Lip93\]. Phase \[BGV93, Chi92, ODB96, HY95\]. Phases \[Tou92\]. Phil \[Ros95a, Ros96c, Ros97a\]. Philadelphia \[ACM96b, AR97, CH96\]. Philosophical \[Mos98\]. Phone \[Gar97a\]. Phones \[MB99a\]. Photographic \[Fri93\]. Physical \[GBC93, Oka93a, Sal98\]. Physically \[Wai90\]. physics \[Sch97c, Sch97e\]. Picard \[BSB97\]. Picking \[Way95\]. Picture \[GDD+97, MT94, DDM98, YEA+98\]. pictures \[ONT98\]. Piecewise \[YMW99\]. PIL \[Sch99k\]. P/L/SETHEO \[Sch99k\]. piling \[HKM95\]. piling-up \[HKM95\]. Piloting \[KW92\]. Pinyin \[OSH91\]. pioneer \[RK98b, Pin98\]. Pioneers \[Unixxb, Riv98c\]. Pipelined \[RB99\]. Pipelining \[Pos93\]. Pirates \[Wai94\]. Pitfalls \[Sch98f, SZZ94b\]. pixels \[BD98b\]. PKC \[IZ98\]. PKC'99 \[IZ99\]. PKCS \[Ano95, Ano96k, Ano97b, Ano98i, Ble98a, Kal97b, Kal98f, Kal98c, Kal98d, Kal98b, KS98a, Nys99, RSA93b, RSA93c, RSA93e, RSA93a, RSA99b, RSA99a\]. PKCY \[XW97\]. PKZIP \[BK95a\]. Place \[DR94c, Des98a, DR98b, Ano95a\]. Place/Transition \[Des98a, DR98b\]. Placement \[FL93\]. Plain \[Bar93a, Bar93b, Phi98\]. Plaintext \[GC94, WB94, WRi94, BK95a, Cli99, MY93a, SNT95, vOW91, vT93\]. Plan \[Gar97a, Gar98b, Ano94a\]. Planar \[L99\]. plane \[ZW99\]. Planet \[Sta97c, Fro96\]. planning \[Mas97\]. Plants \[PRAM98\]. Plasma \[BVFD99\]. plastic \[Gau97\]. platform \[Al98, LS98a, Way98\]. platforms \[Ril96\]. Play \[Bea97b, DDJ98d, IKM99\]. Players \[IKM99\]. Players-Team \[IKM99\]. Playing \[SvS98, SV99a, SV99b\]. plays \[Lea90\]. Pleasures \[Kö96\]. Plug \[Bea97b\]. Pluggable \[IH98, Mor97\]. plugs \[GTGW94\]. Plus \[Dav95\]. plutonium \[Ano96m\]. PMLP \[BPBV99\]. Pocono \[IE97e\]. Poctzy \[Sch95e\]. Poe \[Sha99a, Ros97c\]. poems \[Lea90\]. Point \[FP99, Gar97b, Lan98, STP93, Ken95, Shp99a, SM98a\]. point-&-click \[Ken95\]. Point-to-Point \[SM98a\]. points
Polynomial-Time \cite{sho97}, \textit{Pollard} \cite{BMxx, ESST99, GLV99, Tes98}, \textit{Polling} \cite{JO97, Mer93}, \textit{Polly} \cite{ES97}, \textit{Polyalphabetic} \cite{Abe98b}, \textit{Polygonal} \cite{OMA98, OMA97}, \textit{Polyhedral} \cite{Mou99}, \textit{Polymorphic} \cite{SG95}, \textit{Polynomial} \cite{AGS97, NMV99, Sho97, TN96a, TN96b, CS97d, MI90, Pet91, Xie93}, \textit{Polynomial-Time} \cite{sho97}, \textit{Polynomials} \cite{SE96, She95c, CW91a, CGMW97, Ito91, Kob91c, LC96b, Odl94a, LC96c}, \textit{POP3} \cite{Mye94b}, \textit{POPL} \cite{ACM99a}, \textit{popular} \cite{KAK96}, \textit{Port} \cite{Mei98}, \textit{Porting} \cite{JJ91}, \textit{Portion} \cite{Len98}, \textit{Portland} \cite{Auc98, USE90}, \textit{Position} \cite{BFK99, CM99c, YST99a}, \textit{Positive} \cite{Dwo97, YY98a}, \textit{Possibilistic} \cite{WD99b}, \textit{Possibilities} \cite{Jam98}, \textit{Post} \cite{AA93}, \textit{Post-Markov} \cite{AA93}, \textit{Postage} \cite{TYH96}, \textit{Predetermined} \cite{Len98}, \textit{Predict} \cite{Kra90}, \textit{predicting} \cite{Gil97}, \textit{prefix} \cite{MPL99}, \textit{Prefix} \cite{ADD99}, \textit{Preliminary} \cite{BC93a, BPBV99, DY91c, Zim96b}, \textit{pre-alpha} \cite{Zim96a, Zim96b}, \textit{Pre-compressed} \cite{HG97c}, \textit{Pre-processing} \cite{DO99}, \textit{Presence} \cite{BDHJ98, CH94a, CHH97, Cra98, Gar94, JQBD97, Cra97}, \textit{present} \cite{Sim94c}, \textit{Presentation} \cite{KI99, LS98a}, \textit{Presentations} \cite{HMT+98}, \textit{Presented} \cite{DBGV93, NS99a, Ano95l}, \textit{prevents} \cite{GLC98}, \textit{Preserving} \cite{NKP99, DII99}, \textit{President} \cite{Cli97, Cli99, UU97b}, \textit{Pretty} \cite{Ano94h, Elk96, Gar95, GM95a, Mei96a, Ros97a, Zim96a, Zim96b, Gar98c, SSI97a, SSI97b, Sta94a, Sta95a}, \textit{Prevalence} \cite{YY97b}, \textit{Preventing} \cite{Jas96, SHK99b}, \textit{Prevention} \cite{OG97, VN99}, \textit{Previously} \cite{DH90}, \textit{PRFs} \cite{HWKS98a, HWKS98b}, \textit{Pricing} \cite{DN93, Ros94}, \textit{Primality} \cite{Boz90, GKK99, Lan99, Len90, Yan95}, \textit{primary} \cite{Ban94}, \textit{Prime} \cite{LO91a, Sho97, Boy97, DLP93, Graxx, ML98}, \textit{Primes} \cite{Sch94d, Dtb7b}, \textit{Primitives} \cite{CF99, Pre98c, RIP95b, RIP95a}, AMS96, Bb93, Bb94, Fra90, FOO93, FO98, HZ93, HNM98, HJ99, Jac90a, Jac90b, JG95, LL95b, PS98b, vO92}, \textit{Practically} \cite{Gut98b, Knu94a}, \textit{Practice} \cite{Bel99, DSB99, GN95b, IZ98, IZ99, LABW92, AN94, Dam99b, Ger97, LABW91, Sch93a, Sta99a, Sti95}, \textit{Practice-Oriented} \cite{Bel99}, \textit{Practices} \cite{Des99a, JJ98b}, \textit{Pragmatic} \cite{Gut98b, Knu94a}, \textit{Practice-Oriented} \cite{Bel99}, \textit{Practice} \cite{Des99a, JJ98b}, \textit{Practical} \cite{ASW99, ADBB99, AB96a, AWV99, Ano96l, Avo98, Bac95, Bowxx, CD96, CS98b, Dam91b, Dam94b, Dam94a, DS93, FO97, HBK919, IH99a, Jne99, KTM+99, Oka93b, vO91a, PRS99, PV90, Sak97, Sch92a, SW93, Smi90, Sta96d, ZS93, vO91b, And93, pp [Ano97-28].
VCF+90, ZMI91, BFKL94, BP95b, Di99. **principle** [Dam90b, Gib90]. **Principles** [ACM99a, AN95, HGHD98, KK99a, KG99, MG91, PRB98b, Zhe90, Sta99a]. **Printer** [Cou93]. **Privacy** [Dam90b, Gib90]. **Printer** [ACM99a, AN95, HGHD98, KK99a, KG99, MG91, PRB98b, Zhe90, Sta99a]. **Printer** [Cou93]. **Privacy** [Ano94h, Ano95c, Ano97s, Avo98, Bac95, BBCM95, Ble98b, Car96, Cha92b, DL98, Elk96, FJP96, FHM99, Gar95, GM95a, IEE92c, IEE93b, IEE94d, IEE95b, IEE97i, Ken93, KFJP96, Lin88a, Lin89a, Lin93a, Lut98, MW97, Mjo93, NKP99, Par98c, SY96a, SYMI98, SB97, SG96a, Sta94a, Tho96, Tra99, Uni98a, Uni98i, Ban94, Bro96, CM95, Car94, Cha92a, CK93, Cli99, Dom96, HM96, JMLW94, Mar95b, Mei96a, Mil95, Rot95a, Smi94a, Sta95b, Uni98d, Uni97c, VPM97, Zim96a, Zim96b, Gar98c, Ros97a, SS97a, SS97b, Sta94a, Sta95a, Zeg93]. **Privacy-Protecting** [Tra99]. **Private** [BDF98, BD99b, CKGS98, HR90, KR94c, Law98, MP91, Mv93, RSA93e, Dam96, DS90a, Rac90, Sch95d, SS98b, Ts90, Wil93b, ZG96]. **Private-Key** [HR90, Mv93, RSA93e, DS90a, SS98b]. **Privilege** [ECM96]. **Prize** [GC97, Pin98]. **PRO** [Ano97r, Gar98c]. **Proactive** [CHN97, FGMY97b, HJKY95, HJJ+97, HJJ+xx, IBMxx, Jar96, Rab98, BCR98, FGMY97a]. **Probabilistic** [Jak98, JO97, SF97, Sch91b, Tou93, Gol99a, GO95, HK90, Imp92, Lon91, TX92]. **probabilities** [Leu92]. **Probability** [BDG99, Gol96b, Koh99, TY94, AI96, MHMW98, MAO96, WM93]. **Probable** [BD93, NK93, DLP93, Graxx]. **Problem** [Bon98b, Bon98a, BN96, CS96a, Cha90, DDD99, DJL93, GO96c, HM98, KN99b, KR99b, MT99b, NS99b, OM99, Per99, RS99a, CPS95, HY93b, H97, HM97b, HMP95, LC97b, Mas97, McC90a, NR95, OA99, MSO96]. **Problem-Solving** [Per99]. **Problems** [AA93, BD95a, Bra90a, GGH97b, KRS99, MC92, Poi99, Smi90, APDS93, Bea92, BFKL94, FR95a, HC95a, IEE97e, Lew92]. **Procedure** [Ada97a]. **Procedures** [Hig97b, Lin93a, Lee95, Lin98a, Lin98a]. **Proceeding** [BPR99]. **Proceedings** [ACM90, ACM91, ACM94c, ACM95, ACM96a, ACM96b, ACM97b, ACM97c, ACM98b, ACM99a, ACM99b, ACM99c, AR97, Ano95i, Ano98f, Bri92, Bri93, Com96, GN95b, IEE95a, IEE91, IEE92b, IEE92c, IEE92d, IEE93c, IEE94c, IEE94d, IEE95c, IEE95b, IEE96c, IEE96d, IEE97i, IEE97j, IEE97k, IEE97l, IEE98e, MZ98, Nat99b, OW95, PSN95a, Pit95, Sti93b, SL93, USE91, USE92a, USE94, USE95b, USE95c, USE95a, USE96e, USE96d, USE96f, USE98c, USE98a, USE98b, USE99a, USE99b, USE99c, And94a, And96c, Ano94d, Blih97, B+96b, BGH95b, BS95e, Chr98, Dam90a, Dam91a, Dav91, DG96, De 95, DEQ92, Far93, FM91, FR95a, Fra99, Fum97, God90b, HQ97, Hir97, Hir98, HF97, IEE92a, IEE94b, IEE97b, IEE97e, IEE98a, IEE98d, IEE98f, IZ98, IZ99, KM96a, KG93, Kno99c, KP99b, KK99b, Kra98, LOX99, LM98a, LW96, Lom97]. **proceedings** [MV91, Nyb98, OiDP98, Pre95a, QV90, QQ95, Q+98, Rue93, SZ93, Spi95, Ste99b, TM99, TV94, T+98, Tv92, USE90, USE98d, VPM97, Vau98e, Wat91, Wei99, Wol93b, Yua92, vWN99, ACM93b, CH96, Chr99b, IEE94e, Sti94, Wal99a, BCB97, Boy95b, CMM93, Cop95d, Dar97, Des94b, Fei91, Gol96d, GQ95, GS94b, He94, IR93, Kal97c, Kob96, Mau96b, PSN95b, SP90]. **Process** [AMP94, Knu98a, Rob98a, RS99c, YT96, CWM+91]. **Processes** [Gar98b, Bea92]. **Processing** [Ano97h, DN93, Gar98b, IEE95a, IEE97a, IEE96e, IEE97c, IEE97d, IEE97j, IEE97k, IND99, KV99, LMP99, LW96, Pin98, Pit95, Ano96m, DO99, DF97, Man98, Sab94, T+98, Whi90]. **Processor** [Gar98a, RB99, SW97a, SW97b, She92e, Sut99]. VVDJ90, Von92a, Von92b, DVQ96, She92c].
Processor-efficient [Von92a, Von92b]. Processors [Cia97, KKK99a, She92e, BS95c, MHPS96, NM96a]. Proctoring [SKW96].
Prodigy [CFK+91]. produced [SII97a, SII97b]. Processor [Von92a, Von92b]. Processors [Cia97, KKK99a, She92e, BS95c, MHPS96, NM96a]. Proctoring [SKW96].
Prodigy [CFK+91]. produced [SII97a, SII97b]. Processor [Von92a, Von92b]. Processors [Cia97, KKK99a, She92e, BS95c, MHPS96, NM96a]. Proctoring [SKW96].
Prodigy [CFK+91]. produced [SII97a, SII97b]. Processor [Von92a, Von92b]. Processors [Cia97, KKK99a, She92e, BS95c, MHPS96, NM96a]. Proctoring [SKW96].
MM99a, Mau93a, MW98d, Ng99, NR94, NK98b, Nur94, Sl93a, Sch94g, Sch96a, Sch94h, Sch99k, SS90, Tou91, Tou93, AN94, AG97b, AG97c, AG97a, Aba99, ABC+98, BDH97, BH93, BCK98, BGH+95a, BBS98b, BM95, Bra90b, CGM96, Chr98, Chr99b, CJ95, Dan97, Fei99, Hor98, HLL+95, JW01, LY93, LW99, LL95b, Lon97, Man95, Mas97, MLY93, Mea95, MW98c, NT93, PS98c, PS98e, PS98f, protocols [Pau98, PW93a, PKM97, SSG99, Syv93, SM95b, TH99, XZZ97, XZZ98, ZLX99, Zhe95b].

Prototyping [AKP99]. Provable [Bel99, CT99a, Mat96a, Ano96m]. Prototyping [AKP99]. Provable [Bel99, CT99a, Mat96a, Ano96m]. Proving [Bos90, DR94c, DE99, FK99, DF91b].


provisions [Cl97, UU97b]. proxies [LC94]. Proxy [GP99, Jak96c, LHW98, Zha98, BBS98b].


psychoacoustic [Til98]. Psychovisual [DDM98]. PTY [LT98]. PTY-Marks [LT98]. PUB [Nat95, Nat99a, FIP93b, NIS93b]. Public [ANS97, ANS98b, Acc97, AKP96, AN95, IBM93, Ano96m, Ano99f, Ano99b, AA93, BP98a, B195, BDH98, BDG98, BCE94, Bec99, BC95b, BHS98b, BHS98a, BDP98, Ber97c, BS91b, BFS92a, Bir98, BMS94, BPK99, BFK99, Ble97, BFK99c, BS94, CC99b, CG99, CJ95, CL97b, CS98b, Cra98, Cus97, DDJ98b, Dam91b, Dav96, De93e, DP98c, Di90, Ell99, FY95a, FY98a, FY99, FGL96a, FGL96b, FO99a, GHT90, Gal96, Gar96b, Gib91, Gib92, Gir91, GHH97b, GH99, HK99a, HGS98, HP98a, HY93b, HM93, HL93b, HJJ++x, Hes97, HPS98, HFPS99, IZ98, Iz99, Iss90, Jab90, Kal99, KS99b, KM99c, KT91a, KMOV91, KKT91, RSA93f, Lan99, LM94b, LA98, Low96, Luc98b, MY91, Man93a, Man97a, Men93, MM96b, Mic93a, Mic93b, MM98a, NS97a, NY90, Nes91, Nec96, NS99a]. Public [Od94b, Oka94, OU98a, Omu90, vO91a, PS97, Pai99d, Pat95, Pin97, Poi99, RSA94, RCM99, Rud91, Sal90, Sa96, DP91, Sas99a, SE96, She94d, Smi93b, ST91, Sun98a, Sut99, TAP90, V97, dWQ91b, Wei98b, Yam98a, Yam98b, YST99a, YST99b, ZPY96, Zim96b, dWQ91a, vO91b, AA95, AD97, AD99, Ano90, ADSW99, Bae94, BI94, BD98a, BS97, BS91a, Beu94, BMP97a, Boy97, CC99a, CW97, Cle96, Cra97, Gus95, DW926, Dam96, Den90, DVG96, Dhe98, DN95b, ES97, FGM97a, GH96, Gib95, He92, HFW96, HJJ++97, JM96a, Jar96, Jon90, KASH90, KM99a, Kir95, KM99d, Kos99, LG97, Las92, LMJ993. Lee95, LC96a, LM94a, LZ90, LZ91a, LDW94, LCL95, Lon91, Lon92, Low95, MF90, Mau91b, MY93b, NM96a, Nat97a, Ole95, Pet91, PP92b, Rae90, Roe99, SW95a, Sch92c, Sha95a, She96a]. public
[She92c, SM90, SS95b, SS95c, Sta94a, Sta95a, Sun91a, Tah94, TCC97, TC99b, TC99a, Tze99, Ven92, Wan92b, Wil93b, Xie92, Xie93, XLP99, WX97, Yu92, Zha91, vO92, vT90, BFS92b, HMT'98]. **Public-Key**

[AKP96, Ano99f, Ano99h, AA93, BP98a, BHSV98b, BHSV98a, BDFR98, Ber97c, BMS94, BPK99, CC99b, CJ991, Cra98, Cus97, DP98c, Dif90, FMY99, FO99a, GH99, GGH97b, HK99a, HGS98, HP98a, HVM93, Hess97, Iss90, Ka9b, KM99c, KT91a, KMOV91, LM94b, Low96, MY91, Mic93a, Mic93b, NS97a, OKa94, OU98a, vO91a, PSL97, Pai99d, DP91, Sasa99a, ST91, Sun98a, Wie98b, Yam98b, YST99a, YST99b, Ano96m, BFS92a, FGLP96a, FGLP96b, GH99, HY93b, NY90, Nec91, Sai90, Sai96, SMi93b, Yam98a, AD97, AD99, BMP97a, CC99a, Cle96, Cra97, DQ96, Dhe98, DN95b, ES97, FGM97a, KASH90, KM99a, KN99d, LM94a, LZ91a, LDW94, LCL95, Lon92, Low95, Mau91b, MY93b, NM96a, OLe95, SW95a, Sch92c, Sh95a, SS95b, SS95c, TC99b, Tze99, Ven92, Wan92b, XLP99, Yu92, vT90]. **Public-key**

[BFS92b]. **Public-Key-Based**

[Nec96, TAP90]. **Public-Randomness**

[DP91]. **Publication**

[Nat93b, HVH98, Nat92b, Nat93a, Nat94a]. **Publicly**

[Mao97, Sch99i, Sta96a, VBD99, FO98]. **Published**

[Ano97c, Ano97d]. **Publishes**

[Ano95j]. **Pudding**

[Sch98i]. **Puerto**

[CMM93]. **Pump**

[KM93, TY99D]. **Purchase**

[KS97a]. **Purchaser**

[RS99a]. **Purple**

[Cur98]. **Purpose**

[KP93, Sut99, Sch91b, Vu95]. **purposes**

[Cli99]. **pursuant**

[Cli97, UU97b]. **Push**

[Er97b]. **Pushes**

[Bar97]. **Putting**

[DDJ98c]. **puzzle**

[Bar92b, Gre90, WSFC99]. **PVM**

[BSN95]. **PVS**

[DS97d].

**Q** [AW99, Ber97a, Hru95a, Hru95b]. **Q&A**

[Ber98]. **Q-Deformed**

[Hru95a, Hru95b]. **QoS**

[NAA99]. **QPSK**

[SVWMB95, SOB98, VSB95]. **Qu**

[NS97c, NS97b]. **Qu-Vanstone**

[NS97c, NS97b]. **Quadratic**

[BBT94, MRT98, Per93, SK98c, SK98b, DDP94b, HJ98a, MVZ98, ZPY96]. **Qualitative**

[MSH99]. **Quality**

[HH94, NH98, Yeu97]. **quantification**

[Bad99]. **quantization**

[CCH98, MTN97]. **Quantum**

[BBB91, BBE91, BL95, Bra94a, BHT98, Cha99c, DDJ98d, GC98, Hru95a, Hru96, Hru98, HLMP96, HBKL99, MY98, OD99, PT95, ROT94, RK99, Sa98, Sa99, Sho97, Tow98, WG99, BC96b, Hru95b, Sin99, Slu98]. **quasigroup**

[KM99d]. **quasigroup-based**

[KM99d]. **Quaternary**

[KP96a]. **Quaternion**

[Cop99]. **Quebec**

[CFG96, ACM94c]. **Queen**

[Sin99]. **Queensland**

[DG96, SZ93]. **Queries**

[Dum94, Fis98, NP99, AK95]. **Query**

[AKF94]. **Question**

[Lud97, WD99a]. **Questioned**

[Ano95b]. **questions**

[Di97a]. **quick**

[Pre97b]. **QUIPU**

[Men91]. **Quisquater**

[NS98b, NS98c]. **Quorum**

[Jak99c, NW98].

r [Riv98a, Hol91]. **R1040**

[BP95b, RIP95b]. **Rabdology**

[CWM9+1]. **Rabin**

[BR96c, CW97, FS97b, JQ98b]. **Rabin-Williams**

[AK95b]. **race**

[Kah91a, Sch99f, BGV93, BP95b, RIP95b, RIP95a, VCF+90]. **Rackoff**

[BKR98a, BKR98b, Luc96a, Luc96b, PRS99]. **Radial**

[DJ99]. **Radio**

[GB98, LU95, PKOT94, She92f, Tod97, UNU94]. **Radiology**

[DTDJ99]. **radios**

[RPS99]. **RADIUS**

[RRSW97a, RRSW97b]. **Radix**

[Kor93]. **ramified**

[GK95a]. **ramp**

[SW98, SW99a]. **Rampart**

[RPS99]. **RAMs**

[G096b]. **Random**

[BG98, BGM97a, BGM97b, Bir98, Cor99, Ell98, FW91, Fis98, FO90, FJRS96, GHR99, Gut98b, Jk99, KKS97, MAT96b, MP91, MS95f, MF95, NR98, OS98, PS98b, Rau01, ROT94, Riv91a, Sii97b, W99, BR97b].
Bou94, GoI99b, IS97, Imp92, Jenxx, Kos99, Kul92, Ler97, PC98, TSY98, Wal90.

Random-Number [ROT94, Bou94].

Redundancy [Fis98, HSSI99, OU98b]. Redundant [GM97, Mis97]. Redundant [BAR98, TY92].
Reengineering [DDJ98c]. Redux [DDJ98c]. Refinement [HWF96]. Reflecting [Jan95].
Redux [DDJ98c]. Reengineering [AMP94]. Reference [Bar96b, CDF95, KMKH99, Pre97c].
Reference [Bar96b, CDF95, KMKH99, Pre97c]. Reduced [GM97, Mis97].
Reduced [SOB98, TY92].
Refunds [Hir93]. Regional [ADEDS99]. Register [CS96b, CS97b, GN95a, GM91].
Register [CS96b, CS97b, GN95a, GM91]. Registers [GO96b, Go94, GO95, GK95a].
Registers [GO96b, Go94, GO95, GK95a]. Registration [Bal97, TOH98].
Registry [PKAC+98]. Reglementierung [MPS94]. Regular [SG95, DI99].
Regular [SG95, DI99]. Regulated [Way93c]. Regulating [Riv98c].
Regulation [Koo97, Ram92]. Regulations [Koo97, Ram92]. Reengineering [AMP94].
Reengineering [AMP94]. Reinventing [Yuv97]. Rejected [Eri97b].
Rejected [Eri97b]. Gar97a, GC97. Related [Ber97c, BV96, CH98, Cle91, CFPR96b, De 93b, De 98c,
ECM96, GS97, KSW97a, KSW97b, WB95, Bih94a, CFPR96a, OU98b, Zer96a].
Related-key [KSW97a, KSW97b]. Related-Message [Ber97c]. relating [Aus96]. Relation
[BHSV98b, BHSV98a, SK98c, SK98b]. Relations [BDPR98, Jak98, NMV99, Uni98c, Tze99].
Relationship [GSV99, HT99, MW99, Oka93a, SZ95c]. Relationships [Kem99, Len99b, RG95,
SS95a, SG99b, SZ95a, GGG-99]. Release [Dam94b, Dan94a, DOR99, Sun91b, Zim96b].
Released [DDJ98a]. Releases [Got99, Wor96]. Relevance [SS99d, Tra99].
relevant [Hil94]. reliability [BHS93, HS96b, IEE94b]. Reliable [BF97a, BF99b, KM93, FD92].
Relinearization [KS99b]. Relying [ZMI90, Sak97, Sch99e]. remainder
[DDP99e, WWH95]. Remark [CMTNY94, LHL94, FR94, MY93b].
Remarks [BY92, GPSN97, Gro94, Gui97, Oht98, BBL95, La92]. Remote
[BLM94, FMM99, HS97, He98a, LC95, RRSW97a, RRSW97b, SK97c]. Remotely
[BFN98b, Lu97, Luc99c, LW99, BFN98a]. Removing [LLB98, RCM99]. repair
[Zhe95a]. repeated [Syv93]. Replacement [Cap94, SN94]. Replay [OG97, YL97b].
Replicate [RB94]. Replicated [KB92]. Replicating [HS96b]. Replication
[BLM94, Pit96b]. Reply [NC97, BMP+97b]. Report [Bra93a, BD1+96, Dra98, EMN98,
Kui91, Nat99c, Par98c, PH91, RIP95a, RD99a, Tov95, Van99d, Wor96, BFS92a,
BP95b, Bur98a, KSB96b, NBD+99, Org98a, RIP95b, UU97a, Zer96a, Dan95, BFS92b].
Representation [CK95, Ger99b, JKV99, LE99, NA95, PNFK95, TY92].
Representations [FC99]. Representatives [Cl97, Uni97a, Uni98c, Uni98d, Uni98e,
Uni96b, Uni97b, Uni98f, UU97b]. Representing [HL99]. Republic
required [BGS95]. Requirement [Sil97a].
Requirements [Ano97b, BD92, Bel92, BC95c, FR95d, HJTW99, HH94, VW98,
Com94c, MW98a, SM95b, UN94].
Research [Ano99c, DDJ98c, Dan96, Des92, Des98c, DEQ92, Ele98, IEE92c, IE93b,
IE94d, IE98d, Jan99, Q+98, Rhe93, Wol93b, W99, W99]. Researching
[Un96a]. Resend [Ber97c]. Reserve
[An97x]. Resharing [AG95b]. Residue [KKOT91, PF92, CB96, PF92a, PP95a, PP95a].
Residuosity [Pa99d, DDP94b]. Resilience [FGMY97a]. Resilient
[BGS94, BGS96, MS99b, RS98a, GHS93].
Resistance [BKP93, Dae99, SY98, YT95a, YT95b, CL97b]. Resistant
[Auc96, BDH98, EKK99, KK99a, KS97c, LA98, GV91]. Resolution
[ADD99, BLM99, CH97a]. Resolvable
S/MIME [Ano95a, Ano96a]. S012 [KP95].
s02DES [TSM95]. S390 [Deu97, Deu98].
SAC [Kim93, KS97b, NS99a, TM99].
SAC/PC [KS97b]. SAFE [Uni97a, Uni98b, UU97a, Uni97b, Hor99, VM96, Way95, Uni98c, Uni98e, Uni96b, GA98].
Safe-Tcl [GA98].
safeguarding [Beu94].
Safe-T [Hir93, BM97, CMKK98, KSW96, KSW99a, Mur99, SKW+98a, SKWW99, WKS+99].
Safe-T [Bur98b, Kru98].
Safeguard [Hir93, BM97, CMKK98, KSW96, KSW99a, Kel99, Mas94, Mas99b, Van95]. Safety [Ano94c, DDJ99, Cli99, IEE94b].
Safford [Bur98b, Kru98].

Sacco [GQ95, QG95].
Sacks [Gar97a].
Salesman [OMV98]. salient [CKLS96b].
Salt [USE95b]. Samba [Bla98]. same [Ude98].
Samos [KG96]. San [ACM93a, ACM99a, Ano97a, Ano98f, Com96, CMM93, FJV97, IEE92b, IEE97b, RP97b, Sch98b, SJ97, USE92a, USE96c, USE96f, USE96g, USE98d, van96, XTM1994].
Sand [SVxW91].
sandbox [MF97].
Santa [Bri92, Bri93, Cop95b, Cop95d, Des94b, IEE97b, IEE97f, IEE98d, Ka97c, Kob96, Kra98, St93b, St94, USE93, Wef99].
Santorini [IEE97c].
Saragossa [Mau96b].
Sardinas [MSS93].
SASL [Mye97, New98].
SAT [McH92].
Scheduling [KP93, Por98, SJS98, Sha99b].
Schema [Pit96b]. Schemas [Wed99].
Scheme [Int91a, ADF98, BCCG93, BM99a, BB99b, BF99c, Boy90, BY92, CT97, CK95, Cop94b, DQ94, DKKK98, DN94, GHY90, GQW+91, HL93a, Hwa93, Hwa97, Iev91, IM93b, KKS97, KSW98d, KM99b, KR99b, LK96, LW91, LHL94, LH93b, MSS98, Mi96, Mun99, NMV98, OOK91, O993, OFF93, Pat95, Pet98, PM99b, RGV97, Sch99i, Sm90, Ver95, AW95, BD98a, CW97, CLHL98, CC95, CLW98, CMTNY94, CS97, FO99, FO98, GML94, GPN97, Gua90, Har91, HZ93, HK90, HY95, HC96, HW98c, HCC98, IS99, IM93a, JC98, JLM+94, Ku92, LWC96, LLG10, MRS99, MS98a, MLA91, Mau91b, MC96, Nac93, OK96b, Pat91b, Pat91a, RD96b, SSN98b, SVWMB95, Ste95, Tan90, Tod97, Tra97, Wan92a, Wu92, WWH95, v939].
Schemes [AW94, BP97a, BC93a, BDP98, BBDW96, BK94a, BK95b, BM96b, BM96c, BDDV93, BDD+94, BFS96, BM99c, BV96, BD90, Bri90a, BS91g, BLLV98, BBD92, CS97a, CM99a, CD95, Duan99a, DVF90, DMPW98, DY91e, vD95a, DFKY99, DLR97, FDB93a, FY97, FO99, FO99b, GPN98, GP99, GS94a, HKS97a, HKS97b, IS91, JMO94, KPG99, Ki96, KMOV91, KOS+94, KO99, KOO99b, LWH98, LM95, MH96, Mis98, MW994, OK98, Oka93b, Papi98a, Papi98b, PM98, PS96c, PB99a, RS96c, dR94b, SK95, Sak96, SE96, SiK93, Sim90b, Sim91, Sim94a, Ste94a, St93a, St98b, SW99b, SSS99, YLD99, Zha98, ARK99, BC95a, BR97b, B93, BDSV93, BCDV94, BG95, Blu95, BC96a, BCDV96, BGDV96, BMS96, BD97, BFS98, BDV98, BD98b, BD99, Bur96, BM94c, CDG91, CP95, CSV94].
Schemes [DP96, DF93, DDB95a, DDB95b, Des99b, FDB93b, HY93a, HMP95, HCY96b, JM93, Koy95, KO95a, KO96, KO97, LS98a, LC97a, LHL95b, LHL95a, MS98b, MPSV99, MTN97, Mu92, NR95, OK96a, OKT93,
OK95, Pad98, PS98a, PPKW97, Pf96c, PS96d, RD96a, RS96b, SI93b, Sha94,Sha95a, She92g, SW98, SW99a, SS94, SC97, TJ99, Tze99, VNM99, WAM94, ZHS94, ZI98, dR94a, vD95b. Schernes [BBCM93a].

Schnorr [DBGV93, dR94b, dR94a]. Schnorr [IKNY98]. School [Duf98]. Schools [DDJ98e, DDJ98f]. Schroeder [Low95, Low96]. Schussel [Pin98]. Schutz [FT95]. Schwierigkeit [Hor99]. Science [Ano93i, AA97, DDJ98e, DDJ98f, Eri99, IEE96a, IEE97f, IEE98a, IEE99a, Ste91, Bed90, Beu94, Sch90c, Sch97c, Shp99a, Sim90b, Sim91, Sim94a, Sti93a, Van93, Wi99, Wie90b, Wol98, Al96, AGY95a, BC95a, BT94, BI93, Ble96, BDSV93, BCDV94, BDD94, BGS95, BCDV96, BDGV96, BD97].

Scientific [CHLT99, PH91, GTGW94, HW91]. Scientist [BCE94]. scoops [Ano96m].


secondary [Atk93]. Secrecy [Aba99, BP98e, GM90, GTGW94, JR96, Moy98, Rat96, Sin99]. Secret [AGY95b, Ano97e, BC93a, BC95b, BCG90, Ben98, Ber91, BS97a, BK94a, BK95b, BDGV93, BM99c, BV96, Bra95b, Bra95c, BS94, BD90, Bri90a, BS91g, Cac95a, Cac95b, CT97, CMP97, CGMW97, CK90, CFSY96, DDJ98g, DDJ98h, Dae98, Dam94b, DDP94a, DKK98, DFIJ99, vD95a, E HMS99, FW91, GSNW98, GPSN98, HL93a, HD96a, HKS97a, HKS97b, HCY96a, IS91, KI96, Kra94a, KOS94, KO95b, KOO95a, LY93, LF97, LM94a, LM94b, LP99, LH93b, MSNW99, Mau93a, MW96a, Mau97a, MS98, MS99, MT98, Ms92, NW98, OK98, PS98a, Pui98a, Pai98b, Ped91d, Ped96, Rey96, Rey97, Rey99, Sal91, Sch99i, Sha99a, Sim90b, Sim91, Sim94a, Sti93a, Van93, Wi99, Wie90b, Wol98, Al96, AGY95a, BC95a, BT94, BI93, Ble96, BDSV93, BCDV94, BDD94, BGS95, BCDV96, BDGV96, BD97].

secret [BDV98, BDGG99, Bur96, CDGV91, Da97, Dan94a, Dwo91, Ell97, FO093, FO98, GM95b, GPSN97, Gre90, HNSM91, He93, HIKY95, Hwa92d, HC96, HLC99, JM93, JMO95a, Jar96, JY98, Kah96b, KO95a, KO96, KO97, LY93, LH95, Mei92, MPSV99, OK96a, OKT93, OK96b, OK95, Pad98, Ped91b, Ped91c, RD96a, RD96b, Ros97c, Sim90a, Sta96a, SC97, VV97, Wie90a, WS96c, Win99, Wri98, ZHS94, vD95b, van97a]. Secret-Ballot [CFYS96, BT94].

Secret-First [Ano97e, Bra95b, Bra95c]. Secure [AHV98, AB96a, Ano93c, Ano95f, Ano95i, Ano99c, Ano99h, ATK97, AR99, Bal99, BQ95b, BQ95a, BMM99a, BMM99b, BR95b, BM99a, BM99b, BR91, BHK99, BDHK93, BFS96, BS95b, BS98, BM94b, CG99, Car99, CG98, Cha90, Ch9P91, CR91, CC95, CKLS96b, CKLS96a, CKLS96c, CKLS96d, CKLS96e, CKLS96f, CKLS96g, CKLS96h, CKLS96i, CKLS96j, CKLS96k, CKLS96l, CKLS96m, CKLS96n, CKLS96o, CKLS96p, CKLS96q, CKLS96r, CKLS96s, CKLS96t, CKLS96u, CKLS96v, CKLS96w, CKLS96x, CKLS96y, CKLS96z].

secret-sharing [RD96a]. secret-sleuthing [WS96c]. Secretly [MT94]. Secrets [Cr690, DH90, DSB99, Ele98, HY93, MSK99a, Pes97, Rab94, Sch92b, Ste98b, Wei94, Ano91b, Bau97, BDV93, CY98, JMO95b, YY93, Chi92].

section [Alv98c]. Secure [AHV98, AB96a, Ano93c, Ano93f, Ano95i, Ano99c, Ano99h, ATK97, AR99, Bal99, BQ95b, BQ95a, BMM99a, BMM99b, BR95b, BM99a, BM99b, BR91, BHK99, BDHK93, BFS96, BS95b, BS98, BM94b, CG99, Car99, CG98, Cha90, Cy9P91, CR91, CC95, CKLS96b, CKLS96a, CKLS96c, CKLS96d, CKLS96e, CKLS96f, CKLS96g, CKLS96h, CKLS96i, CKLS96j, CKLS96k, CKLS96l, CKLS96m, CKLS96n, CKLS96o, CKLS96p, CKLS96q, CKLS96r, CKLS96s, CKLS96t, CKLS96u, CKLS96v, CKLS96w, CKLS96x, CKLS96y, CKLS96z].

secret-slang [RD96a]. secret-sleuthing [WS96c]. Secretly [MT94]. Secrets [Cr690, DH90, DSB99, Ele98, HY93, MSK99a, Pes97, Rab94, Sch92b, Ste98b, Wei94, Ano91b, Bau97, BDV93, CY98, JMO95b, YY93, Chi92].
CKLS97, CD95, CD96, CS98b, CDD+99, Cra99, Dam91b, Dam94b, DY90, DY91d, DY91f, FIP93b, FB97, FYM99, FB94, FO99b, GM97, GGY90, GaI96, Geh95, GKJR99, GHR90, Gut96, IOS94, Jac90a, Jac90b, JT97a, KT96, KSB96a, KSB97, KY99b, Lam99, Mau90, Mau91d, Mau97a, MW97, Mos98, NS93b, Nat95, NS98b, NS98c, Oka93b, OU98a, Ped91d, PS96c, PB99a, PGV92, RRP97, RS96a, RIP95a, SSH93, SSI98]. Secure [SK94, SSSW98, Sas99a, Sch98a, SK99, SM95a, SB94, SSM94, Sho96, Str93a, Str93b, Tai95, WP90, WD99a, WK97, Web98, Yah94, YST99a, YST99b, ZMI90, Zhe90, ZL99, Zol93, vh997, BH93, Bea93, Bea96, BMS96, BP95b, Bow93, BM95, BD95b, CNST98, CG97, CG05, Dam94a, Des90b, DS93, Des95, DVG96, FO98, GGK+99, GM95b, Go90c, GBL94, HY98a, HY98b, HY98c, IS97, IKNY98, KC95, KSB96a, Lam99, Los97, MS98b, NY90, OK96b, Opp96, Ped91b, Ped91c, PSW95, RHE94, RRSY98, Rom90b, Sar97, Sch92c, SKB97, Sim98c, Sin95, Sta97c, Ven92, YL97b, ANS97, An90a, Nat92b, Sta94b, Bou94]. secured [Way98]. Securely [RB94, DDFY94].

SecureNet [Ano97r]. Securing [Bhi96, Des95, Lin96a, RG95, SG98, VJ98, Ano95k, DL96]. sécurité [Bou94].

Security [Sch98c]. Security [ACM93a, ACM94a, ACM97a, AKP96, ADDS91, AR95, ABV98, Al97, And94a, An90a, Inta91a, An92c, An93g, An95f, An95b, An96i, An96a, ??97, An97e, An97f, An97g, An97a, An97w, An97x, An98a, An98b, An98h, An99a, Atk95b, AR98, Bal99, BCCG93, Bast93, BKR94, BDR98, Bel99, BGGK99, Bel92, Ber96b, BDR+96, Ble97, BPRF99, Bov98a, Bov98b, Boy99, Bra90a, BK94b, BNP99, Com96, Com94c, CM97a, CH94a, CHN97, CGJ+99, CS96a, CM97b, CT99a, Chr98, CGB+93, CNS99a, Cor99, CN99, CG05, DMW94, Dn95, DS98a, Dav95, DG95, De 93a, De 98a, DDK98, Des92, DI 99, Dl99, Dwo95, ECM96, Elk96, EH96, FGS96, FS97b, FO99a, Fum93, Fum98b, GM93a, GM95f, GaB96, Ga97c, Gar96c, Gib96, Gir99, GH95, Gon98, GA98, Gut99, HHT93]. Security [HHT97, HP99a, HP99b, HSK97, HH94, HLMW93, HWMW94, Hur98, IBMxx, IEE92a, IEE92b, IEE92c, IEE93b, IEE94c, IEE94d, IEE95b, IEE96c, IEE97b, IEE97i, ISO97, IH99a, JD01, JLO97, KY95a, KR96a, KY98, KT+99, Kau93, KA98b, KM96a, Kle90, KRRR98, KS97c, LOX99, LBMC94, LL94a, LL95a, Lom97, Luc97, Luc98a, Luc99a, Luc99b, MMST98, Mat96a, MS99a, MW98d, MSS98, MM98a, Mue99, Mu93, MM98b, Mu95, Mye97, NIS92, Ng99, NK93, OiDP98, OI98, OUI98b, Opp97, PS98d, PS99c, PB97, PS96d, PS98h, Rei92, RBvR94, Rob93, Rob98a, Rog96, Rus90, Sch94m, Sch95c, Sch95d, SH97, Sch97a, SSv98, Sch98f, SS99a, Sch98h, She97, SSP90, SS90, She92a, She92f, She93c, She93d, She94c, She96b, SK97d, Sun98a, Uni97a, Uni98a, Uni98c, Uni96b, Uni98f, Uni98j, USE90, USE92b]. Security [USE93, USE95b, USE96c, USE96g, USE98d, USE99a, Van95a, VSH97, Van98b, Van99b, Vaa99c, Ved93, Ved98a, Ved98b, VGG93, Ver98a, WSC95, WO98, WO99, Z983, ZFK98, ZFK+98, v994, Aaa99, AFB95, An93d, Bec97, BR96c, BCK96c, BDR97, BKR98a, BKR98b, BBN96, B+96a, Bet95c, BHH99, Boy98, Bro96, Com97, Cha95a, CP94, Chi99a, Chi99b, Cj95, Cli99,CTSxx, Dan99b, DS90a, Den99, DEQ92, D+98, FW99, FM98b, Fra92, Gon92, Grt98, HN98, HK99b, HQ97, HS96b, Hor94, HC95a, HC95b, HY95, HLLC96, IEE94b, JT96, JT97b, JY95, KY97, KG96, Kat97, KS98b, KSB97, KW92, Kuh98, Lai92, LTT95, Lee95,
Set [DJL93, FP99, IS91, Koz96, Mei92, Sta96b, SX90, GB88, Kra99].

Session-Layer [BB95c]. Sessioneer [AG95]. Set [DJL93, FP99, IS91, Koz96, Mei92, Sta96b, SX90, GB88, Kra99].

SETHEO [Sch99k]. sets [MT98], settings [Car97c]. Set [DJL93, FP99, IS91, Koz96, Mei92, Sta96b, SX90, GB88, Kra99].

SETHEO [Sch99k]. sets [MT98], settings [Car97c]. Set [DJL93, FP99, IS91, Koz96, Mei92, Sta96b, SX90, GB88, Kra99].

SETHEO [Sch99k]. sets [MT98], settings [Car97c]. Set [DJL93, FP99, IS91, Koz96, Mei92, Sta96b, SX90, GB88, Kra99].

SETHEO [Sch99k]. sets [MT98], settings [Car97c]. Set [DJL93, FP99, IS91, Koz96, Mei92, Sta96b, SX90, GB88, Kra99].

SETHEO [Sch99k]. sets [MT98], settings [Car97c]. Set [DJL93, FP99, IS91, Koz96, Mei92, Sta96b, SX90, GB88, Kra99].

SETHEO [Sch99k]. sets [MT98], settings [Car97c]. Set [DJL93, FP99, IS91, Koz96, Mei92, Sta96b, SX90, GB88, Kra99].
Nat94a, NMVR95b, Na97, NMV98, NMV99, NIS93a, OFF93, Oka93b, PF94, Pet98, PM98, PS96c, PJ99, RGV97, RDK98, Riv93c, dr94b, SC96a, Sch93b, Sch94e, SK97a, SE96, Sim93, Sin98, SB93, SSNP99, Zha98, Zhe97b, ZTR99, Ame95, Ame96a, ARK99, Ala93a, AW95, Ale97, BD99a, Bis90, Boy97, Bur96, CP95, CMNY94, CSV94, DP96.

signature [FR95c, Gua90, HY93a, HJJ97, Hor98, HMP95, KS98c, LWC96, Mau91b, May97, MS98b, Mus92, NMVR95a, NR95, Pf96c, Pit96a, PS96d, PS98h, SI93b, Sha94, SS95b, SS95c, Ste95, Til98, Tra97, TJ99, Wan92a, Wil93b, Wu92, XA98, YL95a, YL95a, Ye99, Zho94, dr94a].

Signatures [ANS98b, ASW98, AT99, BD99a, BQ95b, BQ95a, BG90, Bm94, BM94a, BM96a, BC93b, BFP99, Boy98, BS95d, CvHP91, CR91, CDF95, Cop99, CD96, Dam94b, DF91a, EGM90, EGM96, Ev91, Fro97, GKR97, GHR99, GM97, GO93, HK95, HA96, JM99, JQBD97, JLO97, Leu96, LSVV95, LR98, MS96, Mis97, MB97, NW98, OO98, Oka94, Pm97, PW93b, PGV93c, SI94, SY96a, Sch93c, Sch93e, Sch94d, SK97b, Sch90b, She97, Tra99, Web98, Wri94, vHP93, BR96c, BGR98b, Ble96, BCDP91, BM91b, Com97, CPS95, Cha95b, Dam94a, Ev92, Ev93, FB97, FY95c, GJKR96a, Jak95, Lan95, LL97b, Ped91a, Pf96c, Rom90b, Sch90a, Sin98, WHL99, WL99, Xie98].

Signcryption [FR95c, Gua90, HY93a, HJJ97, Hor98, HMP95, KS98c, LWC96, Mau91b, May97, MS98b, Mus92, NMVR95a, NR95, Pf96c, Pit96a, PS96d, PS98h, SI93b, Sha94, SS95b, SS95c, Ste95, Til98, Tra97, TJ99, Wan92a, Wil93b, Wu92, XA98, YL95a, YL95a, Ye99, Zho94, dr94a].

Signed [Ber97a, GMCF95, KT93, SIM99, Sun98b].

Signers [TJ99].

Significance [DFGH99, SBV99, SM91, YY98a, ZZI97].

Significant [BV96].

Sign [BG94, GJM99a, GJM99b, GS98, Ped99, Ros97b, Ros98b, Ros98c, KAK96, Ros96a, Ros96c, Ros96f].

Signs [ER97b].

SIGPLAN [ACM99a].

SIGPLAN-SIGACT [ACM99a].

Silicon [NFQ99].

Silicon-On-Insulator [NFQ99].

SIM [Ved98a].

SIMD [Cla97].

Similar [Per99].

similarity [BCD98, Sch90c, Sch97c].

Simmons [Des96b].

Simple [End97, FBS97, GGMM97, Jue99, MS95f, MM94, NR98, RS96c, Rus93a, Sch91i, SW94c, CH97b, RS96b, RRS98, SVWMB95, GM93a, Mye97].

Simpler [Fri92b, MTE99].

Simplifying [CRRY99, CD96].

Simplification [BV96].

Signing [BGG94, GJM99a, GJM99b, GS98, Ped99, Ros97b, Ros98b, Ros98c, KAK96, Ros96a, Ros96c, Ros96f].

Signs [ER97b].

SIGPLAN [ACM99a].

SIGPLAN-SIGACT [ACM99a].

Silicon [NFQ99].

Silicon-On-Insulator [NFQ99].

SIM [Ved98a].

SIMD [Cla97].

Similar [Per99].

similarity [BCD98, Sch90c, Sch97c].

Simmons [Des96b].

Simple [End97, FBS97, GGMM97, Jue99, MS95f, MM94, NR98, RS96c, Rus93a, Sch91i, SW94c, CH97b, RS96b, RRS98, SVWMB95, GM93a, Mye97].

Simpler [Fri92b, MTE99].

Simplifying [CRRY99, CD96].

Simplification [BV96].

Signing [BGG94, GJM99a, GJM99b, GS98, Ped99, Ros97b, Ros98b, Ros98c, KAK96, Ros96a, Ros96c, Ros96f].

Signs [ER97b].

SIGPLAN [ACM99a].

SIGPLAN-SIGACT [ACM99a].

Silicon [NFQ99].

Silicon-On-Insulator [NFQ99].

SIM [Ved98a].

SIMD [Cla97].

Similar [Per99].

similarity [BCD98, Sch90c, Sch97c].

Simmons [Des96b].

Simple [End97, FBS97, GGMM97, Jue99, MS95f, MM94, NR98, RS96c, Rus93a, Sch91i, SW94c, CH97b, RS96b, RRS98, SVWMB95, GM93a, Mye97].

Simpler [Fri92b, MTE99].

Simplifying [CRRY99, CD96].

Simplification [BV96].

Signing [BGG94, GJM99a, GJM99b, GS98, Ped99, Ros97b, Ros98b, Ros98c, KAK96, Ros96a, Ros96c, Ros96f].

Signs [ER97b].

SIGPLAN [ACM99a].

SIGPLAN-SIGACT [ACM99a].

Silicon [NFQ99].

Silicon-On-Insulator [NFQ99].

SIM [Ved98a].

SIMD [Cla97].

Similar [Per99].

similarity [BCD98, Sch90c, Sch97c].

Simmons [Des96b].

Simple [End97, FBS97, GGMM97, Jue99, MS95f, MM94, NR98, RS96c, Rus93a, Sch91i, SW94c, CH97b, RS96b, RRS98, SVWMB95, GM93a, Mye97].

Simpler [Fri92b, MTE99].

Simplifying [CRRY99, CD96].

Simplification [BV96].

Signing [BGG94, GJM99a, GJM99b, GS98, Ped99, Ros97b, Ros98b, Ros98c, KAK96, Ros96a, Ros96c, Ros96f].

Signs [ER97b].

SIGPLAN [ACM99a].

SIGPLAN-SIGACT [ACM99a].

Silicon [NFQ99].

Silicon-On-Insulator [NFQ99].
Bov98b, BDB92, Cha99a, Cha91, CM99c, Chr99a, Con98, Con99a, Cor98, CH99a, DDJ98d, DDJ98b, DDJ99, Deu97, Deu98, Di 97a, DT98b, EN98, ENK99, Fan96, FGLP96a, FGLP96b, FOM91, Gar97a, GL96, GPSV98, Gut98a, HKQ99, HP98a, Hru96, HH99, Hus99, Koe99, KCT94a, KCT94b, Mar98a, Mye96, NM96b, Onn90, PV98, Roh99, SKW*98d, SS99a, Sch90a, SR96, SGPV98, Smi98a, Sut99, Tua99, VW98, Ver98b, DWQ91b, DWQ91a, ABKL93, AHdJF97, Ale97, BGV97a, Cha99b, CW97, CJRR99b, DS98a, Dhe98, Di 97b, DF97, Gau97, Kip97, Sha95a, TJ97, Taa98, AG99, Bak99, BF99a, Bro97, DQV96, Gir99, GSTY96, HNS99, IWW99, NF99, SM94, SKAM99].

Smart-Card [Roh99, ABKL93, CJRR99b].

Smartcard [Ano98h, Ano99b, USE99c, Ano97-27, Ara93, Bam97, Ano98g, CH94b, IH99b, KK99a].

Smartcards [Bla96a, Bia96b, Sch90a, DR99a, IH99a, IHR99, MDS99].

SmartLink [Ano93k].

Software-Optimised [RC94a, RC94b].

software [MM95].

Smart-Cards [Roh99, ABKL93, CJRR99b].

Software [Abr97, Ano93j, Auc96, AG99, Bal97, Bih97b, BD94, CD97, Cha98a, CT99b, DBVD96, DF91c, DSB99, Gar97a, GO96a, Gut98b, HK97, JJ98c, KP96b, L95, Lac93, Lea99, Lu98, Mat96b, Mer91, MM97, RSA94, RC94a, RC94b, SW94a, Sch99c, SK96a, SK96b, SK96c, SW97a, SW97b, SK97c, She95b, You96, And94a, Ano95k, Bih97c, BP97b, DH96a, Des95, Gol96d, Knu99c, Pre95a, SS98a, SAM97, Str93a, Str93b, Vau98e, W90].

Software-Optimised [RC94a, RC94b].

software [MM95].

Software [ABKL93, ABKL97, CJRR99b].

Solved [Ano97c, Ano98c, Rec98].

Solving [LO91b, Lew92, MSO96, OMV98, Pen99].

SOM [BBN96].

SOM [BBN96].

Sourcebook [Ban94, Rot95a].

Sources [ADBB99, Cor99, Uni94c].

Southcon [IEE96f].

Southcon/96 [IEE96f].

Soviet [COP95a, HK99c].

Space [AR99, BC95c, FP99, Gar97c, HBKL99, KV99, KI96, SCG99, BB190, Mra95, Pad98, Sze98].

Spokes [BB99].

Space-filling [BB190].

Speaker [CWF91].

Spaceflight [CWM91].

Spaces [BP95a, FDB93a, FDB93b, Koz96, Son99].

Spanish [Mau96b].

Spanish [Mau96b].

Spain [Mau96b].

Spain [Mau96b].

Spain [Mau96b].

Spain [Mau96b].

Specific [ADBB99, EvH93, Kha93, LMS97].

Specification [GFB93, HJT99, LL97a].
Ou99, SW94a, Tou92. Specifications [KS98a, Nat92b]. Specified [Gui97, HCC98].
Specifying [SW94a]. Specs [Got99].
Spectral [WF94].
Spectrum [CKLS97, She94c, CKLS96b, CKLS96c, Dix94, KSB96b, KSB97, LLB98, OP98].
Speech [DMFB97, Er97b, GDS91, IEE97d, IEE97e, Lud97, SW95b, A197, CW94].
Speeches [Bar94].
Speed [ARV99a, ARV99b, Ano99c, Ano99e, DP98a, DP98b, Ebe93, FVEA99, IM93b, Koc94, LS97, MPPS95, SKNO98a, SKNO98b, SW97a, SW97b, She92d, She95b, IM93a, Kap98, KAK96, Lam99, Nor95a, HKSW98, HKRS99, Zhe97a].
Speeding [ADEDS99, KT93, McK99, Tes98].
spi [AG97b, AG97c, AG97a].
spiculated [ZTR99].
Spin [RK99].
Spite [Wai90].
SPJ [TLS99].
SPLICE [HC95b].
SPLICE/AS [HC95b].
Split [Coc97].
Splitting [Sga91b].
SPM [CV93].
SPN [Kob99].
SPN-Structures [Kob99]. Spooing [SVxW91].
SPRC [Wol93b].
Spread [CKLS97, Dix94, She94c, CKLS96b, CKLS96c, KSB96b, KSB97, LLB98, OP98].
Spreading [SB94, KSB96a].
Spring [DDJ98d].
Springer [Hat96].
Springer-Verlag [Hat96].
Spurs [Lea99].
SPX [Ala93b].
Spy [WS96c, Win91].
spy-catching [WS96c].
statesman [Bed90].
Station [BWM99b, Smi98b].
Station-to-Station [BWM99b].
Statistical [De 99, GC91, GSV99, Gus96, PNFK95, NO98, Tha91, GKS97].
Statistics [BBDF97, IEE94a, F090].
Status [Dob96b, FL99b, Nat99c, NBD+99, Ros95b].
Stay [MK94].
Staying [Rit99].
Steady [MSHP99].
Steganalysis [Cl97, Cli99, Lev91, Mil95, UU97b].
statesman [Bed90].
Station [BWM99b, Smi98b].
Station-to-Station [BWM99b].
Statistical [De 99, GC91, GSV99, Gus96, PNFK95, NO98, Tha91, GKS97].
Statistics [BBDF97, IEE94a, FO90].
Status [Dob96b, FL99b, Nat99c, NBD+99, Ros95b].
Stay [MK94].
Staying [Rit99].
Steady [MSHP99].
Steganalysis
[Daw93]. Summer [USE94, Mye96].
Summit [CFK+91]. sums
[BK98g, CFS97, Kob91c]. Sun
[Bro97, Gar98b, Got99, Law98]. SunOS
[Ste92, Sun91b]. Super [Sut99].
Supercomputer [DMS95, She92c, Bam97].
Supercomputing [IEE91]. superhighway
[BDC+95]. Superimposing [YY91].
supersafe [PP96]. Superscalar [Cla97].
superscritcher [Cra92, CF92]. Supersingular [BS91b].
Supervisory [KA99]. Support
[AKP99, BV98a, Bla98, Bld93, DTDJ99,
FR95d, GRB99, HKS95, KHB99, LBHM99,
LCN99, Mon93, Pit96b, SK98a, SK99, SL99,
TYD99, Cli99, LS98a, TCH+91, Un94b].
Supporting [PK99, MI90]. surmounting
[CI96]. surrounding [GA98]. Surveillance
[CKN99, SB97]. Survey
[Bri90b, Gar97c, GFB93, Kal93a, Kle90,
Knu98b, Nis96a, Par98c, BO92, Ele99, Mea95,
She92c, Wad98, Zho94]. Surveys [Ell99].
Susceptibility [AW94]. suspected
[LHL95b, LHL95a]. swapping [TN97].
Swedish [LF97]. Swindles [Dob95b].
Switches [Be99]. Switching [MOM91].
Switzerland [ACM97a, BC97, IEE96e].
sword [Den95]. Sydney
[KG93, SP90, VPM97]. Sylvester [Por98].
Symbolic [Wat91, AM99, BHR95].
Symbols [Pes97, CS99]. Symmetric
[Ada97a, Bir98, BDR+96, BFN98a, FO99b,
Gus96, QG90, Roe94, YY98d, YY98b,
BDJR97, Cra96, GHS93, HJ99, Hwa93].
Symmetry [BS95d, PS97]. Symposium
[ACM90, ACM91, ACM93b, ACM94c, ACM95,
ACM96b, ACM97b, ACM97c, ACM98b,
ACM99b, Ano99c, Com96, CMM93, DEQ92,
He96a, IEE92c, IEE93b, IEE94d, IEE95b,
IEE96a, IEE97f, IEE97i, IEE98a, IEE99a,
KK99b, Qi+98, Spi95, SI93, USE92b, USE93,
USE95b, USE96c, USE96g, USE98a, USE98d,
USE99a, Wat91, Wol93a, Wol93b, Tv92]. synchronised
[KI97]. Synchronization
[DHSS95, BCCG99]. Synchronized
[Yah94, Got92]. Synchronising [Mau91a].
Synchronous [AMP99, NT99, DGV94b].
Syndrome [CS96a, ZYR91, ZH90]. Syntax
[Kal98f, Kal98c, Kal98d, RSA93d, RSA93c,
RSA93e, RSA99a]. Synthesis [HL99, Sab94].
synthetic [PGV93b, PGV94]. System
[ANS99a, Ano97r, ADF98, AHMS99, BS99a,
BLM99, BKS99, Bal97, BR97a, BM91a,
Bien98, Bla94b, BHJ99, BG99, Bur94b,
CIBM99, CD97, CM99b, Chi92, CC99c,
CH94b, CM99d, DDP90, DT98a, DTDJ99,
Far92, FK99, FO97, FR95d, Gar96b, Gar97a,
GRB99, Go90a, GPSV98, GS99a, HJTW99,
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PRZ99, PS99f, PK99, Rei92, Rn90, RH99,
SYM99, SSSW98, Sam98, STSW99, SCT99,
SK96b, SK96c, Sch98h, SSP90, SM99,
SKIT99, Tro93, Tun99, Var99b, WHF92,
WABC99, WW98a, WBB99, WABL94,
ZK96, ACC99, BBCP98b, Bax97, BM97a,
Bur94a, BD95b, Car94, CB96, Cus95,
DSSZ99, Des95, DH96b, FM98b, HN94].
system
[HI97, Hwa92a, HC95b, KMB99, KMB97,
LC96a, LCL95, MY93b, MKK99, MM95,
Oel97, PS99e, PS95w, Sch99j, SY96b, SS95b,
SS95c, TCH+91, TC91, Ven90, WSFC99,
WABL93, ADDS91, Ano91a, Bax97, Bel92,
Dan95, JD91, RC91, YKY99, ZH98].
Systematic [BGH+90]. Systematising
[MKL99]. Systeme
[BGH95]. Systems
[ABL93, AKP96, AKF94, Ako99, Ano94j,
Ano95v, Aho96a, ADEDS99, AA97, AMP99,
BDPSNG95, Bar99, Bas93, BR91, BDBDF97,
BFN98a, CF95, DDJ98a, Dan91b, DFT97,
DY91a, DD99, DB96, ENK99, FJP96,
FY95a, FY95b, FYM99, FO091, GL96,
GFB93, Gil98, GM90, GMW91, GK97, GS97,
GMV98, HGH98, HJJ+xx, HH94, HP98b, IEE93a, IEE96b, IEE96d, IEE98c, IEE99b, IH99a, KT96, Koc96b, KA99, KYB92, LO91b, LGRS98, LABW92, Lan99, Lee99b, Mar99, Mas99a, MS95f, MDP94, Mu993, NT99, NAA99, Oka98a, Oka98b, PRAM98, Pes97, PL94, PS99f, PW97c, PS96b, PSN91, Pin97, Pin96b, PM99a, PD99b, RBvR94, RG95, RIP95a, ST94, SN96, STS99b, DY91c, SOOS95, SS90, She92a, SY92, Stu99, Tra99, USE96c, USE96a, USE99b, VC99, Var99a, Way93a.

Systems
[WL92b, WC97, Yac99a, Yac99b, YKB94, YMWP99, ZFK98, ZFK+98, ARK99, AhldJF97, AMS96, AM99, AC97, BY93c, BY93b, BGT96, BP95b, CG05, DMW94, Dix94, Fri92b, Goo96, GKS97, Gru98, HJJ+97, IEE97k, KG96, KP99b, LM98a, LABW91, LS98a, Lie93, MSN97, NIS92, Oht96, Ole95, Opp96, PAK98, PA98b, PP92a, PP92b, PP95b, PP99a, RO96, SK97, SY96b, SG96b, SK97a, Sta97a, Sta94a, Sun91b, VP98, WL92a, WL92c, ZG96, DV96].

Systolic
[SS98, DF92, PJBM90].

SZK
[Dav98d].

T
[YT96, PDGI99].
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[PDGI99].
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[Dav98c].
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[Sei98b].
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Tampering
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Tandatangan
[Ano97-29].

Taos
[WABL93, WABL94].

tapestry
[MB94b].

TAR
[Ano97].

Targeted
[Cap94].

Targets
[Lea99, Way98].

TAS
[Cop94b].

Tasty
[Sch98i].

Tate
[FMR99].

Taxing
[Gar97c].

Taxonomy
[DB96, GS97, LBMC94].

TC
[MB99b].

TC11
[Kat97].

TC6
[Kat97].

TC6/TC11
[Kat97].

TCFS
[Mau97b].

TCl
[GAl98].

TCP
[Fei93, Fei96].

TCP/IP
[Fei93, Fei96].

TEA
[KSW97a, KSW97b, NW97, WN95].
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TecApro
[GLC98].

Technical
[Ano95e, Bar96b, CFK+91, CYY98, DS97c, Lan98, LM93c, Mos98, USE95a, USE99d, VGP93, SM99, USE96f, USE98c].

Technique
[DDNM98, Gue98b, KP93, WD97, BCV97, ONT98, Way95].

Techniques
[Int91a, BGML96, BWM98, Bol98a, Bol98b, BLMO94, CM97b, CD99, CMYY98, Dam90a, Dam91a, Dav91, DC98c, De95, Des98a, Des96a, Fun97, Fun98c, GQ95, Hel94, JJ99a, LvLB96, MM99a, MSNW99, Man96b, PS98e, PS98f, PK99, Pre93b, QV90, QQ95, Rue93, SZ93, Car98, Cra96, Hel93, He98b, ISO97, Kay95, KG93, Nyb98, OP9+99, Oke96, PS99d, SD97, Ste99b, Way91, Woo90, ZH93, van96].

Technological
[UFC94].

Technologies
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[Fuc99].
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[IEE97e, UN94, Mac98].
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[Ano97-29].
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Telephone
[Gar97a].

Telephony
[Bar94, Gar97b, MB99a, Mar95b].
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[Mac98].

TELNET
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Time-Stamping [BLV98, Bhs93].

Time-Stamps [HKS95].
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Time-Stamping [BLLV98, BHS93].

Time-Stamps [HKS95].

Timed [KA99, DOR99].
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Timetabling [CC99c].

Timing [DS98b, EH96, HK98, HK99d, Koc96b, MM92a, MM94, BS95c, Koc95].
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toolkit [BP97b, Way98, Rei96].
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TOP500 [DMS95].

Topics [IEE99b].

Topological [OMA98].

Topology [COZ99].

toral [VP96].

Torn [MR98].

Torok [Lip93].

Toronto [IEE94f].

Toshiba [Got99].

Touches [MB99a].

Toulouse [DEQ92].

Tour [Han94, Mos99].

tourist [WSFC99].

Town [IEE94a].

Traceability [GS97, SW99b, Des95, LHL95b, LHL95a].

Traceable [BW97, T99].

traceability [Sta97a].

Traced [Pf96b].

Traces [Vig98, HM97b].

Tracing [BF99c, CF94, Fia94, FT99a, Jue99, Mad92, NP98a].

Track [USE98c, Fox99].

Trackies [SKIT99].
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Trade-offs [BFS96, BMS96, NMVR95a, NMVR95b].

Trademark [Eri97b].

Tradec [KR94c, CK93].

Tradeoffs [CMN99].

Trading [FHM98, DS97b].

Traditional [Des92].
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Train [BW98].

Training [ACBR90, DTDJ99, Jen99].

Traitor [BP99c, FT99a, NP98a].

Tractors [CFN94, Fia94, Pf96b].

Transaction [ENK99, KT96, Oh99, CTSxx, ADDS91, An91a, JD91].

Transactions [FL99b, FKM98, SSG99].
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Transcript [BD99a, Chr99a, Saa99a].
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Transfer [An97s, DF99, HHY93, NP99, RS96a, Be93, BM90, BR96b, DOR99, Jac90a, Jac90b, SI93b]. Transferable [Sak96].

transferred [Un97d].
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Transformability [MS96].

Transformation [SZ96, LS98a, Pet91].

Transformational [Zwi98].
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Tribulations [CYY98]. tribute [Uni92].
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triples [CFS97].
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TSP [Luc95].
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Tunable [WF94].

Tunneling [SM98a].

Tuples [FJRS96, M190].

Turbo [DD99b].

Turbulence [DF94].

Turing [CFF91, Hod97, Dea98b, Tur99].

Turnaround [Gar97a].

Tutorial [Buc91b].

Tutoring [PD99b].

TV [DDNM98, Gar97c, Gar98b].

Twelf [PS99f].
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Types [SG95, Bili94a].

typing [She95a, Aba99].

U [Kah91a].

U-boat [Kah1a].

U.K. [And96c].

U.S. [ACM94b, Ban94, My998, Riv98c, SW94b, Sta97c, Uni97d, Unixxb, Uni96c, VB96, Way93c].

U.S.A. [LF97].

U.S.C. [C197, U97b].

übersicht [Ger97].

Ubiquitous [DD99a, Cha99b].

UC [Uni96a].

UK [Gol96d, Wal99a, And94a, Boy95b, Chr99b, Dar97, Dav91, IE99a].

Ultra [Ben98, LS97, Blo98a, Blo98b, Blo98c,

Unbalanced [Jut98, KPG99, SK96c, SK96d]. uncorrupted [PBBC97].

Uncertified [KC95]. Unclassified [Bra90a].

Uncompressed [NHB98, HC98].

Unconditional [CM97a, FM98, GM90, WP90, Wa90, Wol99, MSN97].

Unclassified [BPRF99, Hru99, KMPS99, Ou99].

Uncryptic [Pfl95].

Undang [Ano97-29].

Undang-undang [Ano97-29]. Undeniable [CvHP91, CR91, D91f, Tay95, BMS96, Des90b, HW98c].

Underground [HLMP96].

Underlying [HL99, CGM96].

Understanding [MF97].

Understanding [MF95].

Understanding [Ano97y].

Understanding [Ano97z].

Understanding [Ano97-30].

Understanding [AW94].

Understanding [Ano98f].

Understanding [BWM99b, Pai99a]. Unlinkable [SGS99].

Unmet [FM98b]. unperceivable [BBCP98a].

Unpredictability [Kos99, NR98]. Unproved [ZMI90].


Untraceability [WP90, Wa90].

Untraceable [OO90]. Untrusted [SK98a].

Untruths [For99].

Unveil [GA97, Gar98a].

Unveiling [Jan98]. Unveils [Gar97a, Gar98b].

Upon [BMP97a, CCH98, LCL95].

Urgent [Pra96]. URL [Zuk98b].

Usability [WT99, CG05]. USACM [Ano97-30]. Usage [End97].

Usage [BCE94].

Usage [GS94a, SZ96, Car97c, Car98, GA97, Kuk99, Sch91b, SX90, van97a].

Users [Hel98a, WK97, Sta94a]. Uses [Swi97, D9R97b, Sch99g]. Using
Variable-Input-Length [BR99a, BR99b].
Variable-Length [Sch94b, Su98]. Variance [Kas96].
Variants [CRRY99, MSS98, RS99a, Sha95a].
variation [CCN95]. variations [Zho94].
varieties [Fri92b]. Various [GQW+91].
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Vector [ADEDS99, TK99, TYD99, CCH98, MTN97, Pad98, dR95]. vectors
[LM93c, Mat91, MLA91]. Vegas [ACM95, AA97]. Vehicle [CKN99].
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[DS97d, Chi99a, Chi99b]. Verifying
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worst-case [AD97, AD99, BHHR99]. worst-case/average-case [AD97, AD99].

Wrapping [Gar97a]. Wright [WD99a].

Write [Bra95d]. Writing [Sha99a, Kah66, Ros97c]. Wu [Bur94a, Bur94b, HLC96, Roe99].

Wu-Dawson [Roe99]. WW [Pin98].

WWOS [IEE93a]. WWOS-IV [IEE93a].

WWW [OW95, Zha96].


Y2K [Ano98j]. DDJ98b, Eri97b, Law98, MGL98. Yakeha [Gab96b]. Yarrow [KSF99]. Year [Sch95a, Si99, Roe95]. Years [Bon99, Yin97, BC96b, CWM91, Den90, Gol97e, Mar96].
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